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“Boxing is a Combat, depending more on Strength than the Sword: 
But art will yet bear down the Beam against it. a less degree of art 
will tell more than a considerably greater Strength. Strength is cer-

tainly what the Boxer ought to fet [sic] out with, but without art he 
will succeed but poorly. the deficiency of Strength may be greatly 
supplied by art; but the want of art will have heavy and unwieldy 

Succour from Strength.”

— Captain John Godfrey, 1747

“This is boxing. this is the new boxing.”

— Mike Smith, 2004
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Preface

four blocks off the f train at york Street, a quarter of a mile from the 
a/C subway at high Street, and half a mile from the Clark Street station 
on the 2/3 line in Brooklyn stands gleason’s gym. the gym is housed in 
a renovated warehouse at 77 front Street between main and washington 
Streets, two cobblestoned blocks east of the east river. the building is 
surrounded by a honeycomb of high- end clothing boutiques, chic coffee 
shops, specialty furniture stores, art studios, and expensive apartment 
buildings. Since 1996, the real estate tycoon david walentas and his two 
trees commercial and residential development firm have turned this sec-
tion of Brooklyn, now named dumBo (down under the manhattan 
Bridge overpass), into a destination for the ultra rich. the former in-
dustrial area, which boasts Civil war– era storehouses that once stocked 
coffee beans and spices, is now one of the most desirable districts in new 
york City. in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when dumBo was an 
unnamed district of the Brooklyn waterfront and offered cheap rents, 
this location was a logical choice for a gritty cantankerous boxing gym. 
today, it is the last place one expects to find a serious pugilistic institution.

as i enter 77 front Street and begin the one- flight climb to the gym, the  
first sounds i hear are the chirping of the timekeeping bell and the hyp-
notic thundering of what was once the famed boxer Jake lamotta’s 600- 
pound speed bag. at the second- floor landing, the voices of trainers, the 
laughter of fighters, and the springs of the gym’s four rings become au-
dible. the odor of sweat and toil hit me, and the air acquires an increas-
ingly humid feel. this assault of sound and smell provokes anticipation 
about just what activities, happenings, and personalities lie behind the 
two heavy gray doors. through these gates, the gym’s owner, Bruce Sil-
verglade, blocks admission to the gym with an old wooden desk and a 
smile. from this post, he greets guests and regulars alike, gently remind-
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ing tardy members of unpaid dues, and offering an opportunity for all to 
work out.

after passing through Silverglade’s entry, i gravitate to the middle of 
the gym, the locus of training activity. around this center, boxers, train-
ers, spectators, and other gym regulars cluster habitually in different 
spaces— at the domino table, beside the exercise machines, next to the 
treadmill, in front of a ring— socializing, coaching, working out, cooling 
down, reading, playing games, and dozing off. around 11:00 a.m., when 
competitive fighters train, i watch anthony practice his uppercut in front 
of a wall of full- length mirrors while Joanne and maya jump rope. a spar 
in ring 1 draws the encouragement, heckles, and jeers of onlookers who 
line up three people deep to watch lawrence outclass an outsider. around 
2:00 p.m., when many professional and amateur pugilists have finished 
their work-outs, leon studies from a textbook, adrian flips through the 
pages of the New York Daily News, and max shushes his toddler to 
sleep. fast- forward to 5:00 p.m. and the gym is flooded with firefighters, 
“white- collar clients”— recreational athletes of considerable means who 
pay substantial amounts of money for their training— and children. Karl 
and ed, two trainers, debate the weekend’s championship bout with a 
wall Street banker. a pair of six- year- olds mischievously avoids instruc-
tion on the heavy bag, opting instead for a game of tag; they weave in 
and out of the spaces between Stairmasters and elliptical trainers to the 
dismay of their coach and the resigned disapproval of their mother.

this is gleason’s gym.
forty years ago, a bird’s- eye view of gleason’s gym would have 

produced a very different picture. at that time, the urban gym was fre-
quented almost exclusively by competitive male boxers of color, train-
ers, and other men of the pugilistic industry, such as managers, promot-
ers, matchmakers, and sportswriters.1 urban gyms were the domain of 
working- class masculinity and its historical connections to physical, pow-
erful manhood. Boxers trained for competition; professionals worked to 
advance their paid careers and amateurs practiced so they could “turn 
pro” at some point in the foreseeable future. trainers worked with their 
fighters early in the morning before work or late in evening after punch-
ing out. unless they had retired from other jobs, trainers could not afford 
to forfeit employment outside the gym to spend their entire days there. 
Journalists and those fueling the pugilistic economy watched spars, ob-
served fighters, struck deals, and talked amongst themselves during the 
gym’s open hours.
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over the past four decades, gleason’s gym has changed dramatically. 
in the 1980s, the gym welcomed two new groups of boxers: white- collar 
clients and women. as the memberships of these contingents grew, the ur- 
ban gym transformed. new social practices, social relations, and relations 
of power emerged while novel spaces of interracial, interclass, and inter- 
gender contact and communication were created.2 the meanings that the 
sport held for its practitioners diversified, and today, gleason’s gym’s 
1,000- plus members— roughly 80 trainers, 450 amateur and professional 
fighters, 300 female pugilists, and 300 male white- collar clients— use 
the gym in a multiplicity of ways.3 for some members, it is a stabilizing 
force; for others, it is the opportunity for intergenerational friendship. 
it nurtures dreams of superstardom and the need for a steady paycheck. 
it is a daily workout and a means to develop an identity. gleason’s is 
the last remaining gym from new york’s golden age of boxing, and a 
former home to luminaries of the noble art, such as roberto duran and 
hector Camacho. But as women and people of different class and racial 
backgrounds move in, the gym faces new, competing visions. it no longer 
functions merely as a working- class male sanctuary, though it struggles 
to maintain the ideals of one.

the new configuration of gleason’s gym is the result of political, eco-
nomic, and social policy changes that began in the 1960s. new market 
theories and practices encouraged the replacement of an economy rooted 
in industrial production with fire industries (finance, insurance, and 
real estate), and new york City lost a significant number of manufac-
turing jobs. Blue- collar workers could not find positions that paid a liv-
ing wage in the “new economy,” and the city experienced a rapid rise in 
unemployment. Black and latino residents were disproportionately af-
fected; poverty rates soared and produced new forms of racial inequality. 
attendant policy changes included the dismantling of welfare programs, 
the deterioration of public education, and an unprecedented focus on law 
and order. the emerging crime complex mandated longer sentences than 
ever before, prison populations exploded, and black and latino men with 
modest education were disproportionately confined. By the early 1990s, 
poor and working- class men of color were increasingly out of school, out 
of work, and in and out of prison.4

longtime patrons of boxing gyms, poor and working- class men of 
color continued to join gleason’s gym as amateur boxers, professional 
fighters, and trainers, but their participation took on a new meaning in 
a postindustrial era. with little access to wage labor, the gym became an 
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important site of masculine identity formation, complete with its own set 
of practices and values divorced from market forces. men used the gym 
not merely as athletes training in their spare time but rather as workers 
use their places of employment; they labored to convert joblessness into 
self- respect, proving to themselves and their peers that they, too, wanted 
to and could work. in a time of mass incarceration, the ever- present 
specter of imprisonment haunts the gym, and men with experiences with 
forced confinement joined gleason’s to reenter society and receive guid-
ance and support from men with similar histories. with limited other 
opportunities, the gym remains one of the last social institutions available 
to them for masculine socialization and for building individual and col-
lective forms of identity.

while poor and working- class new yorkers experienced a decline 
in living standards, new subjects, objects, and spaces of commodification 
produced new social experiences for the upper- middle and upper classes. 
wealthy men and women, primarily white, who have benefited from 
postindustrialism’s social and economic arrangements, turned their atten-
tion to consumption and their gaze to their bodies.5 a burgeoning fitness 
industry, which included health clubs and media, programs for fit life-
styles, and personal training regimes, offered products and services to an 
increasingly body- obsessed consumer culture. Cosmopolitanism, multi-
culturalism, and diversity bolstered unprecedented amounts of advertis-
ing. Black male authenticity, a new site of cultural capital, sold fitness 
products to men anxious about their masculinity.6 with the enactment of 
title ix of the education amendments of 1972, advertising firms capital-
ized on the increasing participation among women in competitive sport-
ing activities. their campaigns promoted female empowerment, bodily 
strength, and self- defense.7

Bruce Silverglade quickly recognized that to survive the pressures of 
gentrification and other economic restructurings, he needed new sources 
of revenue. he took advantage of trends in the postindustrial fitness in-
dustry by inviting doctors, lawyers, and investment bankers to front Street 
to be instructed by gym trainers and fighters. Preoccupied with their mas-
culinity and attracted to the bodily strength of black men, white- collar 
clients sought a powerful manhood by proximity to blackness. women, 
with determination to become strong and confident in their bodies, signed 
up in large numbers.

and yet, if postindustrial social and economic conditions create the 
constellation of people at gleason’s gym, such circumstances do not de-
termine the gym’s internal social practices, social relations, and power 
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relations. Come Out Swinging: The Changing World of Boxing in Glea-
son’s Gym analyzes how different groups of gym members use the gym in 
different ways. it is an ethnography of how gym enthusiasts practice box-
ing training, how they collectively make and mold the gym’s social space, 
and, in doing so, how they negotiate life in postindustrial new york.8 
Come Out Swinging documents how gleason’s membership improvises 
arrangements for members’ well- being and how principles such as reci-
procity and redistribution are admired and flourish. it shows how value 
is produced in ways different from the market economy, with not all 
interactions motivated by the desire to make money and not all forms of 
value defined by the demand for profit.9 the social practices, social rela-
tions, and relations of power in gleason’s gym demonstrate that actions 
can occur both within and in response to the market and illuminate the 
inventive ways that some people use boxing training to answer back to  
forms of inequality, such as gender subordination, anti- black racism, and 
class stratification, as well as the ways the wealthy simultaneously use 
capital from new markets to forge identities and entertain themselves.

Come Out Swinging is interested in the social experience of postindus-
trialism as it is lived. the postindustrial is not only an economic and social 
restructuring but also a way of life. accordingly, this book is concerned 
with how and why people construct certain identities in postindustrial 
circumstances. i examine one space in new york City— the urban box-
ing gym— where people go to create work, develop a sense of self- worth, 
consume, and process their social worlds. it is one site among many, but 
it is important in a society that is increasingly turning its attention to the 
body.10 Come Out Swinging argues that through postindustrial changes, 
the ethos of the urban boxing gym has been protected, but in the process,  
it has been commodified. in gleason’s gym, members relate to this box-
ing ethos and attendant commodification differently. each group invests 
its own meanings in the gym’s culture, undertakes boxing training in vari-
ous ways, and produces new lived experiences. these new uses of space 
and reinvented ways of life illuminate how, with the right resources, 
postindustrial spaces can be transformed and avoid obliteration.
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Chapter one

Survival in a City tranSformed: the urBan 
Boxing gym in PoStinduStrial new yorK

over the PaSt four deCadeS, new yorK City’S SoCial, 
 economic, and political structures have transformed dramatically, and 
the word “postindustrial” is used to describe these changes. “Postindus-
trial” is used in a number of contexts, and the trends that it captures 
are subject to myriad interpretations by scholars, policymakers, and so-
cial critics. as a result, the term is contested and not without discursive, 
political, and ideological problems.1 however, “postindustrial” can be a 
useful way to mark the decline in manufacturing and the acceleration of 
the fire economy— finance, insurance, and real estate— in urban centers 
and some of the resulting social and cultural conditions and structures 
of feeling among city residents. this chapter, “Survival in a City trans-
formed,” provides a sketch of the postindustrial landscape of new york 
City, in which gleason’s gym and this ethnography are situated. the first 
part of the chapter examines postindustrial restructurings and some of 
the accompanying social and cultural changes, such as the elimination 
of welfare entitlements, the expansion of crime control, and the ascen-
sion of consumer capitalism. the second part looks at how postindustrial 
restructurings affected urban boxing gyms in new york City. i argue 
that gleason’s gym survived the vicissitudes of the new postindustrial 
economy by incorporating some of its features, such as the turn to multi-
culturalism and diversity, the shift to cosmopolitanism and aggressive ad-
vertising, and the focus on the body and emergence of the fitness industry.
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PoStinduStrial eConomiC and SoCial 
reStruCturingS

new york’s labor and housing markets

in studies of the labor market, the postindustrial points to a specific eco-
nomic restructuring that began in the late 1960s in which metropolitan 
centers that manufactured goods began to focus more heavily on retail, 
financial, and corporate services.2 that is, the postindustrial registers a 
reorganization in which reliance on industrial capital was replaced by 
reliance on the fire industries. as industrial operations scattered to the 
global south, which offered lower taxes as well as less regulation, union 
organizing, and collective bargaining, cities in the northeast and the 
midwest lost a devastating number of jobs, turning them into rustbelt 
regions.3 though many urban economies suffered from this process of 
deindustrialization, new york City was disproportionately affected. the 
changes new york City endured were more exaggerated and the growth 
of services quicker and more extensive than in other cities.4 Between 
1965 and 1989, the number of manufacturing jobs in new york fell from 
865,000 to 355,000, causing a rapid rise in unemployment.5 workers 
who lost manufacturing jobs had a difficult time finding employment of 
comparable remuneration in the new service economy and had few op-
portunities for upward mobility.6

while fordist models of production were on the decline, new modes 
of accumulation gained ascendancy.7 new possibilities for global trade 
and direct foreign investment, innovations in technology and its uses, ad-
vances in transportation, and the growing power of multinational finance 
and telecommunication firms shaped the postindustrial economy.8 in her 
work on the globalization of economic activity, Saskia Sassen suggests 
that cities such as new york emerged not only as places where capital 
is coordinated but also as production sites. the production of financial 
goods and services requires what she calls “dispersal” and “concentra-
tion”; because some economic practices are decentralized, others must 
be more centralized.9 for instance, as jobs moved from uS metropolitan 
centers to peripheral low- wage areas, more coordination was necessary 
in central business districts. Sassen explains, “the more dispersed a firm’s 
operations across different countries, the more complex and strategic its 
central functions— that is, the work of managing, coordinating, servicing, 
financing a firm’s network of operations.”10 a new class of professionals 
to do this managing, coordinating, servicing and financing soon formed.
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Concentration and dispersal restructured the labor market and changed 
the nature of work in urban areas. workers bifurcated into “core” and 
“contingent” laborers. Core workers are executives, consultants, manag-
ers, and a range of specialists who manage capital. Contingent workers, 
or unskilled laborers in personal services, support the economic activi-
ties and personal lives of core workers.11 the experiences of work and 
the financial compensation of the two groups stand in sharp contrast. 
Core workers enjoy higher salaries, better benefits, and more job security 
than contingent workers and, as a result, the former have access to more 
possibilities for wealth accrual, such as investment in stocks, bonds, and 
mutual funds.12 Contingent workers engage in low- wage and unstable 
work: typically labor that has been subcontracted or that is part- time, 
seasonal, and temporary.13 though this flexibility reduces costs, it creates 
job insecurity and instability, benefit losses, and a reduction in investment 
in human capital.14

while the postindustrial economy promised new possibilities of profit 
and accumulation, wealth was unevenly distributed across society.15 the 
owners and managers of capital disproportionally benefitted from the 
economy’s splendors and a polarization of income financially distanced 
contingent workers from core workers.16 an earning gap between manufac-
turing and nonmanufacturing, retail services and corporate services, and 
the outlying boroughs and manhattan increased the gap between poor 
and rich.17 Service jobs of contingent workers paid far less than did ford-
ist manufacturing jobs, and the remaining manufacturing jobs became 
low- wage and low- skill. unionization rates plummeted and the power of 
remaining unions to negotiate reasonable contracts diminished.18 further, 
the new economy presented tremendous obstacles to career advancement 
and social mobility for contingent workers.19 on the whole, low- income 
service jobs caused contingent workers to labor more and make less.20

new york City’s economic restructuring disproportionately affected 
black and latino residents and created a racialized and gendered divi-
sion of labor.21 in the postindustrial economy, black and latino workers 
were excluded from the best- paid jobs. with their circumstances com-
pounded by employers’ preferences for latino workers, women, and even 
white ex- prisoners over black workers without criminal records, black 
men faced difficulty even securing low- wage employment.22 when they 
did obtain work, black men were paid below living wages. Poverty rates 
skyrocketed and produced new forms of racial inequality. under-  and 
unemployment continue to burden workers of color. in 2004, 72 percent 
of black men in their twenties who had not completed high school did 
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not have work, while 50 percent of black high- school graduates could 
not find a job.23 today the division of labor in postindustrial new york 
is split predominantly among white men (and, to a lesser extent, white 
women) in professional and management positions, black women and 
latino men and women working in clerical or service jobs, and asian 
and latino workers laboring in the remaining low- income manufactur-
ing positions.24

the racial inequalities in the service economy reproduced themselves 
spatially in the form of residential segregation. the new economy re-
quired space for expanding businesses, hospitals, and universities while a 
growing class of core workers in postindustrial growth sectors produced 
new markets for luxury condominiums and manhattan loft space.25 
urban areas previously zoned for industry were repurposed and devel-
oped as office and residential quarters. the pace of gentrification acceler-
ated and real estate speculation escalated. much of the city’s real estate 
was gobbled up by the rich, decimating the number of affordable housing 
units for working individuals and families. the housing market in areas 
of new york with large numbers of black and latino residents— namely 
the Bronx, northern manhattan, the lower east Side of manhattan, and 
central Brooklyn— collapsed.26 alex vitale writes:

throughout the 1980s, the city’s spending on homelessness- related services 
was directed toward providing emergency shelter and social services. only a 
small amount was spent on creating new affordable housing for those on pub-
lic assistance or working for low wages. at the same time, however, billions 
were spent on tax incentives and direct subsidies to encourage the develop-
ment of high- rent commercial buildings and luxury housing, which often dis-
placed low- income housing and low- skilled jobs. this unequal development 
destabilized many middle- class communities through the twin problems of 
rampant disorder emanating from the growing underclass and gentrification 
pressures coming from the new, extremely wealthy professional class.27

Such spending priorities precipitated a housing crisis that continues to 
affect families of color, who are more likely to live in overcrowded and 
decrepit housing than are white residents.28

Social entitlements and Crime Control

Postindustrialism not only restructured the labor and housing markets 
but also redefined the relationships among capital, workers, and the state. 
the market gained enormous power in the economic and social lives of 
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new york City residents just as the state began shirking its responsibili-
ties for providing social entitlements.29 a system of governance  promoting 
corporate deregulation, social- welfare cuts, and law and order policies 
supported the postindustrial economy. Contrary to the priorities of state 
intervention created under twentieth- century industrial capitalism, this 
system of governance relies on discourses of “personal responsibility,” 
which look to the market and individual initiative rather than structural 
context or social conditions to solve social problems and inequalities.30 
welfare reform, which began under President reagan and was refined 
under President g.h.w. Bush, culminated in President Clinton’s 1996 
Personal responsibility and work opportunity reconciliation act and 
obliterated three- quarters of a century of social welfare for the poor. 
logistically, by annihilating aid to families with dependent Children 
(afdC), an outgrowth of earlier mother and widow pension programs, 
and creating temporary assistance to needy families (tanf), the law 
imposed time limits on social assistance, required clients to work in low- 
wage positions, and slashed compensation. ideologically, it attacked 
the disenfranchised and marginalized, especially the poor of color, and 
blamed them for their circumstances. it also buttressed a postindustrial 
labor market that needed low- skill and low- wage workers to fill service 
positions. in doing so, it created a group of vulnerable workers who were 
available to capital for exploitation, a racialized process.31

welfare reform was just one part of a larger conservative attack on 
the poor of color, especially urban youth, and dovetailed with a new 
focus on law and order, particularly crime control.32 “tough on crime” 
legislation and practices abolished rehabilitation, for the most part, and 
fixated instead on an array of new penalties, such as three- strike rules,33 
truth- in- sentencing laws,34 victim impact statements, sentencing guide-
lines, and “zero tolerance.” the emerging crime complex instituted longer 
sentences than ever before and expanded the number of nonviolent acts 
considered criminal, which exploded the prison population even as crime 
rates dropped.35 Between 1970 and 1982, the uS prison population dou-
bled, and between 1982 and 1999, it tripled.36 the prison industry in the 
united States costs roughly $35 billion and employs more than 525,000 
workers, more than any fortune 500 company other than ford motors.37 
it confines more than two million people and forces nearly five million 
additional individuals under custodial supervision, such as parole, proba-
tion, and work release.38 most of these men and women are low- skilled, 
low- income black and latino and have been charged with low- level drug 
trading and consuming, even though, as michelle alexander documents, 
drugs are used and sold at comparable rates across race lines.39
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Consumer Culture and the rise of urban fitness

as the structure of the economy and governance changed, consumer cul-
ture in the uS grew rapidly. whereas many scholars focus on the fire 
industries to understand new york’s transformation, others look at how 
postindustrial spaces and capital provided resources for new forms of 
cultural production. what were once wastelands and sites of decay and 
abandonment turned into premier locations for redevelopment and cul-
tural attractions.40 in an attempt to lure consumers possessing amounts of 
wealth unparalleled in history into spending large sums, cities promoted 
renewal projects and invested in upscale leisure activities, hotels, conven-
tion centers, restaurants, shopping malls, theaters, and the revitalization 
of downtown and waterfront areas.41 at the same time, newly commodi-
fied cultural objects and subjects proliferated and expanded their reach in 
the global marketplace.42 with more disposable income and better access 
to mass- produced and mass- marketed goods, individuals and families en-
joyed unprecedented levels of consumption.43 in new york, a thriving 
cultural economy provided billions of dollars in the forms of jobs and 
revenue and today employs almost as many people as finance and medi-
cine do.44 it is undergirded by diversity, multiculturalism, and advertising. 
richard lloyd explains:

in contrast to theories of the city as trending toward increased homogeniza-
tion and sanitation in response to the demands of new residents, diversity here 
is taken to be a central principle of urban authenticity, and the definition of 
diversity typically proffered by local artists gives value to the illicit and the 
bizarre. for an admittedly small but disproportionately influential class of 
tastemakers, elements of the urban experience that are usually considered to 
be an aesthetic blight become a symbol of the desire to master an environment 
characterized by marginality and social instability.45

Cultural producers sold their products and entire lifestyles by capitalizing 
on cultural fascinations with authenticity.46

an expanding urban fitness industry, of which gleason’s gym was a 
part, catered to consumers eager to imagine new possibilities for their 
bodies. in a postindustrial social order, gender expectations became un-
stable and ever more fluid. as masculinity, in particular, decoupled from 
wage labor, generating anxiety in the process, sports and body culture 
provided men with a knowable and concrete means to identity forma-
tion.47 with title ix legislation, women had more opportunities in sport 
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than ever before. they experimented with new ways of fashioning their 
bodies and looked to athletics and urban fitness as a way to try on novel 
gender configurations and expressions.48 for both men and women,  
the body became the site of “work.” it also became a profit- generating 
commodity that encouraged continual purchases. Programs for healthy 
lifestyles and products for bodily perfection promised consumers tech-
niques to improve themselves and advertisers avenues to generous rev-
enue streams.49

over time, working on the body was infused with morality. Just as 
the Calvinist quest for wealth was a marker of morality in an earlier era, 
the postindustrial disciplined body promoted the control necessary to 
support the ideals of consumer capitalism.50 while this new body culture 
included some new yorkers, it excluded others, especially the poor, and 
reinforced an ideological divide that blamed the disadvantaged for their 
structural position. Shari l. dworkin and faye linda wachs suggest:

in short, consumer culture provides continual absolution to privileged bodies 
through these “small successes” and the self- satisfaction of participation in a 
set of identity- validating middle- class and upper- middle- class lifestyles. docile 
bodies fare differently. Stigmatized as immoral, lazy, and poor citizens, docile 
bodies are presented as failing to follow the prescriptions attended to by the 
readers. the structural constraints are rendered invisible as it is implying a 
question of “making time” or the right choices.51

these bodily consumptive imperatives, postindustrial governance, and 
discourses of personal responsibility connected. the primacy of personal- 
responsibility narratives in health and fitness economies perniciously 
supported neoliberal ideologies and practices that rendered invisible the 
 government’s contribution to structural circumstance and, more impor-
tant, to serious health disparities.52

PoStinduStrialiSm and the  
new yorK City Boxing gym

historically, boxing gyms patronized by poor and working- class men of 
color have flourished in new york City. But postindustrial restructurings 
made it difficult for big and neighborhood gyms, for- profit and not- for- 
profit alike, to keep up with the pace of inflation, meet insurance pre-
miums, accommodate rising real estate prices, and survive processes of  
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gentrification. in January of 1996, Bill farrell of the New York Daily News 
wrote, “it seems that just as corporations are ‘down- sizing,’ so are local 
gyms.”53 over the past twenty- five years, many boxing gyms have had to 
close their doors. from a high of 150 in the mid- 1970s, the number of 
urban gyms dropped below 50 in 2000.54 times Square gym, long con-
sidered one of the three most “serious” professional gyms in new york, 
was forced to shut its doors in 1994 by the times Square redevelopment 
Corporation in order to make room for upscale office towers, business 
plazas, and entertainment centers.55 gramercy gym, another serious gym 
and Cus d’amato’s famous institution, closed down in 1993, while train-
ers from the Bed- Stuy Boxing Center, the last serious gym and a legendary 
establishment founded by george washington, sparring partner to Joe 
louis, abandoned their gym in 1999 because of mismanagement, poor 
lighting, broken windows, lack of heat, and few employment opportu-
nities. in august of 2002, Bruce Silverglade estimated that there were, 
at that time, ten legitimate operational gyms in new york.56 Silverglade 
lamented that to stay afloat in the new york City economy, boxing gyms 
needed to be heavily subsidized or have a large membership to help pay 
overhead costs.

the number of boxing gyms in new york is difficult to assess because 
gyms open and close with great frequency. one way to estimate numbers 
is to look at the organizations registered with uSa Boxing metro, the 
regional sanctioning body for amateur boxing in the greater new york 
area.57 in 2004 and 2005, twenty- eight boxing gyms were tallied by uSa 
Boxing metro.58 however, this number does not encompass all gyms, 
clubs, or programs in new york City. rather, it includes the gyms that 
train competitive amateurs who participate in the golden gloves, the 
country’s major amateur tournament.59 many boxing programs in non-
profit recreation centers such as the ymCa, or in health clubs such as 
Crunch fitness, may not appear in uSa Boxing metro’s directory because 
they do not always send amateur fighters to the golden gloves. Some 
clubs may register with uSa Boxing metro one year and not the next; 
hence, the number of gyms registered is subject to change from year to 
year. in addition, gyms that work only with white- collar boxers will not 
appear on this inventory at all.

despite difficulty in obtaining concrete numbers, boxing gyms in new 
york City can be divided into three categories: (1) gyms devoted to ama-
teur and professional fighters, (2) gyms dedicated to working primarily 
with white- collar boxers, and (3) gyms utilized by a combination of ama-
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teur, professional, and white- collar athletes. gyms in the first category 
tend to be small neighborhood- based nonprofits.60 Because they do not 
enjoy revenue from white- collar clients, they usually survive, as Silver-
glade argues, through subsidy of some sort. included in this category are 
gyms such as the new Bed- Stuy Boxing Center in Bedford- Stuyvesant, 
Kid Kelly Sports Boxing gym in williamsburg, and morris Park Boxing 
gym in the Bronx. the gyms in this category can include organizations 
with ties to law enforcement, such as the handful of gyms throughout 
the five boroughs operated by the Police athletic league (Pal). they 
also include the recreational centers run by the new york City Parks and 
recreation department.

gyms and programs populated in the second category are a more 
recent phenomenon and have carved out a niche based upon trends in 
urban fitness that have invited workout addicts to train to box but not 
necessarily compete. with the success of movies such as Million Dollar 
Baby, Cinderella Man, and The Fighter and tv shows such as The Con-
tender, an ever- growing number of recreational athletes have expressed 
interest in training to box. these athletes, who are predominately white 
and upper- middle-  and upper- class men, pay substantial amounts of 
money to join for- profit gyms, such as trinity Boxing Club, established 
to cater to them. or they participate in boxing programs in health clubs, 
such as Crunch fitness, equinox fitness Club, new york athletic Club, 
and Chelsea Piers. Such gyms and programs are expensive. a monthly 
membership at trinity Boxing Club, for example, costs between $200 
and $250, and ten private lessons cost $1,250.61

the gyms in the last category are also for profit but train a range of 
athletes— white collar, amateur, and professional. they can afford to keep 
their central locations (many of these gyms are located in trendy parts 
of manhattan), offer better gym resources, and maintain more pristine 
conditions than neighborhood not- for- profit gyms because of the revenue 
generated by white- collar clients. gyms such as Kingsway Boxing and fit-
ness, Church Street Boxing gym, and mendez Boxing in manhattan train 
some amateurs and some professionals while being frequented by a num-
ber of white- collar clients, who sign up for either group classes or private 
lessons with a trainer. these gyms tend to be smaller versions of gleason’s 
gym, which is also in this category. they offer similar amalgamations of 
amateur, professional, and recreational boxers, but their lack of space 
and facilities limits their ability to mobilize a sizable contingent of seri-
ous fighters.62 Bruce Silverglade asserts, “there have been  numerous pro 
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boxing gyms throughout the city and most of them have closed down.” 
gleason’s remains the only major boxing gym in the city that trains large 
numbers of amateur, professional, and white- collar boxers.

from historic Boxing institution to  
neighborhood fitness Center

almost from its inception, gleason’s gym became a mecca of serious pu-
gilistic instruction, accommodating a legion of world champions. Prize-
fighters such as Jake lamotta, Joe frazier, and roberto duran regularly 
trained at gleason’s, while other champions and contenders exercised at 
the gym episodically while in new york City to fight. muhammad ali 
(then Cassius Clay) spent several weeks training at gleason’s gym before 
his 1964 fight against Sonny liston. the gym has trained more than 120 
world champions and some of the country’s most successful amateur ath-
letes. though there have been other famous and successful gyms in new 
york City, gleason’s gym has surpassed its contemporaries in longevity 
and is currently the oldest operational boxing gym in the united States.

gleason’s gym has lived three incarnations. in 1937, Peter robert ga-
gliardi founded the gym at the intersection of 149th Street and westches-
ter avenue in the South Bronx. Setting up shop in an irish neighborhood 
and attempting to attract an irish crowd to the fights, gagliardi believed 
an irish surname would help his business and changed his name to Bobby 
gleason. his gym was a tiny establishment with one undersized ring and 
four heavy bags housed in a small loft. in 1974, a housing development 
chased the gym out of the Bronx and into manhattan, and the second 
incarnation settled into a double storefront on 30th Street at eighth av-
enue, around the corner from madison Square garden. its close proxim-
ity to the garden positioned the gym as a highly accessible location for 
fighters preparing for professional bouts in the arena in the 1970s and 
1980s. Bobby gleason continued to run the gym until 1981, when ira 
Becker, a new york businessman, took over. in 1983, another new york 
businessman with strong ties to the local amateur boxing circuit, Bruce 
Silverglade, became Becker’s co- owner. By the early 1990s, Silverglade 
was sole owner.

in 1984, gleason’s gym was once again forced out of its quarters by 
a volatile new york City real estate market and hopscotched across the 
east river to front Street in Brooklyn, a barren area that would later be 
dubbed dumBo. though many skeptics warned that the move to a new 
borough and to that desolate area in particular would force the gym out 
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of business, gym loyalists made the trip to Brooklyn, and gleason’s sur-
vived its third incarnation. in addition to being the destination for most 
serious amateur and professional boxers in new york, as dumBo gen-
trified, gleason’s gym became the neighborhood gym for upper- class res-
idents. in this third incarnation boxers from sixty- seven countries sweat 
and exhaust themselves in the enormous 14,000- square- foot facility in 
four full- sized rings; on numerous heavy, speed, and double- end bags; 
with free weights; and on treadmills, Stairmasters, and stationary bikes.63

PoStinduStrial ConditionS of PoSSiBility

while gleason’s gym faced the same pressures of economic restructuring 
as other gyms in new york City, it was able to survive and even thrive 
because of the gym’s reputation and the business savvy of the current 
owner, Bruce Silverglade, who tapped into postindustrial resources to 
keep the gym open. Because of its reputation, gleason’s was the first gym 
many fighters sought when their own gyms closed down. the fighters of 
gramercy gym took refuge in gleason’s when gramercy was forced to 
shut its doors; former gramercy owner Bob Jackson now manages his 
team, empire Sports, from an office in gleason’s. when trainers from 
the Bed- Stuy Boxing Center looked for a new gym, they chose glea-
son’s, bringing their most successful and talented boxers with them. as 
the number of gyms dwindled, gleason’s gym gained an increasingly 
captive audience among rigorous professional and amateur fighters who 
wanted serious sparring and an intense fighting community, as well as 
among trainers interested in collaborating with the most active people in 
the sport. as more gyms closed, gleason’s became stronger. Silverglade 
estimates, “i have the largest number of amateurs and pros of any gym 
in new york. Because of our name, reputation, and size, we attract great 
fighters and great trainers.”

this name and reputation is not one upon which Silverglade passively 
relies. the gym is successful while others struggle because Silverglade 
spends significant time and effort thinking about how to keep the gym 
a major destination for amateurs, professionals, and white- collar box-
ers. Silverglade constantly shapes the gym’s personality and institutional 
identity, which involves cultivating a highly profitable nostalgia in the 
media. though his policy is to pay only for advertising in the yellow 
pages and occasionally in a local newspaper or magazine, he estimates 
that the gym receives $10 million to $12 million in free advertising per 
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year through magazine and newspaper articles, tv segments, and film 
and music- video shoots. Some of this he attributes to the cyclical nature 
of and competition in the media: when one media outlet runs a story 
on the gym, others immediately rush to follow. he explains, “Somebody 
would do something about the women of gleason’s gym and then some-
one else would, and it would go around and around again. and someone 
would do a story on a businessman and then someone else would.” an 
abundance of successful and interesting boxers and gym programs, such 
as the monthly friday night white- collar client shows, provides ample 
fodder for media interest.

But much of this free advertising is not simply due to the inherently 
interesting people who work out at the gym. rather, it is a product of 
Silverglade’s method of cultivating the conditions for newsworthy sto-
ries. in february 2004, for example, in order to avoid jail time, mike 
tyson pleaded guilty to a charge of disorderly conduct and promised one 
hundred hours of community service at gleason’s gym teaching children 
to box while seeking psychiatric counseling.64 the deal was Silverglade’s 
idea and took over five months to negotiate with the district attorney’s 
office. when the plea bargain was announced, it flashed around the world 
at lightning speed, and stories linking the former champion to gleason’s 
gym appeared on televisions and radios and in magazines and newspa-
pers domestically and abroad. the product of Silverglade’s five- month 
toil was incalculable publicity. he says, “i didn’t get any money for it, but 
i can’t tell you, i can’t even imagine how much publicity i got off that. 
that went around the world. around the world. everybody had ‘mike 
tyson is working at gleason’s gym doing community service.’ and i’ve 
had call after call from media around the world.” he continues, “for  
the past twenty- five years i’ve done everything i can to get the media in 
here.”

Silverglade aims to keep as many people as possible coming through 
the doors of gleason’s gym: not only the media, neighborhood residents, 
and athletes already invested in the pugilistic trade but also film stars, 
film crews, and photographers. having this latter group gives the gym 
an indirect outlet for media attention. in order to prepare for her role 
in Million Dollar Baby, hilary Swank trained at gleason’s gym. in Jan-
uary 2005, when Swank won a golden globe, and in february 2005, 
when she won an oscar for her performance, she thanked her gleason’s 
trainer, her sparring partners, and “the boxers of gleason’s gym,” be-
stowing more high- profile attention to the gym.65 Photographers working 
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for companies such as ralph lauren and Calvin Klein use the gym as the 
background for photo shoots. and the gym has been the site for numer-
ous films— among them Raging Bull and several woody allen movies— 
and tv shows, such as NYPD Blue. Silverglade offered gleason’s for the 
book launch of a writer for the Irish Echo, who had penned several sto-
ries about the gym. he scheduled the launch to coincide with the monthly 
white- collar show, and the author immediately sold all the copies of his 
book that he had brought with him. when the publisher realized how 
successful the launch was, he asked if they could do another. Silverglade 
agreed but charged a fee for using the gym the second time.

having film crews and photographers shooting in the gym provides 
the added advantage of supplementing the gym’s income with location 
fees. Silverglade does not regularly depend on this income— he calls it 
“plus money”— but it does help dull the sharp pain of an ever- increasing 
rent. Silverglade is careful to make sure that such filming and celebrity 
visits do not adversely affect the everyday functioning of the gym. he 
ultimately envisions gleason’s as a community center and tries not to 
close his doors during filming, shoots, and celebrity cameos. during Van-
ity Fair’s visit to gleason’s gym to do a photo shoot with muhammad 
ali, Silverglade kept the gym open in order to perpetuate its image as a 
place where the average person can train alongside famous ex- champions 
and movie stars. Silverglade says, “i wanted the neighbors to say, ‘hey, 
you can walk into that gym and ali will be there! and i went in and 
had my picture taken.’ ” Similarly when hilary Swank and Craig Bierko, 
who prepared at gleason’s for his role as max Baer in Cinderella Man, 
frequented the gym, they trained on the same heavy bags and in the same 
rings as other gym regulars and did not receive special treatment from the 
gym’s management.

Silverglade also refuses to close the gym for reigning prizefighters, 
many of whom request total privacy while training for big bouts and 
expect solitary training sessions. Silverglade likes the fact that no one gets 
preferential treatment and he works very hard to develop and control this 
personality of the gym. he reflects,

it’s a community center, and that’s what i like. i like the kids who come up 
here. i like the fact that the parents will bring their kids up here. they like this 
place. they trust this place enough to bring their children up here. many gyms 
are stricter and not as loose as it is up here. But i think that my attitude and 
the way i run this is what makes it a success. People want to come over here.
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Possibly more important, taking cues from the emerging urban fitness 
economy, Silverglade makes the gym accessible to people who, historically, 
are unusual for a boxing gym: white- collar clients and women. over the 
past thirty years, he has cultivated a new type of gym enthusiast— whom 
he calls the “nouveau clientele” and whom trainers call “clients.” Clients 
often have little to no interest in competitive boxing but nonetheless seek 
a rigorous workout under the watchful eye of an “authentic” trainer. rec-
reational athletes have always frequented boxing gyms in small numbers, 
not only to observe but also to work out. ernest hemingway boxed, and 
miles davis worked with a professional trainer at gleason’s gym in the 
mid- 1950s.66 But Silverglade was the first gym owner to market directly 
to these upper- middle-  and upper- class men and to create special training 
programs for them. as the numbers of these boxers increased, he realized 
that they had few opportunities to showcase their skills. he remembers, 
“i had all these people training here and, as you know, it’s an addictive 
sport, so they say, ‘what am i doing this for? what’s next?’ So i had to 
have a reason for people to stay here and train.” the result was a white- 
collar boxing league, in which participants fight in three two- minute 
rounds. no winners and losers are declared. rather, both participants’ 
hands are raised at the end of the bout, and both boxers receive trophies. 
Silverglade’s appeal to this nouveau clientele has been extremely success-
ful, and the shows continue to run. white- collar cards draw crowds of 
between 100 and 200 people monthly, and sister leagues run in cities such 
as london, tokyo, and dubai.

finally, much of gleason’s survival of postindustrial restructuring is 
due to ira Becker and Bruce Silverglade’s decision in the mid- 1980s to 
allow women to train at the gym. for years, women who had visited the 
gym in manhattan as part of video and still- picture shoots had inquired 
about training possibilities for female athletes. at that time Becker was 
adamantly opposed to a female membership. Silverglade recalls, “there 
were always women who said, ‘Jeez, we want to do this.’ and we kept 
saying, ‘no. you can’t come into our place.’ ” though Silverglade wanted 
women to participate in the sport— and more specifically to pay mem-
bership fees— he deferred to his older partner, who preferred to keep 
the gym’s identity as an old- time professional boxing gym, reserved for 
working- class masculinity and the gruffly male sensibility of smoking 
sportswriters. But over time Silverglade recognized that women’s mem-
berships were a financial opportunity that the gym could not afford to 
forfeit, and he eventually persuaded his partner of its economic necessity. 
the gym opened its doors to women in 1983. Because gleason’s gym 
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in manhattan had only one shower room, two shower stalls, and a very 
small dressing room, Silverglade and Becker closed the gym early three 
nights a week to allow women to use the facility. the arrangement was 
an instant success, and women became a permanent fixture of this urban 
community’s landscape. when the gym moved to Brooklyn, a separate 
locker room was constructed for female members so that they could have 
access to the gym at the same time as male members.

financially, white- collar clients and women are invaluable to the gym. 
they tend to be steady and consistent patrons, and their memberships 
are responsible for keeping the gym afloat in turbulent economic times. 
Silverglade calculated, “if it weren’t for the white- collar men and women, 
gleason’s would be a much smaller gym or . . . nonexistent.”67 the num-
ber of women and clients not only helps the gym function smoothly but 
also employs gym trainers, which helps boxing coaches generate an in-
come. whereas boxing trainers historically coached in the evening hours 
and worked day shifts elsewhere to make ends meet, many trainers at the 
gym now don’t have to work outside the gym and can devote all of their 
time and energy to training. the new clientele has made this decision 
financially feasible as they pay between $20 and $75 per hour for boxing 
instruction.

gleason’s celebrity in pugilistic circles and its popularity with male 
and female residents of dumBo helped it survive the economic restruc-
turings of postindustrialism. this survival, in turn, has made possible 
new sets of social relations and practices of the gym. in the chapters that 
follow, i consider some of these uses of the gym.



Chapter two

worK without wageS

“the first thing to be learnt in Boxing is the attitude or guard.”

— A Pupil Both of Humphreys and Mendoza, 1784

on an afternoon in late auguSt, adrian and i Stroll 
 leisurely along Court Street in Brooklyn from the public library, where we 
have checked our email. adrian, a twenty- two- year- old amateur boxer, is 
fresh from a humiliating loss in a fight that everyone in gleason’s gym 
agrees he was physically prepared to win. his training has been rigor-
ous and focused for the past several months, but he has suffered defeat 
after defeat to athletes he is talented enough to dominate in the ring. in a 
somber tone, he tells me that he has given up too much not to see any re-
sults and that the costs that boxing demands now outweigh the benefits. 
the series of failures threatens his reputation as a man and his status in 
the gym, while the burden of meeting the monthly membership dues has 
become exhausting.1 to preserve his dignity and cope with limited funds, 
adrian has decided to quit the sport.

up until now, adrian has found success in the gym. he is known as 
one of the hardest working fighters and is reputed for his discipline, regi-
mentation, and asceticism. he is not the most physically gifted athlete, 
but his quick thinking in the ring and his ability to thrive during grueling 
training sessions have earned him respect as a pugilist. Socially, he is a 
fixture of gym life. years earlier when he arrived, he could not so much as 
make eye contact with anyone. Physically abused by a parent, emotion-
ally neglected by teachers, and teased by students, adrian preferred his 
own company, had few friends, and trained by himself rather than with 
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a coach. yet slowly he inched his way into the community and over time 
bonded with trainers and other boxers. he found he could hold conver-
sations, ask for and offer advice, and participate in the gym’s vibrant 
culture.

with few social and economic opportunities outside the gym, adrian 
threw himself into the gym, spending long days there. though he tried 
to find work, he had difficulty locating anything stable or financially ad-
equate. if contacted by a department store that episodically asks him to 
unload merchandise, he will put in several hours at minimum wage. But 
these earnings leave him unable to afford housing and often food and 
transportation fees. adrian reconciled himself to living in a cramped, run- 
down one- bedroom apartment in a remote section of the Bronx with his 
mother and sister. he resigned himself to eating rice and beans, drinking 
coffee to suppress his appetite, and skipping meals when necessary. and 
he has resolved to walk to gleason’s from the Bronx and back, a roughly 
fifteen- mile journey each way, when there is not money for a metro card. 
for these sacrifices, he invests his time at the gym, developing a sense of 
self and socializing with other men in similar social predicaments in order 
to be part of a community. But these identities and standing, which he 
has worked fiercely to construct, currently are jeopardized by his athletic 
disappointments.

our conversation drifts from adrian’s athletic, psychological, and fi-
nancial frustrations to the hardships of his teammates. the discussion is 
glum. one fighter has lost an important bout, another his job, and still 
another has been remanded to jail. adrian remarks that our conversation 
is precisely why he does not want to read my book about gym life: it will 
expose too many disappointments and be too depressing.

though bleak, my talk with adrian is an apt frame through which 
to begin to analyze how amateur boxers use gleason’s gym, because it 
touches on some of the social circumstances that shape the lived experi-
ences of young men of color in new york City: the lack of formal work, 
the burden of economic struggle, and the constant threat of imprison-
ment.2 our conversation also demonstrates some of the ways in which 
amateur boxers utilize the urban gym to respond to their social- structural 
position: the meanings they derive from their punishing workouts, the 
hopes they have for achieving victory in the ring, and the admired forms 
of masculinity they long to possess. this chapter looks at the work 
that male amateur fighters undertake in gleason’s gym. it examines 
the physical practices amateur boxers improvise, the meanings of those 
practices, and their connections to the transformation of social space in 
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 postindustrial new york. i argue that although amateur fighters are un-
paid, they consider boxing to be their job. they approach training with 
the insistence and purpose of an occupation rather than as a pastime or 
hobby, and they use pugilism to implement discipline, create identities, 
and earn respect from others. By engaging in amateur athletics, young 
men are able to see themselves as a different type of laborer and produce 
a new kind of work— bodywork— and attendant forms of value.3

amateur boxers disentangle traditional moral and emotional features 
of work from economic compensation. in the case of the amateur, the 
social status and cultural recognition achieved from training one’s own 
body is neither the product nor the source of financial gain. yet value is 
engendered through gym practices when amateur pugilists invest in the 
sharp, intellectual training of their minds and the strength, skill, and agil-
ity of their bodies. whereas social scientists understand value primarily 
as the by- product of formalized work, amateur fighters illuminate that 
status and recognition can be generated in alternative institutions in a 
post industrial landscape— but without wages.4

the amateur BoxerS of gleaSon’S gym

the amateur male fighters of gleason’s gym are primarily men of color 
between seventeen and twenty- seven years old, with the majority clus-
tered between nineteen and twenty- four. they travel to the gym from sim-
ilar neighborhoods— Bedford- Stuyvesant, Brownsville, Bushwick, Canar - 
sie, Crown heights, east new york, and flatbush in Brooklyn; the South 
Bronx; far rockaway in Queens; and harlem and the lower east Side in 
manhattan— and grew up in families that used social- welfare programs. 
most live in social housing, and if they can, many continue to cohabit 
with family, as they cannot afford their own apartments.

the most notable commonality of this group is the shared experience 
of imprisonment or of having spent time in the custody of the state, such 
as in juvenile detention centers, prison schools, and boot camps. mike, 
one of gleason’s most expert trainers, says, “most of the guys i work 
with have been locked up at one time or another.” many amateur box-
ers have engaged or do engage in criminal labor— most frequently the 
drug trade— and have been sentenced to time in jail and prison for drug, 
drug- related, parole, or probation- related offenses. Because they came 
into contact with the criminal justice system when new york City and 
the rest of the country were getting “tough on crime” and implementing 
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“zero- tolerance” policies, teenagers were tried not as juveniles but rather 
as adults.5 anthony served a five- year stint in a number of maximum- 
security state prisons as a sixteen- year- old, and Kenny entered prison at 
the same age.

as a result, gleason’s amateur boxers pass much of their adolescence 
in prison cells. while their nonincarcerated peers are learning “how to be 
men,” as they say in the gym, by figuring out how to relate to romantic 
interests, differentiating from peers, and separating from parental house-
holds, many of gleason’s amateurs wither away in solitary conditions or 
in recreation rooms with men much older than them and with little to 
no contact with others their age. other men bounce in and out of prison 
throughout their teenage years. even those who reject participation in 
criminal economies and make a concerted effort to avoid breaking the law 
have a difficult time avoiding incarceration. they are arrested for what 
ethnographer John horton’s participants call “suspicion of suspicion”: 
being in the wrong place at the wrong time without identification, such as 
during new york Police department (nyPd) technical  narcotics team 
(tnt) raids in their buildings, or lacking proper documentation while 
driving.6 when they cannot afford bail, they are held in jail— usually on 
rikers island, one of the world’s largest penal colonies— until the charges 
are dropped.7

Because amateur fighters are incarcerated as teenagers, most young 
men who have been imprisoned earn their highest educational degree— 
the general equivalency diploma (ged)— behind bars. as the majority  
of amateur boxers who had not been forcibly confined terminated their 
education at some point in high school, new york State prisons are 
among the largest educators of amateur athletes in gleason’s gym. in 
1994, the crime bill, or Public law no. 103- 322, cut the eligibility of 
prisoners for Pell grants, forcing most degree- granting college programs 
located in prisons to shut down.8 as a result, very few men have experi-
ence with higher education programs. roy completed college, while Paul, 
leon, Collin, and anthony worked full- time, trying to balance boxing 
and completing their degrees. these five boxers either received assistance 
from their colleges or had strong support networks. roy, the one col-
lege graduate, had earned a basketball scholarship from a small school 
in new Jersey, whereas Paul, leon, and anthony received emotional or 
financial help or both from families or trainers. even with such sup-
port, the demanding schedule burned out aspiring students. anthony left 
school; and Paul and leon spent years trying to complete their degrees. 
those without support had an even more difficult time. Collin left school 
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after he suffered exhaustion from working full time and going to college 
full time. max dropped out due to cost; he found paying for community 
college feasible while selling heroin but could not meet his tuition and 
living costs after he stopped working as a drug salesman.

related to time in prison and modest educational backgrounds is 
the difficulty that amateur boxers have finding employment. mike, the 
trainer, reflects, “the majority of these guys are at minimum wage. But 
most don’t work.” anti- black racism in employment procedures and 
the lack of existing wage labor combine to limit the availability of ad-
equate work for young men of color. Christian Parenti argues that racial 
discrimination has intensified in the postindustrial era, observing that  
“[h]iring and firing practices in the service sector are more racist than in 
industrial employment.”9 devah Pager finds that white men with crimi-
nal records are more likely to get hired than black men without criminal 
records.10 during my fieldwork, roughly half of the amateur boxers were 
unemployed, despite actively seeking jobs. those who could secure work 
had to settle for jobs that paid below living, minimum, or subminimum 
wage, laboring as janitors, security guards, mechanics, restaurant work-
ers, delivery drivers, and stockroom clerks, which paid between $3 and 
$12 per hour. as mentioned earlier, adrian could obtain five to eight 
hours per week unloading merchandise for a department store at mini-
mum wage. at $5.15 per hour this left him with, at best, $165 per month. 
after getting kicked out of his mother’s apartment, he became homeless, 
spending five years unhoused. hungry, he attempted to steal food from a 
restaurant but was caught and incarcerated on rikers island. it was only 
after he was diagnosed with a psychological disorder that made him eli-
gible for accommodation through a nonprofit organization that he found 
stable lodging. diego was offered a dishwashing position in a neighbor-
hood restaurant for three dollars per hour, a position he felt he had to 
take to satisfy the conditions of his parole, which required that he held a 
job.11 he realized very quickly that it was impossible to support his girl-
friend and daughter on this salary on the lower east Side of manhattan, 
even though his family lived with relatives to defray housing expenses. 
he soon looked to extra- legal economies to supplement his income.

those who can locate adequate lawful labor find it challenging to 
keep, and their positions are the first to be cut when their companies 
downsize.12 max found work at a home furnishings retailer through a 
white- collar client at gleason’s gym and held the job for over a year. 
when the uS economy slowed, he was laid off and, despite aggressively 
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searching for employment, could not find a way to support his girlfriend 
and child. Kenny experienced similar difficulties; he worked as a security 
guard in a women’s shelter in the Bronx for years, but after being let 
go, he could not secure comparable employment. much of the persistent 
trouble maintaining adequate work could be attributed to criminal re-
cords, but even those who had not been convicted of a misdemeanor or 
felony found it very challenging if not altogether impossible to capture a 
stable job.

the combination of histories of incarceration, short educational back-
grounds, and difficulty finding employment means that young men of 
color— both with and without criminal records— lose access to work and 
the educational capital required to secure it.13 without jobs, they cannot 
acquire the material resources necessary to build and support households, 
which Paul willis argues is “the main living embodiment of the labourer’s 
‘freedom and independence’ from capital.”14 the absence of wage work 
and educational opportunity then shapes possibilities for building forms 
of identity. willis asserts that labor “brings a sense of self and maturity 
which is achieved through insight and experience rather than through 
the mere acquisition of years, or through someone else’s say so.”15 in 
other words, without jobs, men cannot create the individual identities 
traditionally associated with wage labor, as well as the benefits of those 
identities, such as social knowledge, recognition, and status. without a 
work site, they also cannot build collective forms of identity.16

Because amateur boxers are not in school or at work, they have a sig-
nificant amount of time on their hands. there are also a limited number 
of places they can go. men who have participated in criminal economies 
but want to avoid returning to them after prison face a challenge pass-
ing their days; they cannot return to their neighborhoods and former 
“places of work” because of the financial and social pressure to reengage 
in crime, as well as the risks of associating with “known criminals” and 
being suspected of criminal behavior, both of which are technical pa-
role violations. men who want to avoid re- incarceration say that before 
joining the gym, their only option was to “sit up in the house.” But the 
sustainability of staying in one’s apartment is tenuous. Shari dworkin 
and faye linda wachs suggest that the collapse of work in postindustrial 
spaces is marked by a renewed interest in bodywork, while Paul willis 
wonders if men will “convert male working- class culture to individual 
body culture.”17 at gleason’s gym, amateur boxers do just that. amateur 
fighters recast traditional features of the wage to create a new kind of 
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physical work in the gym— bodywork— which allows them to develop 
the identities traditionally associated with formal work, but in a postin-
dustrial landscape.

“for the Sheer love of it”:  
the art of the amateur

gleason’s gym is open monday through friday from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 
p.m. and on Saturday and Sunday from 8:30 a.m to 5:30 p.m. members 
can train at the gym when they like, but because of employment and 
school schedules, various groups congregate at particular times. gym en-
thusiasts who have traditional 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. workdays, such 
as white- collar clients, firefighters, and police officers, frequent the gym 
between 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Children visit the gym after school, 
arriving between 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. gym regulars commonly refer 
to the period of time between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. as “pro time” be-
cause it is when professional fighters come to receive the quiet, undivided 
attention of their trainers, to spar with others of similar ability, and avoid 
the chaos that the previously- mentioned groups can generate. Because 
amateurs are not at work or in school, they, too, can train between 10:00 
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. even amateur boxers who are employed frequently 
take night shifts to make pro time. Jeffrey, for example, worked for the 
sanitation department at night in order to train during pro time. many 
determined amateur fighters go to the gym during pro time in order to 
train alongside the sport’s most successful professionals, to learn from 
them, and even to outclass them. “Pro time,” then, could just as easily be 
considered “amateur time.”

amateur fighting differs from professional boxing in that amateurs are 
not allowed to fight for money and cannot accept financial compensation 
for any of their athletic activities. amateur boxers are regulated by uSa 
Boxing, while professional fighters are sanctioned by the various state 
athletic commissions, and the rules of the amateurs differ from the pros. 
amateurs box three or four rounds of two or three minutes, depending 
on whether they are considered “novice,” which is defined as a fighter 
who has fewer than ten fights, or “open,” an athlete with more than ten 
fights. the amateur boxing scoring system is more formal and rigid, as 
it is computerized and registers a point for each punch landed cleanly, 
regardless of degree of difficulty or force, leaving little room for leading 
off, which means making the first move, or style.
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the physical components of amateur and professional training ses-
sions are, for the most part, the same, but because the scoring system and 
rules of amateur boxing— and, consequently, ring strategies and styles— 
differ from those of professional fighting, each group may emphasize 
different components in their training.18 for example, amateurs can be 
penalized for fighting on the ropes, where they can throw fewer punches 
(such as muhammad ali’s famous “rope- a- dope” strategy), so they may 
devote more time on footwork drills to enhance their ability to move for-
ward and cut off their opponent in the ring. or they may practice jabs to 
their opponents’ heads rather than to their bodies since the latter punches 
are more challenging to land but earn the same amount of points as any 
other type of punch. Professionals box more rounds than amateurs and 
need more aerobic stamina, so they might run more miles— known as 
“roadwork”— and more frequently. the roles of trainers are also more 
circumscribed in amateur boxing, as trainers are not allowed to yell or 
advise from the corner during a round, a restriction that usually does not 
appear in professional rules. and finally, amateur athletes are required 
to wear protective equipment during spars and fights, such as headgears, 
and their gloves are heavier than those of their professional  counterparts.

But a deeper divide than how the two groups are compensated, sanc-
tioned, judged, trained, and instructed from the corner separates amateurs 
from professionals. amateur fighters have a different set of orientations 
to and investments in the sport, largely because their primary motivation 
for fighting is not money. this is not to suggest that every professional 
fights only for the money or that amateurs do not have professional am-
bitions or hope to draw a salary from the sport at some point in the 
future. But because amateur boxers are unpaid, their immediate goals 
are not economic. when i first started visiting the gym, i was surprised 
that many amateurs do not intend to become professionals and do not 
see themselves as “in training” for professional careers. amateurs box for 
reasons unrelated to monetary compensation and, through their devotion 
to pugilism, express desires, commitments, and solidarities removed from 
the world of making money and becoming famous but still related to the 
world of work, capital, and value.

in his treatise on “amateuring,” literary scholar wayne Booth argues 
that the overarching reason amateurs practice their craft is love. Booth 
laments that discussions of amateurs of any type— athletic, musical, 
artistic— are laced with dismissive subtexts and devalued when implic-
itly compared with the professional who is expert and skilled.19 By con-
trast, Booth suggests that amateuring can be rigorous and reveal intense 
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 investment. he writes that, “although most true amateurs will never en-
tirely escape being amateurish, they don’t just dabble at something that 
they sort of enjoy doing occasionally. instead, like any serious profes-
sional, they work at learning to do it better.”20 amateuring demands 
time, labor, and aspiration, and inherent to this process is love. to Booth, 
amateuring is “a celebration of what it means to do something worth 
doing for the sheer love of it, with no thought of future payoff— in a 
world where you can’t even survive unless you do some thinking about 
payoff.”21 for the amateur boxers of gleason’s gym, money is not the 
end. it is the love of the practice itself and the social possibilities that the 
practice offers that drives their amateuring. love in this context is about 
improvising a kind of work and producing a form of value that i spend 
the rest of the chapter describing.

the worK of training

amateur boxers travel long distances to gleason’s gym instead of train-
ing in their neighborhood gyms. as discussed in chapter 1, the number 
of gyms in new york City has declined, but urban gyms do still exist. 
it is not an accident that amateur pugilists seek out one of the most fa-
mous boxing institutions in the country and not their sleepy local estab-
lishments. gleason’s gym gives amateur boxers important access to a 
work site; it is open for sixteen hours a day, which is important to men 
who want to train with their coaches without interruption from other 
gym goers. while the new Bed- Stuy Boxing Center is open from 10:00 
a.m. “until the last fighter goes home,” trainers there say that they will 
not let anyone under the age of eighteen into the gym until 3:00 p.m., 
when school lets out, in order to discourage kids from terminating their 
education.22 other gyms, such as those operated by the Police athletic 
league (Pal) and the clubs of the new york City Parks and recreation 
department, are often only open in the evenings and are perceived as 
overcrowded, underresourced, and inconvenient. these gyms also are as-
sociated with law enforcement (Pal) and the city (the Parks and recre-
ations department). for men who have histories with the criminal justice 
system or who are unimpressed by the limited allocations to new york 
City athletic programs, these gyms can be unappealing options.

more than hours of operation and social and economic associations, 
amateur boxers say they join the most well known gym in new york City 
because of the professionalism associated with it. nostalgia and pride are 
invested in working out at and being a boxer of gleason’s gym. Boxers 
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build individual and collective forms of identity at gleason’s because of 
its historic connection with labor and manhood. for amateur boxers who 
have trained in neighborhood gyms such as the Bed- Stuy Boxing Center, 
which funneled a large number of fighters to gleason’s in the late 1990s, 
the latter gym has a different feel. omar feels that “gleason’s is more of 
a professional atmosphere.” when i ask if he misses the Bed- Stuy Boxing 
Center, where he spent a large portion of his amateur career, he replies, 
“no. not at all because my era is over. there isn’t nothin’ for me there 
no more. they can’t do nothin’ for me no more.” gleason’s is described 
as less communal and social than the Bed- Stuy gym. it is called “more 
corporate” and “more commercial” with its abundance of white- collar 
clients and its many professional fighters, complete with financial manag-
ers, matchmakers, and promoters. the gym also accepts women, whom 
many male boxers consider an inappropriate distraction for a boxing 
establishment, but this has the curious effect of lending a sense of legiti-
macy through a more restrictive interactive structure. every male boxer 
must sign a sexual harassment waiver, so, at the very least, the presence of 
women has introduced some manner of formality and bureaucracy into 
the gym’s culture.

gleason’s enjoys far more resources than other gyms and is able to 
offer amateurs more amenities. it boasts four rings, while the new Bed- 
Stuy Boxing Center, Kingsway, and Kid Kelly each has one. it is also 
much larger in square footage. to amateur boxers, having access to these 
resources means that, by definition, one is a serious fighter, even if turning 
pro is not desired or an option. lawrence, who also trained at the Bed- 
Stuy gym, sees those who train at gleason’s as “hand- picked.” whether 
amateur or professional, the boxers of gleason’s have been carefully se-
lected because they are more determined and rigorous than the fighters 
who work out in neighborhood gyms. this is a point of considerable pride: 
not only do gleason’s boxers get better sparring and rise to the level of the 
athletes around them but also they are associated with the legacy of glea-
son’s as an institution. Participating in this legacy is an accomplishment 
unto itself and brings status and prestige to amateur fighters.

the amateur boxers i worked with enter the gym sometime in the 
late morning and make their way to trainers mike and harry’s corner. 
once there, and depending on how sociable the fighters are or how im-
patient the trainer is, they sit around and chat as they apply albolene, 
a makeup remover that boxers coat their arms, chests, backs, and legs 
with in order to open their pores and help them sweat, and wrap their 
hands,  discussing their problems, expressing disbelief at interesting cur-
rent events, or recapping fights.
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the first part of an amateur’s work is either jumping rope or shadow-
boxing. on tuesdays, thursdays, and Saturdays, popular days for spar-
ring, an amateur will spar for six to ten rounds, depending on the trainer’s 
philosophy and assessment of need. the form of sparring varies accord-
ing to the fighter’s weaknesses and the trainer’s judgment, but staggering 
the fighters— bringing them in and out of the ring at intervals (i.e., max 
spars adrian, adrian spars michael, michael spars diego, diego spars 
max, max spars michael, etc.)— is a popular way to give all fighters dif-
ferent kinds of work. if a boxer has an upcoming fight, his trainer might 
keep him in the ring for the duration of the ten rounds and alternate his 
sparring partners, a technique that trainer Joseph uses. after sparring, 
the athlete does padwork (hitting padded mitts that the trainer wears 
as gloves) either in the ring or on the floor. following this, although he 
is still supervised by his trainer, the athlete is released to work on his 
own. he moves to the heavy bag for six to eight rounds and then to the 
speed or double- end bag for another six to eight rounds. later, he will do 
hundreds of stomach exercises and weight training, and at some point— 
either in the morning or in the evening— he is expected to run three to 
eight miles.

the gaze of the trainer follows the boxer as he labors. as will be dis-
cussed in chapter 3, the ideology of training demands that the flow of 
knowledge is unidirectional from coach to athlete. there is no negotia-
tion. a boxer must comply with his trainer’s orders, and there is very little 
he can say or do to alter his work practices. if he is tired or has come into 
the ring without warming up, his trainer will ask him why he did not stay 
home. or his trainer may ask him to clean out his locker, threatening to 
drop the fighter from his team altogether if he does not perk up, which 
is one of mike’s favorite coaching strategies. once under the rule of the 
trainer, fighters must leave their own perceptions of and perspectives on 
their training behind.

the fastest period in which a workout can be accomplished is two 
hours, though it is far more common for it to take between three and 
five hours. fighters are working for the majority of this time. given that 
each round is three minutes and that there is only a one- minute rest be-
tween rounds, this is arduous work. why might boxers undertake such 
demanding training? despite not being compensated for their time, ama-
teur boxers consider this pugilistic work to be their job. this is true for 
fighters who have professional aspirations— those who will be permitted 
to make money in the future— and for those who do not have any plans 
to go pro. it is is true for amateurs who can secure jobs; despite holding 
part- time and full- time positions, they consider themselves, by vocation, 
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to be boxers. and it is true for men who participate in extralegal and 
illegal economies outside the gym. Kenny is categorized as an amateur, 
and when i first interviewed him, he was employed full- time as a security 
guard. he worked nights at a shelter for survivors of domestic violence 
in the Bronx and trained at gleason’s gym during the day. he told me, “i 
box for a living. it feel good when a lot of people recognize you for what 
you do.” his self- description is telling because he is not paid for his box-
ing, so the “living” he refers to is not about financial reward. and when 
talking about “what you do,” he is referring to his time in the gym and 
not his full- time security position.23

worK without wageS

amateur athletes want to be known as “boxers,” which allows them to 
receive recognition for their labor, and, in doing so, they express a desire 
to be defined by their “job.” this is evident when Kenny remarks that he 
likes the identity- defining acknowledgment from others that he is a boxer. 
when talking about his labor, adrian explains that there are different 
types of intelligences. Some people “have brains” and are good in school. 
other people are “intelligent” when working with their bodies. Boxing 
allows the latter to demonstrate their bodily acumen or aptitude. adrian 
trains and fights to demonstrate his mental and physical intellect, and he 
earns respect on the basis of this type of bodywork.

others box to identify and showcase their own admirable qualities; 
just stepping into the ring reveals something to boxers about themselves. 
“having heart” is considered one of the fundamentals of being a true 
fighter and is understood as necessary for success. Pete hamill suggests:

By “heart,” they don’t mean simple courage. they know that it requires a 
certain amount of courage simply to climb into a ring in front of strangers. 
the mysterious quality called “heart” is about the willingness to endure pun-
ishment in order to inflict it. . . . and so “heart” is about getting up. it’s about 
seeing the cut above your brow . . . and calling on some secret reservoir of the 
self to dominate and win.24

echoing hamill, max reflects: “when i step in the ring i feel relaxed, 
but i feel proud because not everyone can do it. Some people have heart 
problems. and that’s one thing— i don’t have a heart problem.” By par-
ticipating in competition— and especially continuing when the fight is 
difficult— he simultaneously learns about and professionalizes himself.
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Being defined by their work facilitates boxers’ attempts to establish 
some sort of a legacy, which is important to fighters with children. max, 
the father of a one- year- old baby boy, philosophizes:

i want my son to see— i want him to be proud. “look at my father. he’s a 
boxer. look at him.” that will excite me. i want him to go to his friends and 
say, “yeah, well, your father can’t beat my father.” that’s what little kids do, 
and i want to provide for my son.

desiring to make their children proud is discussed by amateur box-
ers in the context of not having known their own fathers and trying to 
interrupt a pattern of fatherlessness among black men. max continues, 
“i really didn’t have a father there for me. So i’m trying to show that 
for my son: that there are fathers out there that is trying. and i may not 
see you that much, but i love you and i’m trying. i am always gonna be 
there for you.” with boxing as a purpose, max feels he is a better parent 
because he can demonstrate goal setting and ambition to his child. max’s 
discussion of his boxing also reinforces a kind of superiority comparison 
between him and other boxers and fathers. as rachel Sherman points out 
in her work on luxury- hotel employees, such comparisons help workers 
construct themselves as skilled.25

omar fights “to build a legacy. i always wanted to be like my father. 
every kid, they always are gonna talk about they parents. and all my life 
i been messing up. and i got a son now, and i got two girls that i look 
after, my two stepgirls. you know what i’m saying?” omar remembers 
that one of his losses was even more devastating than usual because his 
wife and children were watching. losing a fight in front of his family 
made him feel undignified because it publicly illustrated a setback to his 
goals of establishing a legacy and taking care of his family.

for amateur boxers who have spent time in prison, there is a sense of 
urgency with which they discuss their training in the gym. many feel be-
hind in life and are in a hurry to establish themselves. Boxing is an alterna-
tive identity to both “criminal” and “ex- con,” two identities the men in the 
gym feel are projected onto them. Being recognized as boxers allows fight-
ers to prove to themselves and to suggest to others that they have taken 
up a highly disciplined occupational alternative to crime, which, again, is 
especially appreciated by fighters with kids. when thinking about boxing, 
his son, and crime, max says, “that’s what i want him to see— that just 
’cause you live in new york don’t mean that you have to do crime. there’s 
other things out there, and i want him to see the bigger picture.”
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amateur boxers want to leave social status and cultural recognition 
behind for their children. in lieu of economic capital, they want to pass 
on their knowledge, accomplishments, and prestige in the ring to their 
children. while sociologists understand accumulation as traditionally fi-
nancial in nature, in this case, amateur fighters want to accumulate repu-
tations for which their children can respect them and by which they can 
be remembered. omar and max see possibilities for taking care of or 
providing for their families without material resources. this is not to 
suggest that they would not provide economic capital if they could, but 
rather that omar and max belong to a group of men for whom those 
possibilities of lawful paid work are almost occluded in the racialized 
postindustrial landscape of new york City. in the absence of such work, 
they find alternative ways to generate value.

to do their work and produce such value, amateur boxers develop 
a rigorous work ethic. this ethic involves the rigid application of rules, 
restrictions, and disciplinary practices. Self- regulation is the norm, and 
the boxers do not drink alcohol, do drugs, smoke cigarettes, or social-
ize outside the gym. they wake up early, limit their television viewing, 
and are avid readers in their search for self- improvement. they impose 
dietary restrictions, such as eating vegetarian or even vegan, and will not 
consume over- the- counter or prescription medication. it is the nature of 
discipline in boxing, in particular, that attracts many fighters. they build 
and rebuild their lives through and around strict regimentation. anthony, 
an ardent proponent of discipline, regimentation, and other forms of self- 
control, defines discipline and explicates its importance:

discipline is simply, in general, instilling or imposing your rules and regula-
tions on people so people understand your rules and regulations. . . . i think 
a disciplined person has something to live for. when you are disciplined, you 
stand for something. . . . right or wrong, you stand for something. . . .  without 
discipline, you are a leaf in the wind.

anthony believes that for the first several years of his prison sentence, 
he resisted the discipline of forced confinement. he socialized with for-
mer colleagues and got caught up in the “culture” of the prison. But after 
being sentenced to additional years for institutional misconduct, he de-
cided to make a radical transformation and refrain from engaging in any 
form of criminal activity. his method was to exceed the disciplinary re-
quirements of prison life and to self- impose additional dietary, social, and 
physical restrictions. anthony out- confined his confinement: he stopped 
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hanging out with friends, started reading, worked out as much as he 
could, and avoided certain foods. when he implemented these disciplin-
ary practices, it gave him a sense of power and of control:

it felt so good because it felt like i could overcome these things, right? it’s like 
when you have a bad habit or anything, and you tell yourself, “i’m not gonna 
do that anymore,” and you just make up your mind, and it feels good when 
you tell yourself, “you win.” you won over whatever it was. even if you get a 
feeling that you want to do that, and you tell yourself, “for what?”

the sense of routine derived from the discipline of boxing training is 
highly valued among men who have spent time in prison. anthony argues 
that boxing gave him structure after his release. he says, “i fell in love 
with it. So it was like part of a regular routine for me. i already loved 
working out. i worked out endlessly, like a madman everyday. So it was 
just a different kind of workout.” Kenny implemented similar practices 
when he came home from boot camp, reproducing, in effect, the schedule 
of forced confinement outside the prison’s walls:

i set my curfew. on weekends, nine o’clock ’cause i work on weekends, and 
i gotta get up at like five o’clock. and then after i go to work, i go straight to 
the gym. i don’t have time for nobody. and i go runnin’ and come home from 
runnin’, and i gotta take a shower and eat. i watch the news for ten minutes, 
and i be sleepin’.

this regimentation is empowering for Kenny because it orders his life 
and, as it does for anthony, provides him with structure. he believes that 
boxing helps him “follow a plan. i know i gotta go to work, go to the 
gym, and go home and go running. it allows me to follow everything step 
by step.” max, omar, diego, and harry describe similar impulses toward 
schedules and discipline after incarceration. max says the structure helped 
him mature; after being released from prison, boxing’s routine “made me 
think about life and growing up to be a man and to handle my responsi-
bilities as a man.” as max’s reference to the requirements of manhood 
suggests, this regimentation process is seen as gendered.

Being a boxer allows young men to continue to learn and self- improve, 
another feature of the work ethic. when i ask anthony what drew him 
to boxing, he explains:

it was an educational process. i enjoyed that: learning new things and apply-
ing them. whenever i apply them, i feel like i’m getting better. i feel like i’m 
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learning something new, and i just love utilizing it and using it. i’m not afraid 
to hit, and i hit pretty hard. i learn anything easy, and i love to learn. anything, 
i’m willing to learn if someone’s willing to teach me.

how boxers understand victory and defeat highlights the importance of 
learning and professional development. Perceptions of the outcome of a 
fight are not always as simple as feeling happy when one wins and feeling 
bad when one loses. the interpretation of a bout is shaped by how well 
a fighter thinks he has performed: that is, whether or not he has used the 
knowledge his trainer has given him and whether or not he can find room 
for improvement. a win, for example, can be both a chance to experience 
accomplishment and a chance to discover more about one’s self and the 
sport. max explains, “a win feels like— oh man! a win feels like when 
you first have sex. ’Cause you’re like ‘oh! i did it! i accomplished it!’ you 
can’t explain it.” he continues:

a win also helps you get into what you gotta work on. what’s the things that 
you didn’t do? what did you do that was wrong? So you can’t take the win 
like “yeah, i did this.” you gotta know why you won and why you could have 
lost. ’Cause you did this and could have lost.

Similarly, there is no dignity in dodging a difficult opponent or in 
gloating about an easy win. after knocking out a competitor early in 
the first round, which is rare in the amateurs because of the weight of  
the gloves and the requirement of headgears, anthony is disappointed. 
he tells me, “when i knocked that guy out in thirty seconds, i was hop-
ing he was getting back up. i would hope that he would get back up, so i 
could try other things that i’ve learned.”

if a fighter loses but worked hard, executed what he knew, learned 
something, and found new things to improve upon, the fight is generally 
considered a success. this is even more accurate if an opponent’s trainer 
and teammates acknowledge the effort. diego remembers:

i fought this kid, and i did really good. everybody said i did really good. even 
his teammates was like, “yo, you did really good.” and they was like, “you 
only have one [previous] fight?” and i said, “yeah,” and they said, “you did 
real good.” So i felt that i did good in the fight even though i lost. i felt good 
about it. i fought somebody who was already experienced.

when i ask if his optimism comes from the process of learning, he re-
sponds, “that’s what counts. that’s what counts for me because it’s a 
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learning experience. you learn from everything, and that learning experi-
ence made me feel real good.”

in the constant quest to self- improve, some boxers like the opportunity 
to find out how they can improve. after a devastating loss, anthony be-
gins to appreciate the defeat for demonstrating what he needs to work on:

i felt like since i lost that fight, i’ve become a much better puncher. i feel like 
everything has actually taken a step up because everything i learned from that 
loss was valuable. i think there was a reason for me to lose. .  .  . Confucius 
said, “when you make a mistake, if you don’t learn from that mistake, you’re 
making a mistake.” So it was like, from that loss, i felt like that’s what i needed 
to focus on: learn and correct it.

Kenny echoes these sentiments, “i learned to appreciate a loss more 
than i do a win because when i win, i feel, ‘okay, i won, i’m on top of 
my game,’ and when i lose, it’s like ‘wow. i need to dig deep in myself.’ 
and i question myself: ‘if i’m gonna do this, i gotta do it right.’ ” a loss to 
someone considered better is a chance to test oneself and to learn more. 
it is also an opportunity to earn respect from spectators. Kenny thinks,

it feels good when i’m doing my best and the guy is just better than me. you 
know? it feels good . . . when somebody is better than me and only thing i 
could do is my best. i’m human, and i’m not tired, and i’m in shape, and he 
still wins— that’s pushin’ me more.

a loss that is “given away,” however, is humiliating. Kenny explains: 
“it’s harder when i beat myself. when i lose ’cause of somethin’ i didn’t 
do. that’s the worst feeling ’cause i can’t take it back. we can’t start 
over and we can’t box again. i have the l [loss] so that hurts.” Kenny’s 
comments also reveal a commitment to a natural, essential identity of 
bootstrap individualism and personal responsibility, which he seeks from 
his boxing practices. “getting robbed”— unofficially winning the fight 
but officially losing it— is usually attributed to anti- black racism in judg-
ing but is still considered the fault of the boxer who has lost the bout. 
the perception is that the lighter the skin of the fighter, the greater the 
likelihood he will win if his opponent does not shut down the fight by 
knocking him out. in response, mike and harry instruct their fighters  
not to leave any room for racist officials to discriminate  by dramatically out-
performing their opponent and thereby asserting their individual agency. 
during the golden gloves, max loses in the semifinals to a white fire- 
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fighter and is blamed by his trainer and peers for being “robbed.” while 
everyone acknowledges that he should have won, based on how well he 
fought, it is considered max’s responsibility to foreclose any opportu-
nity for anti- black racism, which is naturalized by those in the sport as 
an ordinary feature of amateur judging. after the fight, lawrence gives 
his perspective on max’s fight and shifts the responsibility of the verdict 
from the judges to max, declaring, “he really should have knocked that 
kid out.”

what is particularly significant about the identities boxers derive from 
their work is that they are not the opposite of other identities that ama-
teur fighters may form or possess at different moments in their lives— 
hustler, dealer, prisoner. rather, the identity of the boxer can coexist in a 
fluid way with other identities and adapt to social circumstance. though 
many amateurs seek out the gym in order to leave behind lives of crime, 
the movement from crime to legality is not always unidirectional, and not 
all boxers can avoid criminal reengagement. though the boxers of Chica-
go’s woodlawn Boys Club, chronicled in loic wacquant’s Body and Soul, 
were fortunate enough to actualize crime cessation, in new york City 
generally and gleason’s gym in particular, the lines between legality and 
illegality are always shifting, and sometimes the two are indistinguish-
able.26 many amateur boxers find it impossible to support their families 
with the jobs available to them or by means of the city’s rapidly dimin-
ishing safety net. they may deal drugs episodically or chronically while 
employed, underemployed, or unemployed or may participate in other 
aspects of informal economies in order to make ends meet.27 when i ask 
about the financial circumstances of his amateur athletes, mike wearily 
shakes his head and mutters, “People don’t understand that these guys 
don’t go out to be a drug dealer. it’s financial necessity.” even those who 
do not participate in illegal or informal economies find it difficult to meet 
the stringent conditions of parole and are sent back to jail for minor in-
fractions, such as being arrested even if not charged.28

in the case of incarceration, boxers find that their work can be main-
tained behind bars and that, once established, boxing identities can travel 
in and out of prison, which, in turn, helps some men survive the injuries 
of confinement. fighters can undertake rigorous training regimens while 
in prison and attempt to reproduce their athletic image in the eyes of 
other prisoners. during one of his early jail sentences, diego remembers:

when i was inside everybody called me “the boxer” ’cause they seen me spar. 
i did my own training. i shadowboxed in the bathroom for ten rounds. . . . 
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when i was in the yard, i lifted a bit of weights. i ran about three or four miles. 
i was doing that monday through friday. Saturday and Sundays were my days 
off. in the winter i was shadowboxing in the yard, but once it got to be sum-
mer, and there was a lot of people there, i didn’t feel comfortable ’cause people 
will be like, “oh, he’s a show- off,” and i didn’t want that. . . . in the fall, i was 
playing a lot of handball to keep my hand- eye coordination. i was practicing 
my left a lot because i’m a right- handed boxer.

Being considered a boxer in prison also protected diego from the harass-
ment and violence of other prisoners. he says, “i think that people felt 
intimidated because of that [being a fighter]. they felt that i was gonna 
fight back, ’cause in jail, a lot of people take advantage of you.” this is 
especially important for diego, as he has a slight build and smaller men 
are preyed upon in spaces of forced confinement.29

omar was considered the “iron man” while in prison. he continued 
to train and recounts:

i was training everyday. Every day. first rec in the morning because i had a 
night program. . . . in morning rec, i would go out there and run five miles. 
after the five miles i would do my calisthenics. i would go two sets “around 
the world.” around the world is what they call it when you do everything— ten 
sets of everything, push- ups, dips, and pull- ups. i was kind of ripped up. . . . 
when that was over, i would come back for the afternoon rec period, and i 
would hit the bag and do my stomach and stuff like that.

fighters can actively maintain their ties to the gym while incarcerated. 
while diego was in jail, he called his trainer in the gym— pay phone to 
pay phone— to provide progress reports on his ged studies and his train-
ing regimen. the gym was the first place diego visited immediately after 
his release from rikers island after nine months. one hour after coming 
home— before seeing his girlfriend and his daughter— he relaxed in mike 
and harry’s corner of gleason’s gym talking, joking, and celebrating his 
homecoming with his coach and teammates. he was greeted with warm 
enthusiasm and peppered with questions about his health, especially his 
weight and diet, while incarcerated (he looks skinny— did they only feed 
him tuna?). he began to train that same day. when i ask him why he 
came to the gym before seeing his family, he construes “family” as refer-
ring to his teammates and trainer. he smiles and answers, “yeah, i love 
the gym. it’s all i thought about. my girlfriend, she bought me a history 
of boxing, and i used to read about the first boxers and all these heavy-
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weight boxers. and my girlfriend bought me magazines so i stayed up 
with all the fighters.”

diego intended to fight immediately upon his release. Before he went 
to rikers island, mike and he developed a plan and set goals, a reentry 
plan of sorts, which helped diego not only to stay in shape but also to 
envision life after jail. he tells me, “i’m never going back over there, but i 
knew when i was there that i was going to fight when i came out. i knew 
i was going to fight in the first month. mike told me that i was going 
to fight in the first two months.” omar also kept up his ties to the gym 
community while imprisoned. his trainers met him when he was released 
from a correctional facility in Connecticut and drove him back to new 
york City.

rethinKing laBor and value: the PoSSiBilitieS  
and limitationS of BodyworK

the work that amateur boxers do in gleason’s gym does not fit a stan-
dard notion of work. amateurs are not employed in the formal sense, 
their labor is not paid, and their toil is not recognized by most sectors of 
society. rather than making a product or a good, as in a manufacturing 
economy, or delivering a service, as in the new economy, the amateur 
works on his own body— training, challenging, and improving it in a 
quest for skill and conditioning perfection. this is work of a very dif-
ferent kind, quite different from the work of paid wage labor. it is not 
fictional work nor is it simply the passing of leisure time. amateurs ap-
proach their boxing activities with the insistence and purpose of a job 
rather than as a pastime or hobby.

amateur boxers borrow some of the features of traditional wage 
work— such as regimentation and disciplining— and recast these features 
to create a new kind of labor, which allows young men who cannot par-
ticipate in lawful work or have spent time in prison to forge new identi-
ties. amateur pugilists are able to find meaning in their daily routines 
and to fashion the conditions by which they can learn, be challenged, and 
succeed. they create the rules and systems of meaning in the gym, such 
as prizing determination and “heart” and investing worth in the practices 
and social relations of pugilistic training. fighters who work hard are re-
warded with admiration and status whether they win or lose. their work 
is done with the supportive help of the trainer, an educator who prepares, 
encourages, and disciplines. these activities and conditions allow men 
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who have been left out of the socializations of traditional institutions to 
enjoy some of the benefits that might otherwise be formed through paid 
labor.

through their work, amateurs conceptualize their time, their bodies, 
their labor, and their lives in novel ways and reclaim their bodies from 
the lack of a wage, from prisons, and from “failure.” amateur boxers 
engender their bodies with value and recognize that value after endur-
ing postindustrial social and economic injury— unemployment, under-
employment, imprisonment, and racial exclusion. the bodywork they 
style demonstrates how young men develop dignity and earn respect in a 
postindustrial landscape, as well as how they intervene in their own lives 
and attempt to control the conditions of their experiences when maneu-
vering room is severely constrained.

amateur boxers re- create within the gym opportunities for work, 
which they have been denied outside the gym, and find ways to engage 
those opportunities. in other words, when there is no lawful or paid 
work, these men improvise work. their improvisations reveal that they 
recognize the ability to work as fundamental. the kind of labor they cre-
ate and embody offers them opportunities to learn, to be challenged, and 
to succeed. it is about the process of doing and of making the self rather 
than about achieving any particular outcome. as will be seen in chapters 
3 and 4, the types of social relations they develop while undertaking this 
work actualize other benefits of bodywork in the form of homosocial 
bonding, collective identity, and intimacy with other men. amateur box-
ers have found a way to meet their own unspoken demands for work, and 
in a worksite that is fair and instructive and that supports them.

Since amateurs’ lives do not fit into a wage- labor time structure, ama-
teur fighters carve out time for both work and play. this is not to suggest 
that the sufferings of postindustrial racial, gender, and class hierarchies 
do not penetrate the walls of gleason’s gym. as chronicled in chapter 
1, such forces are largely responsible for the social circumstances that 
motivate young men’s decision to join the gym and, as will be examined 
in chapter 3, these forces shape the neoliberal discourses of personal re-
sponsibility that are used in training. But it is to suggest that amateur 
boxers find ways to buffer the damage of certain features of late capital-
ism by creating new spaces where they define the rules of engagement. 
the effects of unemployment and imprisonment are quite real and deeply 
affect how these men think and feel about themselves, but they also find 
meaning and create identities in ways that are not overly determined by 
social structure. the work they do is an answer to capitalism and to a 
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hyper- penal society and is unique in its own right. it is not just a stopgap 
measure, and in that way, it forces a reconsideration of the idea of work 
itself.

for example, winning at any cost is not admired. amateur boxers see 
gleason’s gym as a meritocracy. the rules of the gym are legible and 
reasonable to follow. the work undertaken there is educational and sup-
ported by the community, and the benefits are considered important. the 
ring is a place where men can fight— literally and metaphorically— for 
a different life experience. it is perceived as a level playing field: in it, 
the fighter who works the hardest usually wins. fighters re- create the 
discourse of meritocracy, in which they are guided, and can succeed on 
the basis of their own level of determination, rather than the social or 
economic capital they possess prior to entering the ring.

Since collective intervention into the world of paid work is consid-
ered impossible, amateur boxers intervene at the individual level.30 the 
object of their focus becomes their own minds and bodies, and their goal 
becomes to work hard and succeed despite the acknowledged structural 
odds. the work they employ to do this uses the body in a way that pre-
empts any critique of institutional anti- black racism or the social limita-
tions to their freedom, because the body can always be worked on more 
and improved upon endlessly. this form of bodywork is predicated on 
noncomplaining and acquiescence to the expertise of the trainer, and 
training is transmitted in a way that forecloses negotiation. the work 
amateur boxers undertake, then, acknowledges the importance of work, 
but because that need is met by the body culture of the gym, there is no 
formal indictment of society or demand of the larger society to guarantee 
possibilities for lawful labor.

in the context of the individual types of injury amateur men have en-
dured, the primacy of individual experience and bodily control suggests 
that experiences of suffering— such as the humiliations of forced confine-
ment and unemployment— are profoundly personal. though racial and 
class exclusion are systematic and structural, they are borne on an in-
dividual level. the way to negotiate and respond to these experiences 
is to return to the body. Bodywork is a way to reconcile the burdens of 
structural inequality with goals of individual forms of power.

But what about that economic capital amateur fighters have been de-
nied outside the gym? as adrian, who was unable to actualize the ben-
efits that gleason’s can offer, shows, the gym cannot hold all the amateurs 
who seek it out. Bodywork is not available to all who might want to 
engage in it. differing levels of talent, emotional wellness, and financial 
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stability affect individuals’ abilities to take advantage of the gym’s social 
possibilities. more important, though the gym can fulfill the social role of 
work through identity, self- worth, and individual discipline, it does not 
fulfill the economic role of work. that is, bodywork does not pay and 
leaves amateurs vulnerable to failing to reproduce the material condi-
tions of their existence. in postindustrial new york, work can be impro-
vised and fashioned in inventive ways, but only in the narrow confines of 
the urban gym and without wages.



Chapter three

tough love and intimaCy  
in a Community of men

if your friend is ignorant of the science of manual defence, which 
i have taken for granted, you ought both alternatively to officiate, 
the one as a teacher, and the other as the pupil, and thus prove the 

means of mutual assistance.

— A Pupil Both of Humphreys and Mendoza, 1784

“the only PeoPle out at that time of night are CoPS 
 and robbers.”

harry is at it again.
reclining in a plastic chair with his arms folded behind his head, an-

kles crossed, and heels propped up on a table, harry, a gym trainer, is 
beginning to lecture Cedric, a tall and quiet fourteen- year- old. Cedric has 
no idea that he is perched on the precipice of a sermon, but others do. 
Sensing harry’s fervor, several gym regulars exchange warning glances 
and slink away. Cedric also has no idea that after just months of working 
with harry, he is already one of his coach’s favorite boxers. this status 
will position him as the charmed beneficiary of a number of lectures in 
the time to come.

Several months before, Cedric was brought to gleason’s gym by one 
of his middle-  school teachers, who saw in him great promise but little 
guidance. Cedric’s mother has abandoned her formal parental respon-
sibilities while his father, who is incarcerated, is unable to intervene in 
his son’s day- to- day activities from behind bars. harry has taken Cedric 
under his wing and assumed the role of mentor. it is a job that harry 
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takes seriously, and to fulfill it, he will rely heavily on lectures. today’s 
starts when Cedric innocently mentions that he hurt his hand playing bas-
ketball until 1:30 a.m. the night before. with an injured wrist, he  cannot hit 
the heavy bag. But it is not the injury that concerns harry: it is Cedric’s 
lack of a curfew.

harry’s first move is fact- finding, so he grills Cedric: why was he out 
so late? who was he out with? and what time did his mother want him 
home? harry responds with a dramatic sigh and eye roll at each of Ced-
ric’s answers until he has heard enough and begins his speech. life in the 
projects is very dangerous, harry argues, far more than Cedric probably 
realizes. the only people out at 1:00 a.m. are cops and robbers, and as 
a black youth in Brooklyn, Cedric is likely to get shot— as much by the 
cops as by the robbers. hanging out late will get Cedric into serious trou-
ble, and harry predicts that if Cedric continues such dubious escapades 
this summer, he will land in jail before it is over. if Cedric doesn’t believe 
harry, he should talk with Kenny, another of harry’s amateur boxers, 
who recently has endured this very trauma.

harry then prescribes a remedy: Cedric needs a summer activity. harry 
has been trying to find Cedric employment but has been unable to find 
anything yet. as a substitute, harry promises to show Cedric the world, 
and so the ultimate consequence of the curfew infraction is that if harry 
can pull together some money, he will take Cedric with him on his next 
boxing trip.

the lecture’s conclusion is harry’s specialty, and even he acknowl-
edges that he saves the best for last. does Cedric know why harry is so 
intimately acquainted with the dangers of social housing life? it is because 
harry was one of those late- lurking robbers. harry rehearses a history 
of wine drinking and pot use and cocaine and crack addiction. a par-
allel history of crime is detailed: pickpocketing, mugging, robbery, and 
attempted murder in marcy, tompkins, Sumner, and gowanus housing 
Projects. Crime led to prison, prison to homelessness, and social exclu-
sion to racial exclusion. harry ends with a pronouncement: Cedric does 
not know the dangers of project life because he cannot see beyond it. 
harry implores him to try.

oration, like the discourse bestowed on Cedric, is a rhetorical tech-
nique that gym trainers use when they work with amateur fighters. this 
particular lecture illuminates the kinds of problems— not directly related 
to the sport of boxing— that trainers mediate. and it illustrates some of 
the difficulties trainers have addressing these problems. harry’s vacilla-
tions, for example, between social- structural arguments that hold racial 
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segregation and urban marginality responsible for Cedric’s lack of oppor-
tunities and arguments that prize personal responsibility to overcome dis-
advantage reflect the tensions trainers manage when they mentor young 
men. harry’s hopes for Cedric show the worth that trainers see in the 
amateur boxers they train.

at gleason’s gym, trainers coach amateur fighters both inside and out-
side the ring.1 in the ring, trainers prepare amateurs for competition and 
help their boxers develop masculine identities. outside the ring, they pro-
vide desperately needed forms of social, psychological, and material sup-
port. this chapter analyzes the social practices trainers undertake when 
they work with amateur boxers and the social relations generated from 
them.2 it examines how trainers collaborate with fighters and how train-
ers’ life histories shape the intellectual and physical rigor they demand, 
the forms of knowledge they impart, and their philosophies about racism, 
late capitalism, and patriarchy. i argue that trainers perform a unique 
type of mentoring in which the relationship between mentor and men-
tored is predicated upon and successful because of shared experiences. 
this mentoring is an expression of trainers’ political consciousness about 
society’s failure to provide young men of color with resources and guid-
ance in a postindustrial landscape and frequently becomes an expression 
of kinship.3 through kin relations, trainers encourage young men of color 
to view their worth in different ways, to create and measure the meaning of 
their lives in different spaces, and to see that no identity is final.4

in the ring: training and the  
troPe of “tough love”

in the ring, a trainer’s athletic goals are to teach boxers the sport’s tech-
niques, develop their skills, and prepare them for competition. though 
most coaches agree on the basics of boxing, it is up to an individual 
trainer to ascertain how to accomplish these goals with particular fighters.  
trainers take an enormous amount of time learning about their amateur 
pugilists— what works for one will not always work for another— which 
requires determining when and how far a fighter can be pushed. not 
pushing a fighter may make for a comfortable training experience but 
inevitably produces a brutal wake- up call in a bout. Pushing an athlete 
too far will, at best, demoralize him; at worst, it will place him in a life- 
threatening situation. But pushing a fighter just the right amount can 
precipitate a breakthrough in confidence, paving the way to success.
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one of the most important practices used to teach boxers is the spar. 
Sparring is typically done on tuesdays, thursdays, and Saturdays, when 
fighters are considered the most focused and rested.5 the coaching that 
harry, one of gleason’s most prominent trainers, imparts in spars follows 
a formula. in the early rounds, harry gives very little praise and an almost 
overwhelming amount of criticism. when they err, the sparring partners’ 
masculinities are challenged and they are taunted for their lack of ef-
fort in the ring. they are feminized and degraded as “women” or “little 
girls” and mocked as “sleeping together” when they clinch one another 
in exhaustion. if the boxers protest or offer excuses, including serious 
injury, they are chastised until silenced. in the middle of the spar when 
visible signs of exasperation and dejection present themselves— heads, 
shoulders, and hands sag while footwork slows— harry might threaten 
to drop them from his team if they do not comply with his instruction. 
with little choice, they rally, and more times than not succeed in throw-
ing the number and quality of punches demanded. in the last rounds 
of the spar, as they push through fatigue and pain, their  determination 
wins harry’s approval. he compliments and encourages them, and when 
the spar is finished, they climb out of the ring drenched in sweat, bodies 
slumped in exhaustion, and faces beaming.

a spar between wells and ali illustrates this pattern:

harry: Come on, let your hands go! let your hands go! Come on. Bend. 
double your punches and work. work! you waiting too long, you ain’t 
fightin’. you aren’t fightin’ amateur [meaning that wells is not executing 
the techniques necessary for competing in the amateurs]. move your head. 
Stop reaching! Bend your legs, jab. Come on, work, work, work! Both 
hands. Bend your legs and work. work. Stop swinging wild and back him 
up. Work. Back up his punch. Come on! you’d better not drop the right 
hand to the body. you wait too much, man. why you wait?

this, like most of harry’s questions, is intended to be rhetorical, but 
wells cannot resist the urge to explain himself.

wells: my hand hurts.
harry: what?
wells: my hand hurts.
harry: then why are you boxing, wells, if you hand hurts? look at me. 

Come here. let me put some grease on your face, man. what are you going 
to tell the guy next week? that your hand hurts?
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a trainer gives athletic instruction to a male fighter during a break in sparring. Photograph 
by issei nakaya.

wells: [sulking] no.
harry: right now, forget about your hand. you ain’t got one.

wells complies and boxes as if he has, quite literally, forgotten that he has 
a hand, lowering his right glove and using only his left jab. he executes 
harry’s instruction virtually word for word, which earns him praise. 
when the spar is over, wells descends from the ring with a big smile, and 
he and harry begin joking. Sitting on the ring’s edge, they discuss how 
wells’s accomplishment, produced through bodily trauma, will benefit 
him in his next fight.

in boxing training, trainers ask their athletes to disregard their assess-
ments of the situation and context— that they are in pain because they 
have been hurt— and instead take up their trainers’ understandings— that 
boxers can fight through the pain. that is, rather than focusing on the 
fact of physical suffering, fighters are asked to respond to that suffer-
ing by summoning will and determination. Joyce Carol oates observes 
that “[t]he boxer must somehow learn, by what effort of will non- boxers 
surely cannot guess, to inhibit his own instinct for survival; he must learn 
to exert his ‘will’ over his merely human and animal impulses, not only to 
flee pain but to flee the unknown.”6 trainers must teach their fighters to 
endure when in pain. and as seen in the case of wells, this process is not 
seamless. wells does not believe that he can execute harry’s instruction. 
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he gets angry and even challenges the soundness of harry’s reason. But 
he eventually capitulates, adopting harry’s interpretation of the spar. he 
ignores his own reading (i.e., that he cannot fight because of a severely 
injured hand) and trusts harry. when wells prevails in the final rounds 
of the exercise, both trainer and boxer are delighted.

this process can be troubling to watch. the amount of criticism a 
fighter sustains during a spar is crushing for any sporting activity but 
especially for one in which athletes endure considerable bodily harm. i 
watched with incredulity as fighters had their noses, fingers, and hands 
broken, their shoulders dislocated, and their ankles twisted, only to be 
blamed for their injuries and told to continue. following wells’s spar, i 
ask harry why he would demand that wells persist when he is clearly 
suffering. Couldn’t that ultimately be detrimental by causing long- term 
injury? harry explains, “i want to put them in the frame of mind that if 
you hurt your hand in a fight, what are you going to do? you gonna quit? 
or you gonna continue? life is only over unless you give up and give into 
it. there’s a thing called ‘tough love.’ ”7

tough love is the most commonly articulated trope of training prac-
tices. the trope bespeaks the care, devotion, and responsibility that train-
ers have for their amateurs while acknowledging the particular demands 
and realities of the sport. the “love” in tough love derives from trainers’ 
responsibility for their fighters’ well- being in the ring. a boxer, especially 
an anxious or young athlete, cannot  always judge a fight— how much in-
jury he is sustaining, what punches are working, which combinations are 
not, where defenses are failing. trainers say “the corner wins the fight for 
you” meaning that a trainer can better assess the bout than the competi-
tor: the strategy, skill, and danger. trainers take this evaluation seriously, 
and in order to keep their athletes safe, trainers assume control, dictating 
fighters’ actions as well as their understandings of those actions.

an exchange between harry and Kenny, an extremely talented ama-
teur boxer, demonstrates the gravity of trainer responsibility. after Kenny 
is hit too much for harry’s liking, harry pulls him from the ring. Stop-
ping a spar abruptly is unusual, and in this case, signifies that something 
is very wrong with Kenny’s performance.

harry: listen to me, come down. Come down for a minute. the reason why 
you’re getting hit is that you’re too tight. relax. when you throw a jab, 
you’re dropping your jab. Pop pop. Pop pop. you know what i’m saying? 
don’t jab and do this [drops his hand to demonstrate]. the man going to 
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hit you with a right hand. Jab, jab, and move your head from side to side. 
that’s all you gotta do.

Kenny: But the first round, i always be cold, harry.
harry: i understand that, but you can’t come out cold in boxing. People get 

knocked out in the first round. that’s the most dangerous round of the 
fight— the first round. you gotta come out hot and smoking in the first 
round because that’s how people get knocked out in the first round. you  
see first- round knockouts? it’s because people come out cold. you can’t 
come out cold. this is not a sport when you can afford to come out cold. 
Because if you’re a slow starter, they ain’t gonna wait for you to start. they 
gonna get off [on] you.

harry removes Kenny from the ring because Kenny’s physical safety 
is at risk. harry worries that Kenny is accustomed to warming up in the 
first round, and if not broken, this habit will become a liability in compe-
tition. But harry’s quote indexes another investment in tough love. harry 
fears that opponents will “get off ” on Kenny if harry does not get him 
into the best possible mental and physical shape. hence, trainers also see 
themselves as responsible for protecting their fighters from failure. the 
“love” in tough love tries to shield amateurs from disappointment as 
much as from injury.

the “tough” in tough love emerges from trainers’ belief that their am-
ateur boxers’ general inclination is to back away from difficult situations. 
their job is to teach fighters how to call up the will Joyce Carol oates 
describes while in physical agony.8 this is a gendered, heteronormative 
process. harry frets that if he entertains his fighters’ excuses, they will 
become weak and emasculated, losing some of the inherent masculinity 
deemed necessary for success in the gym. he tells me,

if i make a way out for you, you gonna take an easy road. you don’t pet grown 
men. i’m not saying men don’t deserve hugs and stuff like that. But you can’t 
treat a man like he a woman. you gonna ruin him. you gonna take what’s 
naturally in him and turn it into something else.

entertaining fighters’ complaints of painful experiences— “petting” 
them— is demeaned and dismissed as feminine. harry’s reference to “hugs”  
suggests that a particular type of physical intimacy threatens masculine 
toughness, and so the task of the trainer is to ensure that the masculinity 
“naturally” constitutive of men is not lost through feminine coddling.9 
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racial, gender, and sexual aspects of subject formation are used as a way 
to develop and maintain physical power.

on the “hard road” that harry mentions, fighters are held responsible 
for the injuries they sustain. when Cedric is hurt in a spar, harry casts the 
injury as Cedric’s failure:

i got this kid Cedric . . . and he got hit in the throat and the stomach. he fell 
down. “i’m getting [out of the ring]— .” “no you’re not. finish. finish the 
round.” “But my throat!” i say, “your throat is hurting because i always told 
you, ‘stop picking your head up.’ and you won’t. and your stomach hurt be-
cause you won’t do no road work.’ ”

Cedric was harmed not because another fighter punched him in the throat 
and stomach. he was hurt because he failed to protect himself through 
rigorous aerobic training and defensive skill. he had a choice, exercised 
the wrong option, and was at fault. through tough love, the context of 
injury is naturalized and the individual response to injury prioritized. 
the fact of physical suffering is accepted as is, as an inevitable feature of 
gym life, and fighters are constituted as having a choice in the midst of 
bodily trauma: they can either quit or continue. Possibilities for express-
ing agony or even critiquing the exercise at hand are structured out, and 
instead the fighter’s actions are scrutinized.

tough love allows trainers to instill confidence in their fighters by 
pushing their bodies far beyond where fighters (and even the audience of 
a spar) think they can go. there is immense care, thought, and attention 
in the assessment of boxers’ abilities: what fighters will react to, how they 
will execute the task, when they will need to be encouraged. implicit in 
tough love is an underlying confidence that fighters can and will accom-
plish the task they are asked to undertake. wells, for example, does not 
have a hand, but he can still fight on. trainers demonstrate their belief 
in their boxers and that the expectations they have of their athletes will 
surpass even fighters’ own expectations. when pugilists complete difficult 
spars, or even when they do not perform as well as they could have but 
are criticized in a way that assumes they will next time, self- worth is gen-
erated. athletes develop a new level of confidence in their abilities. fight-
ers also demonstrate a corresponding trust in their trainers when they lift 
their slumped heads and shoulders, straighten their disheveled headgears, 
and start bouncing on their toes again.

one could argue that the commitment to individualism and individual 
will are necessary in a sport as highly individuated as boxing. a corner 
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may coach, advise, and encourage, but it is up to a boxer to battle through 
the difficulties of the bout on his own. however, this same commitment 
to the response to suffering rather than the fact of injury presents itself 
outside the ring. as trainers mentor boxers, they take seriously the idea of 
personal responsibility and hold close the notion that “anyone can do it.”

in their Corner: the SoCial PraCtiCeS and 
relationS of mentoring

the boxing experience is used as a theoretical template when trainers 
intervene in the social lives of their fighters. trainers often connect ex-
periences in the ring with life outside it. harry, for example, likes to give 
boxing- related object lessons by linking performance in the ring with 
other aspects of a boxer’s life in order to prove personal failings. he 
chides Cedric:

what i’m telling you now, didn’t i tell you both [his predictions about boxing 
and school]? it’s the same situation you got in school. your teachers tell you, 
“if you don’t do you work, you gonna fail.” i tell you, “if you don’t do this, 
this will happen.” But i forewarned you.

But trainers go beyond merely drawing parallels to undertaking social 
practices outside boxing: from providing material resources to acting as 
educators to imparting romantic advice to serving as father figures. when 
engaging in these practices, trainers become the structure in their fight-
ers’ lives, and trainers and fighters develop relationships centered not on 
pugilism but on intimacy.

trainers develop for their boxers a social network, which involves the 
important practice of finding their athletes work. Because amateurs are 
usually unemployed or are in insecure positions, and because trainers 
know it is unlikely that their fighters will ever make substantial money 
from the sport, trainers are constantly on the lookout for suitable em-
ployment.10 they discuss with other gym goers job vacancies and consult 
with their white- collar clients about potential openings. when a popu-
lar home- furnishings retailer moves into the area, harry urges max, one 
of mike’s amateur boxers, to put in an application. mike realizes that 
the manager of the store is a white- collar client of his fellow trainer ri-
cardo and lobbies for max, ultimately securing him the position. when 
harry learns that Scott is unemployed, he uses his connections in the 
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 neighborhood to locate a job for him, which is particularly difficult as 
Scott does not have work papers. Peter, one of the gym’s most established 
trainers, routinely passes along episodic security and construction work 
to amateur fighters. and ricardo, who also works as a stunt double, fre-
quently recruits amateurs as extras in film and television.

locating employment for fighters may require that trainers forgo the 
jobs themselves. when a manhattan boxing gym offers mike a position 
that pays $10 per hour and guarantees twenty hours per week, mike is 
tempted to accept, as he is homeless at the time and trying to save money 
for an apartment. however, knowing that anthony has been searching 
for work for more than six months and concerned that the difficulty may 
be due to his criminal record, mike gives him the job. after working with 
a Comedy Central comedian for almost a year and making a dependable 
salary, harry gives up the position to leon, an amateur he has trained for 
more than thirteen years. when i ask harry if he can afford to relinquish 
a job that adds over $10,000 to his income per year, he shifts the focus of 
the discussion to leon and tells me, “it’s a good job for him.”

in addition to giving job referrals, trainers frequently oversee their 
boxers’ careers, weighing their options and establishing long- term goals. 
mike always has employment plans for the members of his team. when 
ricardo refers anthony to a casting agent who needs a heavyweight 
boxer for a commercial with mike tyson, mike sees an opportunity. he 
encourages anthony to pursue acting or modeling and even sets him up 
with two of his white- collar clients to jumpstart the process. mike thinks,

he should get headshots because if you look in the magazines, it’s the same 
profile. it’s him . . . so he should get some headshots together. you know, if 
you know how to read a part, he’ll get into movies. he could do runway, but 
he’d have to trim down a little bit. he’d have to be, like, 160. he’s too big. 
But like tyson Beckford? that’s the same look. he could do that. then he 
boxes for real and that’s even better! he should talk to Simon [one of mike’s 
white- collar clients]. he know a lot of agencies. Simon know a lot of models 
’cause he in advertising. it’s all set up for you. mila [a female boxer ] husband 
do model pictures. the whole thing is set up for you. it’s not like, “oh i don’t 
know who to go to.” it’s set up for him. i’m like, “do it!”

when max is working in a stockroom, mike urges him to press the 
management for a store clerk position, which mike considers a better 
career opportunity. and mike routinely harasses adrian to get his ged 
so that he can go into the military. though mike, a veteran himself, has 
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serious reservations about the armed forces, he believes adrian’s love for 
discipline, regimen, and hard work would be rewarded in the military. 
mike even contacts the head of the army’s boxing program about oppor-
tunities. mike does not try to fit all of his boxers into one employment 
trajectory but rather develops individual plans for his boxers, contingent 
on their histories, needs, strengths, and interests.

much as they work as advocates from the ring’s corner, so too do 
trainers work as advocates in the lives of their fighters. this involves 
supporting amateur boxers in manifold ways as they engage a number 
of institutions, among them family, work, and especially the criminal jus-
tice system, in which amateur athletes feel particularly disempowered. 
in doing so, trainers teach their fighters how to navigate and negotiate 
the tricky procedures of these social and economic spheres. max and his 
partner have problems adjusting to their new baby and familial arrange-
ment, so mike speaks to each of them about the stresses of childrearing, 
urging each to consider the other partner’s burdens. when Kenny is fired 
from his job without being given a reason, harry calls his employer to 
ask about his severance and his final check. Peter advocates for a lesser 
sentence for darryl, who has changed his life by dedicating himself to 
boxing, years after being charged with a felony. when this does not work, 
Peter uses his years of experience as a corrections officer to try to protect 
his boxer when he is in prison:

those troubles were way before he ever came here. he came into boxing 
to change his life and did. But the judge said— we wrote letters, me, Bruce, 
everybody— and the judge said, “look, these are letters from very reputable 
people, and here’s a guy with thirty- five years in the correctional department. 
you’re a good risk, but i just can’t ignore what went down.” it was a woman. 
there were two charges. one was a gun charge— very serious. She gave him 
the minimum on both charges to run together. So it was three years for one, 
five for the other, which means he’s got to do three years.
 So i tell him, “oK, this is a bump in the road that you gotta get out of 
the way.” “oh i wasted— ” “you didn’t waste anything. you changed your 
life. you got a different view. we saved you from the streets. that’s our job 
here.” .  .  . well, i’m prepared to deal with anything in life. life— there’s no 
shocks or surprises for me. i knew this was coming. and i was really trying 
to prepare him for it along the way. “maybe this could happen, maybe that 
could happen.” he’d come up with ideas along the way. “maybe the judge 
will. . . .” i wouldn’t say, “never.” i’d say, “well, darryl, the bottom line is: be 
prepared for the worst. and then you can accept whatever comes down. But if 
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you prepare for the worst, it won’t crush you.” now when i talk to him, he’s 
not crushed.
 i called— nothing dishonest, i still know people— a very, very dear friend 
of mine who worked under me and is now a big guy in corrections. and i told 
him, “this kid is guilty.” “oK, what do you want to do?” “i want to keep him 
out of the system.” So he said, “well, find out where he’s going, and call me. i’ll 
have some people called and try to get him transferred up here. he’ll be a long 
ways from home but he’ll— you know who’s in prison. it’s the worst guys in 
the system. they’re locked up there twenty- three hours a day. he can work as a 
plumber, a porter, or whatever. he can study. no pressure, no gangs, whatever.” 
So i said, “are you serious? that’s great!” So i asked him [darryl], “do you 
want that?” and it seems like he does, so i’ve got to call my buddy and get him 
to put the wheels in progress. he’ll do his time, but he’ll do it not normally.

an amazing story of advocacy circulating the gym while i was doing 
fieldwork was Peter’s nine- year attempt to get one of his amateur fight-
ers out of prison. raoul was accused of armed robbery and sentenced to 
seven to twenty- one years in prison, even though another person admit-
ted to committing the crime. not only did Peter hire several attorneys and 
persist when everyone believed there were no more options, but also he 
kept his boxer going while he was in prison, both emotionally and practi-
cally. he remembers:

So i told him, “you have my home number, and you have carte blanche to 
call.” and if i would have ever taped those calls— a guy, an innocent guy try- 
ing to maintain his sanity in the most awful conditions you can imagine. for-
tunately for him, i did thirty- five years in the system, and i knew a lot of 
people. and wherever he would go, i would know some people, and i could 
call somebody and say, “look, look after this kid for me because he’s an in-
nocent man.” and they wouldn’t question me. they wouldn’t say “aw, really? 
you found one?” yeah. i had to retire from jail to find an innocent guy.

mike, harry, Peter, and other gym trainers spend a significant amount 
of time and money thinking through their fighters’ needs, social circum-
stances, and psychological processes. this can be in small but crucial 
ways. when mike is asked to nominate a fighter from his team to the 
Police Boxing association (PBa), which travels around the world com-
peting with other police leagues, he thinks the opportunity is important 
for adrian because he has not traveled outside of new york and Pennsyl-
vania. though it is one nomination, it means a life- changing experience 
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for adrian, who visited ireland twice and several states in the uS. in ad-
dition to paying part of leon’s college tuition, harry pays his utility and 
cell phone bills. trainers do everything for fighters, from posting bail, 
paying gym dues, and babysitting children to picking them up when they 
are released from prison. Peter has buried a fighter who died without the 
resources to pay for a funeral.

the most meaningful role that trainers assume is as confidantes. train-
ers spend tremendous amounts of time talking with and listening to their 
athletes. when Scott needs to bring his middle- aged mother across the 
uS– mexico border, he discusses with mike, at length, the difficulty of 
the impending journey. after crossing into California, mike is the first 
person Scott calls from a pay phone to say they are safe. upon his return 
to new york, he brings mike a bottle of tequila to celebrate. when diego 
earns a high score on a practice ged test while confined on rikers island, 
and afterward when he passes the exam, he calls mike from jail with 
excitement. and when max’s partner has a baby, max endlessly discusses 
fatherhood with mike: how to burp the baby, how to get vaccinations, 
and how to change diapers. max calls mike the father he never had, and 
appoints mike as his son’s godfather. mike is also confidante to several 
fighters, who try to resist reentering the drug trade but find making ends 
meet impossible on minimum wage.

as trainers care for their boxers, they utilize the same trope of tough 
love and express the same commitment to individualism as they do in 
the ring. when applied in the social world, personal- responsibility narra-
tives naturalize the inequality of social circumstances and refuse to allow 
excuses or complaints, demanding self- sufficiency instead. in particular, 
trainers look to work to solve problems and look to discipline to overcome 
disadvantage. when max complains about the pressure of fatherhood 
and his lack of energy, it provokes a hail of criticisms from mike, who 
tells me:

i cursed him out three times yesterday and i gave him a long talk about disci-
pline. well, first of all i told him not to have a baby, and he had a baby. you 
have a baby, you have responsibility. Baby need Pampers, baby need milk, baby 
need Similac. number two, you have to deal with the baby mother. whether 
you like her or you don’t like her, you still got to deal with her. number three, 
you need to work now. he’s bitching and moaning, “i’m tired. i don’t want 
to work.” yeah, everybody— that’s what everybody in the real world do. you 
wake up, you go to work, you try to get in your boxing and workout. you go 
home, you play with your baby. he’s feeling the crunch of the real world. But 
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before he was a teenager. he’d get up and hang out in the street and come into 
the gym and hang out in the gym for four hours and then go home. now he 
can’t do that, and it’s a crunch on him and he gets whiney and i don’t want to 
hear that shit. Be a man and do what you got to do.

“what you got to do” as a “man” can be decoded as the patriarchal 
expectation of breadwinning and heading the family. this imperative is 
significant because mike knows that this possibility is almost occluded 
in the racialized postindustrial landscape of Brooklyn, where finding ad-
equate work for men of color without high school degrees is extremely 
difficult, never mind for men like max, who also are marked by a crim-
inal record.11 But the context of joblessness and mass incarceration is 
rarely integrated into mike’s mentoring. despite his knowledge about 
it— indeed his life experience is shaped by it— mike ignores it and instead 
demands that his amateur boxers fulfill the expectations of dominant 
masculinity through labor. mike’s sentiments belie the tension between 
the need for support, which is feminized as weakness, and the require-
ments of manhood, which demand self- sufficiency.

mike takes a similar position with adrian, a fighter who has a history 
of serious physical and psychological abuse. mike will acknowledge that 
adrian has suffered at the hands of parents, teachers, and major social-
izing institutions, but when talking about adrian’s future, he will focus 
only on adrian’s response. i worry to mike that adrian is, quite literally, 
starving, and mike responds:

But eh, look, that’s life. look, let me tell you something. i’m not the most 
handsome motherfucker. i’m short, i’m chubby, i got fake yellow teeth. i’m 
going fucking bald, i got bumps on the back of my neck, and i have no fuck-
ing money. So i say, “well, i’m short, fat, bumps on the back of my neck, and 
i have no fucking money. But the other side: i’m smart. i’m charming. i make 
good fucking jokes, and i make people feel comfortable.” i have to use my 
brain. i can’t match muscle for muscle, look for look. So adrian gotta under-
stand that. yeah, he don’t have the talent, so your endurance got to be incredi-
ble. your willpower gotta override this man’s talent. and that might go farther. 
you gotta do dirty tricks. you gotta play mind games. . . . he gotta understand 
that. you gotta work with what god gave you. and that’s that. you can’t get 
jealous. yeah, i wish i was six [foot] two and didn’t have to sleep outside.

in mike’s assessment, hunger is part of life. it is not narrated as the prod-
uct of anti- black racism and social inequality but rather a feature of ev-
eryday urban existence. and, as mike suggests, the only response to that 
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“fact” is individual: to adapt by drawing upon existing strengths and 
relying on “endurance.”

harry loses his patience with Kenny, who finds it disorienting when 
his father returns home after years in prison. Kenny and his siblings are 
raised by their grandmother when their mother’s crack addiction inter-
feres with consistent parenting. with his father’s reappearance, Kenny is 
confused by the sudden interest in creating a nuclear family. after train-
ing one day, he discusses the discordance with harry and later tells me 
that harry has been supportive. harry has told him to consider his father 
a “sperm donor” rather than a parent, which puts Kenny’s mind at ease. 
however, when i talk with harry about Kenny and ask if he is concerned 
about him, harry is blunt, almost blaming Kenny for his psychologi-
cal response to the collateral consequences of his father’s imprisonment. 
harry tells me, “[P]ut it this way: i could have used that excuse. you got 
to have power over that. Kenny got the talent, but he empty inside. you 
know? he can be a lot. he could do a lot, but he’s empty inside.”

as hinted in mike and harry’s references to their own lives— best ex-
emplified by experiences of homelessness, drug addiction, imprisonment, 
and fatherlessness— trainers construct and reference a hierarchy of suf-
fering to deflect the suffering of the boxer with whom they are working 
to another person who is suffering or has suffered more. trainers point 
to personal histories of deeper oppression than the pain at hand. when 
amateur fighters, or ethnographers for that matter, make claims about the 
unmet promises of uS citizenship, they are referred to others who do not 
enjoy those same promises. Boxers who live in the uS without documen-
tation are common figures for this comparison. Scott is used by several 
trainers as an example of “heart” and “courage” in the midst of suffering. 
after he crosses the uS– mexico border with his mother, he cements his 
heroism and instruction potential in the eyes of many gym trainers. that 
he also works twelve- hour shifts in a minimum wage job without com-
plaining enhances his status. harry admires Scott’s “heart”:

i would love to see Scott become a world champion because he has a hell of 
a story to tell. Because of how he left [to get his mother] and he came back, 
what he had to endure to get back here. he had to cross over the border and 
stuff like that. that’s daring defeat when you do something like that. to get 
back under those circumstances, that’s a guy who wants something out of life 
and who has a plan in life.

trainers instruct their fighters to enact the same gendered, heteronor-
mativity outside the ring as inside: focus on discipline and regimen; have 
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courage and heart; be personally responsible; tackle any obstacles; if you 
perceive a barrier, there is no alternative except to overcome it; failure is 
simply not an option. trainers utilize discourses of personal responsibil-
ity and freedom of choice, which serve as the bases of american capital-
ism and its corresponding Protestant work ethic.12 yet in the gym, they 
are reinforced in amateur athletes in a different form: through bodywork 
and social relationships.

these notions of suffering, sacrifice, determination, and will are deeply 
held among trainers, and they practice what they preach. when mike be-
came  homeless, he never complained about his exhausting routine roam-
ing the streets at night and coaching in the gym during the day. instead he 
joked about his subsequent weight loss as “the homeless diet.” he would 
not stay with anyone from the gym because he felt it was undignified: his 
task was to endure. harry frequently discusses his own fight back from a 
serious crack addiction: prison, rehabilitation, relapse, and homelessness. 
fighters rarely challenge their trainers because they know their trainers 
have suffered substantially. for every barrier harry and mike ask their 
fighters to overcome, it is probable that mike and harry have faced a 
similar barrier themselves. this lessens the social distance between men-
tor and mentored. Because of this minimal distance, trainers are more 
reputable and believable. the source of their authority is past experience, 
which gives them legitimacy in the eyes of their amateur boxers.

anti- BlaCK raCiSm, SoCial inJuStiCe,  
and SoCial CritiQue

if trainers espouse tough love and prioritize individualism when they 
work with boxers, they present a different perspective when discussing 
their motivations for working as boxing trainers and the life chances 
of men of color in postindustrial new york. in these instances, trainers 
articulate critiques of anti- black racism and structural injustice and ad-
vance arguments about social rather than personal responsibility.

harry’s narrative of recovery from crack- cocaine use and a history of 
crime informs his athletic and social practices as he seeks to prevent young 
black men from making the mistakes he made. according to harry’s own 
account, he fell in with the wrong crowd as a young man in Bedford- 
Stuyvesant in the 1980s and embarked on a path of marijuana and co-
caine use and then crack addiction. he turned to petty crime— low- level 
drug trading and robbery— to finance his drug use until he shot a family 
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member in a Brooklyn social housing unit. while serving a multiple- year 
sentence in attica Correctional facility, he vowed to change his life and 
never to go back to prison. he kept to himself for the remainder of his 
term, studying for his ged, and then, when released, sought drug reha-
bilitation. he held various jobs during the day and returned to the sport 
in which he had excelled as a boy. this time he coached in his spare time 
rather than boxing himself. when he could afford it, he trained fighters 
full- time. on the process of becoming a trainer, he reflects, “one thing 
led to another, and i fell in love with the sport all over again but from a 
different perspective, from a different view, from a different angle. i said 
‘i can still make a difference.’ ”

when discussing his history, harry locates his participation in crime 
and drug use in the socioeconomic context of the 1980s and 1990s. in 
particular, harry argues that growing up in the racially segregated neigh-
borhood of Bedford- Stuyvesant during the height of the crack- cocaine 
boom and living in  deteriorating public housing shaped his opportunities. 
though he considers it his responsibility to respond to the conditions 
of racial oppression, largely through self- help, rehabilitation, and labor, 
harry believes in the importance of governmental and social responsi-
bility and warns of the consequences of societal inaction. when talking 
about uS public policy and white racism, harry argues that the govern-
ment has the responsibility to provide men with the means to support 
themselves with respect. he will point out the contradictions of complet-
ing a prison sentence and continually being penalized for past crimes. 
and he will analyze the minimum wage in the context of new york City 
rent prices, warning of the potential for race riots because of an inad-
equate affordable housing stock for residents of color. harry’s desire to 
make a difference, then, is shaped not only by his past but also by a vision 
of society in which the state and everyday people help each other more. 
trainers fall into the latter category. when i ask if all trainers should 
give their amateur boxers the athletic, social, and psychological attention  
he devotes, given how taxing this can be on trainers, he does not waver. 
he responds, “Sure, because if everybody thought in those terms, you’d 
have better people.”

harry can become frustrated with the fighters with whom he works, 
but he will not give up on them. at one point, he develops problems with 
Kenny, who is lying to people in the gym by boasting a world champion-
ship. when harry confronts Kenny about the fib, Kenny clarifies that, 
“in my heart i’m a champion.” the aporia between Kenny’s actual and 
existential championship annoys harry. he stews over the incident for 
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several days but still maintains his basic tenet of social responsibility: “i 
just can’t close the door on people. to me, nobody closed the door on 
me [when addicted to crack]. there was always a door open no matter 
what.”

harry points to famed trainer george washington from the Bed- Stuy 
Boxing Center as a role model and tries to emulate washington’s devotion, 
tenderness, and sense of family.13 when harry reflects on his relationship 
with washington, he gets progressively more nostalgic and asks if i want 
to meet his mentor. we drop everything and immediately drive to the 
Bed- Stuy gym and play cards with a seventy- something washington, who 
giggles when he cheats and whose eyes sparkle when harry catches him. 
washington’s feigned deviousness and expectation— even joy— of being 
caught illuminate his unspoken bond with harry. when chatting and 
 joking with washington, harry looks happier than i have ever seen him. 
despite the fact that harry has boxers waiting to be trained and white- 
collar clients scheduled for lessons back at gleason’s gym, we spend sev-
eral leisurely hours with washington; harry seems unable to tear himself 
away. on our way home, harry emotionally remarks that washington 
has played an indescribable role in his life. when everyone else had given 
up on him, washington did not. when harry was addicted to crack and 
homeless and had nowhere to go, washington always made him feel wel-
come at the gym. washington was a steady and stable source of care and 
support in an otherwise unstable time. he always made harry believe 
that he was more than his addiction and criminal record. harry reflects, 
“it was like a father i never had. always, always, he was always there 
for me and he always believed in me. when the times i didn’t believe in 
myself, he never turned his back on me. always there for me.”14

when asked why he does not discuss systemic white racism, failed neo-
liberal social policy, and social inequality with his boxers, harry explains 
that he worries that anger at racial injustice will produce “bitterness,” 
which he considers a dead- end, self- destructive, and unruly emotion. the 
assumption undergirding harry’s concern is that critique can only end 
in bitterness and that there are no existing spaces— political, social, or 
otherwise— to actualize critique. his own battles with bitterness inform 
this apprehension,

the world don’t owe me anything, so what’s the point walking around bitter? 
you know? every decision you made, you made a conscious decision. you did 
it to yourself. you made your own decisions in life. you just have to learn to 
deal with it. accept life for what it is. you understand what i’m sayin’? ’Cause 
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if i walked around bitter all the time, believe me nobody would want to be 
around me and nobody would want to deal with me.

and yet harry’s argument about the primacy of individual decision- 
making is contradictory because harry does, in fact, believe that the 
world owes people certain things. his very work— physical and social— is 
an enactment of the conviction that the world owes his fighters— who 
have been demonized as a pathological cast of characters— drug dealers, 
hustlers, ex- cons, juvenile delinquents, and social outcasts— better op-
portunities. the care he received from washington— and which shapes 
his work— performed that belief. But when training boxers, he falls back 
on the idea of self- help that he believes contributed to his success in drug 
rehabilitation. his tough love simultaneously occupies two contradictory 
positions: the idea that his athletes should strive in life and his anxiety 
about the consequences should they not succeed.

mike did not face the same struggles with addiction or the periods of 
forced confinement as harry, but as a black youth, mike found his pos-
sibilities for a good education, decent employment, and escape from the 
poverty of his Crown heights neighborhood were limited by institutional 
racism. Coming of age at the height of the crack boom, he was presented 
with economic opportunities in the drug trade, but after forays into this 
extralegal economy, mike found the consequences of criminality unap-
pealing. he turned instead to boxing and then the armed forces. while 
he is proud of his athletic and military accomplishments, mike believes 
anti- black racism blocked avenues for social and economic mobility. his 
work at the gym attempts to provide young men with the knowledge and 
life chances to which he did not have access. he recounts:

nobody navigated me. if somebody had navigated me, i’d probably be in 
harvard somewhere. Street navigator. yeah, that’s what kids need. that’s the 
perfect word. they want to do right, but they haven’t been navigated. they 
don’t know what to do. you know what i mean? you counsel them on more 
things than this boxing shit. they don’t know what to do. Baby stuff, how you 
do the baby stuff. things like— even how to get the baby circumcised when he 
little. you gotta counsel them on everything— where to get a job, what to do.

mike’s instruction attempts to provide his fighters with the “street 
navigation” he never had. he asserts that poor urban areas are so segre-
gated that young men are not taught how to move out of them. they are 
not given basic information like how to apply to college, how to apply 
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for a job, or even how to acquire basic documentation, like a passport. 
Society’s biggest failure is not mentoring and providing young black men 
with the resources to leave the ghetto. his work as a trainer is motivated 
by a critique of racial oppression and a need in the generations after 
him. he undertakes his work because other institutions have relinquished 
their responsibilities:

these kids get raised on the street, and they’re not guided. max is a smart guy, 
but he didn’t know what to do. he had no guidance. “where i go to get my 
ged?” “my girlfriend pregnant, where i go?” “where’s health care?” “how i 
fill out an application?” “how you sign up for a lease?” “what to wear on a 
job interview?” you know, everything. these guys just don’t know. when they 
go do things kinda wrong and do a social faux pas, they get frustrated. they 
get in a corner. and most people— like almost my whole team is criminals. 
all of them went to jail at one period of time or another, and when you fill 
out an application, you’re like ostracized. you did your fucking time, that’s it. 
you can’t get a job. you can’t do this, you can’t do that. Boxing is like, they 
embrace you.

to mike, the gym is a makeshift institution for socialization and a 
place where men who are frustrated, excluded from full citizenship by 
criminal records or a lack of work papers, and unable to meet the expec-
tations of dominant society can be supported and even embraced. mike 
sees it as the last social space for homo social bonding and where young 
men learn the rituals of masculinity:

i think this the last place where men get trained by men. there used to be 
outlets— like the army. there ain’t no outlets anymore. they not used to deal-
ing with men. i don’t care— if you’re a single mother, you can’t raise no man- 
child.

at times, like harry, mike can reveal hesitation about the roles he has 
taken on, especially the role of surrogate father. after he has yelled at 
max, i ask mike how max responded. mike explains:

well, i don’t make him. he kind of listened. i mean, that’s the kind of talk his 
father should have with him. i shouldn’t have to have that fucking talk with 
him. all these kids have no fathers. the majority of these boxers don’t have 
no father figure so i have to step in, and i’ve got to have these talks. they 
don’t understand that when you get older, the choices you make affect you for 
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fifteen to twenty years. when you’re younger maybe you’ll get reprimanded 
for it, but now the choices you make affect your ass. you get used to working. 
yeah it’s hard going to the gym and working full- time and taking care of your 
baby. But that’s what you got yourself into. you have to get that discipline in 
mind.

also like harry, mike retreats from acknowledging and critiquing the 
contexts of social and economic injury to demanding personal respon-
sibility. mike analyzes injustice at the social- structural level, but he still 
promotes a form of masculine individualism and, in particular, the tran-
scendent power of labor. But unlike harry, mike does not draw upon self- 
help discourses. his belief in individualism comes from a careful political 
assessment of the postindustrial landscape and the recognition there are 
literally no other options. anger at anti- black racism is justified, and bit-
terness at urban marginality is legitimate, but self- sufficiency and per-
sonal responsibility are still necessary to succeed. when i ask mike why 
he demands such magnificent acts of will from his amateurs, he responds, 
“you can sit in the gym angry and depressed all you want. But it’s not 
going to get you anywhere.” mike’s work, then, enacts social convictions 
while accepting the reality of current social conditions as unalterable.

reConSidering KinShiP and SoCial CaPital

each day, when Peter’s amateur boxers arrive at the gym, and again when 
they leave, they kiss him on the cheek. when i first started doing re-
search at gleason’s, i found this surprising. after understanding the work 
that trainers undertake with amateur boxers, it became commonsensi-
cal. through the physical and social demands of boxing, coaches and 
amateur boxers develop extremely close relationships. as mike says, “i 
know more about them than they families.” trainers provide amateurs 
with emotional and material sustenance by encouraging, supporting, and 
loving their fighters. these impromptu relationships form out of mutual 
need and are imbrued with struggle, suffering, and intimacy.

the trainer- boxer relationship is so constitutive that it shapes almost 
every aspect of trainers and fighters’ lives. Peter laments that his extra- 
gym relationships have languished because of his commitment to the 
sport. Similarly, the grueling gym schedules that mike and harry keep 
often foreclose possibilities for socializing and spending time with other 
people. trainers sacrifice their own relationships outside the gym and 
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instead adapt similar responsibilities as parents and kin inside the gym. 
under these circumstances, intimacy in a community of men is legitimate.

Peter hints at the importance of the boxers in his life when he discusses 
the day raoul was released from prison. to Peter, it was not simply the 
day his boxer got out of prison but the day he was reunited with the gem 
of his life:

it was really such an emotional moment. we all cried. god, it was so emo-
tional. and he was like— he couldn’t believe it. if you ever see the tapes when 
we went out through the court’s front door, he kissed the ground. and that 
was— if i never do anything in my life again, i often say to people— i’ve ac-
complished this, that, or another, no big deal. That to me is the jewel in my life.

even though raoul does not compete anymore, he stops by gleason’s 
regularly to check in with Peter:

and, you see him here now, like a big Saint Bernard, there’s real love between 
us. he knows that only a person that really loves you could go that mileage. 
So no matter what— he has problems because when your life is changed like 
that— and he doesn’t fight anymore, but he still comes here because we can sit 
down and talk, and he can train. i always buff him back up.

Peter and raoul are bonded as family. the practices of training amateur 
boxers entails more than a social critique of the institutional deficiencies 
of postindustrial new york; training engenders and enacts the practice 
of kinship.15

in Antigone’s Claim, Judith Butler explores the possibilities for inti-
macy resulting from “idealized” kinship.16 rejecting structuralist mod-
els of family formation, which rely on “the fiction of bloodlines,” Butler 
draws upon the work of feminist anthropologists who deny cross- cultural 
structural features, advancing a broad definition of familial arrangements 
that “organize the reproduction of material life.” Butler uses the example 
of antigone and the scholarship of david Schneider to suggest that kin-
ship is not “a form of being but a form of doing.” in other words, instead 
of understanding kinship as a position or a status (i.e., being born into a 
family), it could be understood as a set of practices.17 Such a rearticula-
tion offers the opportunity to conceptualize kinship in what Butler calls 
the “social organization of need.”

trainers educating their boxers embody Butler’s idea; the relationship 
between trainers and boxers and the process of training demonstrate kin-
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ship based on action, on doing, on practices. these practices of intimacy 
improvised at gleason’s gym are valuable and important socially for 
men— both young and old. through tough love and bodywork, harry, 
mike, and other trainers tightly circumscribe overt expressions of ten-
derness but they also produce opportunities for care, identification, and 
intergenerational friendship. trainers help young men develop dignity, 
respect, and status, and they usher their amateurs through life’s transi-
tions.18 there is a cost to these relationships, of course; trainers demand 
sacrifice from their amateur fighters, and trainers compel asceticism as 
the price of their care. But given the dearth of employment opportunities 
in Brooklyn, these new types of relationships are natural outgrowths of 
postindustrialization.

though the tough- love rhetoric that trainers use to train and care for 
amateur boxers is generally associated with neoliberal politics, when ad-
vanced in the gym, this particular iteration of personal responsibility can 
be considered a way of not letting people be defined by their tragedies.19 
when deployed by men who dedicate their lives to combating— literally 
and figuratively— oppression, trainers’ demands for individual account-
ability and personal responsibility challenge the hegemonic practice of 
defining amateur boxers solely by their tragedies, by their “lack of’s,” or 
that to which they have not had access. in compelling their flock to sweat, 
to bleed, and to reach the next level, trainers reject a location disadvan-
tage, and they challenge a defining feature of postindustrial subjectivity 
and the ideological relegation of men of color to the accepted dishonored 
archetypes— damaged fatherless men, deadbeat dads, deviants, hustlers, 
gangsters. trainers cannot see their athletes as victims because of neces-
sity. instead, they imagine them as sources of power and greatness. while 
anti- black racism and the paucity of opportunities that amateur boxers 
experience remains a reality, trainers see them differently than neoliberal 
politicians and policymakers do. trainers ask their fighters to imagine 
themselves outside of social injury and disenfranchisement and they en-
courage the young men under their stewardship to see their worth in dif-
ferent ways. they demand that they produce alternative mechanisms of 
measurement to evaluate their lives and the progress made with each day. 
the journey— their identity— is never final.

in this process, trainers arm young men with social capital that is im-
perative for survival in postindustrial new york City, and they foster the 
development of skills that are unavailable within other spaces. as many 
scholars have noted, social capital— strong social connections, dense social 
networks, transparent forms of social communication— are the prerequisites 
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for success in the postindustrial economy. Social capital is one of the 
most important resources that middle-  and upper- class parents give their 
children, further illuminating how the relationship between trainer and 
boxer is akin to family relationships. Based on their own experiences, 
gym trainers recognize how the denial of such capital constrains the op-
portunities and chances that are available to amateur boxers, as com-
pared with their wealthier, whiter peers. trainers thus structure the gym 
as a place where amateur boxers can learn the requisite skills, thereby 
acquiring the capital necessary for endurance not only in the ring but also  
in other aspects of their lives. amateur boxers develop networks, con-
nections, and channels of communication and find a place of support, all 
of which is necessary amid their struggle not only to bear the deleteri-
ous impact of new york’s racialized postindustrial landscape but also 
to persevere. they find support and capital amid manifold obstacles and 
demands of silence at the first utterance of critique about inequality.



Chapter four

PaSSing time: the exPreSSive Culture of 
everyday gym life

“in order to form a good Boxer, it is necessary to possess strength, 
art,  courage, activity, and wind.”

— A Pupil Both of Humphreys and Mendoza, 1784

tuCKed away in the BaCK right Corner of gleaSon’S 
 gym stands mike and harry’s corner, affectionately referred to as mike 
and harry’s “office.” their quarters consist of two small square lopsided 
formica tables, a scattering of broken plastic chairs, and three lockers 
overflowing with boxing equipment (sweat- soaked headgears, boxing 
gloves, jump ropes) and stocked with a supply of boxing necessities (rolls 
of duct tape, pots of petroleum jelly, water bottles). upon arrival in this 
corner, one will find mike, short and stout with the confident gait of a 
wrestler, and harry, a former heavyweight with a stern expression inter-
rupted episodically by flashes of a radiant smile, obsessively rearranging 
the items of their lockers. in running monologues, they mutter to no one 
in particular the tragedy of the cabinets: their endless attempts to achieve 
some semblance of order perpetually undercut by the lack of participa-
tion from their athletes. a cheeky boxer will mock the melodrama by 
suggesting the implementation of a formal policy requiring a borrower 
of equipment to sign a legal, notarized document promising safe return 
of the rented item to its designated shelf. no signature, no headgear. an-
other will brainstorm potential punishments for the infractions about 
which harry and mike complain: would a stint on a chain gang teach 
the thoughtless perpetrator a lesson? the loss of a limb? yet another will 
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suggest that the “problem” of the locker is that of smell and not of orga-
nization. an eruption of laughter demonstrates the rebellious alliance of 
fighters against their trainers, but a sharp glance from the latter instantly 
cools the joking and encourages tending to the tasks at hand. eyes will 
cast downward, smiles will fade, and the athletes will return to lacing 
their shoes, wrapping their hands, and putting on their gloves.

the period of time when boxers train is tightly circumscribed. fighters 
have set workout routines, and the counting of the gym’s timekeeping 
bell, which runs three minutes for a round, fifty seconds for rest, and ten 
seconds for a warning (“seconds out”) and loops continuously, structures 
physical activities. for the most part, athletes do not deviate from this 
temporal organization to socialize. the brevity of the one- minute rest in 
between rounds makes it difficult to carry on or keep alive a thread of 
a conversation, and ideally, the rigor of pugilistic labor should discour-
age boxers from expending additional energy on talk. trainers’ watchful 
eyes, which follow their athletes’ every move, even from a distance, si-
lently command total focus on the body. trainers are quick to reprimand 
miscreants who indulge in the luxury of chatting or joking when they are 
supposed to be working out.

this intense time, however, is only one part of the workday at glea-
son’s gym. gym regulars— trainers and boxers— pass hours pursuing so-
cial interests in addition to athletic endeavors. Because many trainers ar-
rive at the gym between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. and stay until late in the 
evening, they put in shifts of over twelve hours. they are not working this 
entire time. the ebb and flow of gym life provides them with periodic re-
prieve from their toil, which they use to eat, sleep, read, play games, and 
talk. athletes, too, spend long stretches in the gym. many male boxers 
are unemployed or not in school, so they have time to spend in the gym. 
“gym rats” are fighters who are known for their habitual presence; they 
devote between six and eight hours to hanging out. others stay between 
four and five hours. regardless of the duration, most competitive pugi-
lists spend time with their teammates and trainers before they box as they 
prepare for their workouts and after training as they recover. if training is 
devoted to work, this nontraining time is dedicated to social interaction.1

when gym regulars socialize, they draw upon expressive practices to 
interact. expressive practices, such as conversation, joking, narrative, and 
argument, help people form solidarities, construct audiences, and articu-
late and negotiate value systems.2 at gleason’s gym, trainers and fight-
ers use expressive practices to make sense of and provide their views on 
the world. Participating in discussions, debates, joking, and giving advice 
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 allows gym members to derive some of the social benefits of a workplace, 
such as the acquisition of social knowledge, inclusion in acts of delibera-
tion, and the demonstration and maintenance of friendship. in a postin-
dustrial landscape, where access to formal worksites is limited for many 
men, expressive practices foster the development of admired collective 
forms of identity, such as gender and work.

this chapter looks at how gleason’s regulars spend time in the urban 
gym when they are not engaged in athletic pursuits. it analyzes the fea-
tures and functions of the gym’s expressive culture and the norms embod-
ied in it. i argue that rather than emphasizing individuality and individual 
initiative, as is done through boxing training and competition, expres-
sive practices and relationships place social importance on the collective. 
Spending time together and communicating life experiences create group 
cooperation and cohesion. in other words, speech acts in the gym are 
not simply a performance of the self but also are a way that speakers 
organize themselves as a collective. this social organization creates one 
of the only spaces for sociality available to many boxers and trainers in 
postindustrial new york. the majority of amateur fighters and coaches 
do not socialize outside of the gym unless at a fight or watching an im-
portant championship at a trainer or teammate’s home— though even this 
is rare— socializing overwhelmingly takes place within the gym. the time 
before and after training provides a space where boxers can relate to 
those who have similar experiences. there is support in coping with the 
daily exigencies of urban struggle, and networks are woven that boxers 
utilize when they need help. the social interaction of the gym is commu-
nal and the value of sharing time, experiences, and entertainment as well 
as engaging with others is idealized. the social interaction of the gym 
also fosters the production and expression of tender masculinities, by 
which boxers can self- disclose, demonstrate emotional vulnerability, and 
receive validation and support.

PaSSing time and the formation of the grouP

gym regulars pass a significant amount of time sitting around reading, 
talking, watching movies or old fights on portable dvd players, play-
ing chess or dominos, or doing nothing at all. what is called in the gym 
“passing time” entails a certain amount of boredom, an unrushed pace 
of life, and few other obligations to meet. as people read magazines, 
newspapers, or books, they may look up and tell others who are reading, 
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 talking, or even napping about interesting excerpts. when people inter-
act, the flow of conversation is undirected and unhurried, and few transi-
tions are made between topics. a conversant will not think twice about 
interrupting someone who is reading or already engaged in a discussion. 
Similarly, if someone who has been reading shares part of his or her text, 
there is little obligation to continue talking after the passage has been 
delivered to the interlocutor. it is not considered rude to interrupt or to  
terminate a discussion at any point and without notice. Passing time, 
then, is about being in another’s company and sharing the day rather than 
a telos.

Boxing is not a common topic of discussion when people pass time 
unless a particularly spectacular championship bout has been fought 
the preceding weekend. when i conducted fieldwork, i was surprised 
by how little people discussed the sport, instead talking about personal 
experiences and phenomena outside of the gym. topics of conversation 
are current events, popular culture, and newspaper stories. articles from 
the New York Daily News— the gym’s newspaper of choice— movies, or 
television programs on popular stations such as Court tv, the discov-
ery Channel, and the travel Channel are discussed at length. Stories that 
surround the uncommon and strange are much more popular than the 
practical or mundane.

a popular rhetorical strategy employed to engage others and unite 
them in conversation when the group is otherwise dispersed, fragmented, 
or disinterested is posing a question that the speaker knows is almost 
certainly unanswerable. this is intended to pique the interest of the audi-
ence, position the speaker as an authority on the subject, and create the 
need for further explanation. asking an impossible question with little to 
no segue in order to capture the attention of a potential audience is one of 
anthony’s favorite techniques. anthony does not socialize outside of the 
gym and does not consider himself a particularly social person. though 
he says he never intends to pass as much time as he does at gleason’s, he 
is known for taking a great deal of time preparing to train and for stick-
ing around long after his workout is over to discuss sports, politics, popu-
lar culture, or anything else that happens to be on his mind. it is almost 
a daily ritual to hear his trainer, mike, yelling at anthony to “get going!” 
and “stop wasting my time!” when he procrastinates starting his training 
by chatting. it is also a daily ritual to hear mike and anthony conversing 
for hours after anthony has finished his athletic tasks.

one day, after completing his training, anthony sits down in mike and 
harry’s corner and looks through a photography book called 25 under 
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25: Up- and- Coming American Photographers. one of the twenty- five 
artists featured is Bayete ross Smith, who, on another occasion, has pho-
tographed mike and several female boxers. two of ross Smith’s pictures 
have made it into the collection, which now rests on a table for anyone to 
peruse. Publications left on the table are considered the communal prop-
erty of mike and harry’s office; readers can look through them at their 
leisure but are expected to ask before taking them out of the gym. with 
little else to interest him, anthony flips through the book and past the 
photos of the women fighters. after scrutinizing one picture in particular 
for several minutes, he holds it up for me to see. the shot is of four black 
women seated in a row on a couch. they wear multicolored sequined 
tube tops, and two of them sport brightly colored cropped hair. i stare 
back at anthony, unsure of what he is asking of me.

anthony: what do you think that their nationality is? what would be your 
guess?

lucia: i have no idea. let me see.

i look closer at the picture for clues and find none.

lucia: anthony, how in the world would i know that?
anthony: if they ain’t Jamaican, i’m telling you.

anthony’s enticement is incredibly effective. he knows i am skepti-
cal of quick visual racial categorizations like the one he has just per-
formed and which we have debated at length on other occasions, so he 
succeeds in intriguing me as to how he has determined the nationality of 
the women in the photograph. i oblige his lure.

lucia: why?
anthony: ’Cause that’s what they do! they think this is kind of sexy or cute.
lucia: this color hair?
anthony: this now- or- later color hair. the only thing that [might] make 

them not be Jamaican— they might be from the South.
lucia: and how do you know that?
anthony: they don’t have super long nails on.
lucia: you’re telling me that Jamaicans like long nails?
anthony: they love them long nails.
lucia: So can you tell where someone is from if you meet a black woman?
anthony: mostly.
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lucia: How?

anthony: there are just certain things.

registering my visible doubt, anthony begins a lecture on the social 
functions of stereotypes. Some stereotypes, he argues, such as Jamaican 
women’s penchant for dyeing their hair vivid colors, are based in truth.

anthony: it’s sort of like certain stereotypes are totally false. Some stereotypes 
are based on the truth. they are. even though— let me tell you something— 
even though people get offended, they are based on the truth. right? it was 
very hard for me to believe that Sam [another boxer in the gym] is italian. 
he kind of has the demeanor of a hispanic person. or a Puerto rican.

lucia: how?
anthony: he seems very comfortable around, um, you know, other people.
lucia: Black men?
anthony: yeah!

anthony goes on to argue that it is the task of the decoder to read certain 
behaviors and situations in order to determine whether or not drawing 
upon common stereotypes is appropriate. he learned to do such decod-
ing while incarcerated. he asserts, “i’ve been in prison for a long time. 
not that i’ve been in forever but i’ve seen it in there enough to see these 
things in people.”

as part of his argument, anthony uses another common speech 
prac tice in the gym: drawing on personal experience. referencing life 
experience— in this case, the knowledge that he acquired when forcibly 
confined— and using it as evidence establish a speaker’s right to speak 
about a topic and give the speaker legitimacy. anthony uses his experi-
ences in prison in an attempt to persuade me that he can distinguish 
valid stereotypes from unfounded ones. But anthony is not satisfied with 
the mere assertion that he possesses the ability to perform complicated 
 stereotypic sorting; he wants to show me. to do this, he sets up an ex-
periment. rehearsing his argument that Sam, a white boxer, is unusual 
in his comfort around male athletes of color, anthony tells me that in 
prison he noticed that white men are anxious to prove their masculinity 
to black men. an inherent feeling of inferiority, he suspects, motivates 
their desire to appear strong, and he saw that they would go to great 
lengths to prove their toughness. anthony sees this same tendency in the 
gym. he explains, “white men in the gym, they have this— i’m not saying 
that they’re the only ones who have this because i’ve been around it for 
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a long time in prison— but they had this thing where— how do i explain 
it? they got to puff their chest out a little further or hit the bag a little 
harder.” he instructs me to look at a white man working on a heavy bag 
in front of us. he tutors me, “if you watch this guy— see this guy with the 
shorts? he’s going to hit the bag real hard, and when he hit the bag real 
hard, he’s going to see who’s looking at him.” when the man strikes the 
bag and stops to survey his audience, anthony raises his eyebrows with a 
knowing smile, sits back in his chair, and rests his case.

to keep a conversation going and include everyone in it, discussants 
conduct informal polls, which make the discussion accessible and inter-
esting to all, even when only one person may know about the subject. 
as he is getting ready to work out one morning, anthony chats about 
a program on dog sacrifice in southern africa that he had seen on the 
television the night before. this story brings together three popular top-
ics of discussion: stories about unusual animals, international travel, and 
perceptions of racial and cultural difference. anthony discusses how dogs 
are represented in this particular african region and why they are sacri-
ficed once a year. as he talks, people listen in amazement and are eager to 
learn more. they ask questions, and, if he can, anthony answers them. at 
the end of his narrative, anthony takes an informal poll, asking the audi-
ence: “what do you think the most prized part of the animal is? what do 
you think the best part of the animal to eat is?” People sit stumped. after 
thinking hard for a moment, max giggles and shouts out, “its balls!” 
others consult with one another and earnestly submit their answers: 
“Could it be the leg?” “would it be the tail?” anthony dramatically starts 
to leave the intrigued group by sauntering off to start his workout. But 
just before reaching the mirrors, where he will shadowbox, he pauses and 
looks back: “the nose,” he answers. “the nose is the most prized part of 
the dog. only special people get to eat the nose.” he turns back around 
again, abandoning his students in stunned silence.

Speakers like anthony organize the group verbally.3 though only 
anthony knew about dog sacrifice, taking an informal survey allowed 
him to involve everyone in the activity. and it created the conditions for 
more discussions about similar topics. long after anthony went off to 
exercise, the group chatted about unusual animal stories they had re-
cently heard: the “falcon” that abducted a Chihuahua in Bryant Park 
the previous summer; the forty- nine- foot python— the largest snake ever 
reported— recently discovered in indonesia; the Bengali tiger found liv-
ing in a harlem apartment.4 through these conversations, gym regulars 
behave as a group and begin to understand themselves as such. though 
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the sport of boxing is highly individualized, the gym supports periods of 
time when and provides social space in which people can use expressive 
practices to participate in a meaning- making collective. for this collec-
tive, the ideal of community supersedes the inventiveness of a particular 
exchange or conversation.5 the group is paramount, more important 
than any speaker or the content being discussed.

as people pass time in the gym, they drift in and out of conversa-
tion at leisure. if there is a discussion going on, people can enter and 
leave it according to their interests, schedules, or energy levels. it is not 
considered impolitic to change the topic without warning, though it can 
be experienced as annoying. multiple conversations are held at once, re-
quiring speakers to juggle more than one line of thought, and it is not 
perceived as rude to interrupt. one morning, several discussions among 
three boxers— anthony, lily, Sean— harry, and me are maintained. at 
any given point, only two or three people are involved, but the configura-
tion changes with no announcement or pause. though i note the various 
speaking arrangements below, in real time there is no lapse between when 
people come in and out of the conversation.

anthony sits lacing his shoes and wrapping his hands in preparation 
for his workout while lily, who has just completed her workout, jumps 
from leg to leg in an effort to cool down. the conversation begins when 
anthony, who has just returned from england where he filmed a com-
mercial with mike tyson, expresses disbelief in the exchange rate. he 
raises the issue with lily, who is British, and with me, who has lived in 
the uK.

anthony, lily, and i brainstorm.

lucia: you got a standard exchange rate.
anthony: Are you kidding? i gave them 150 dollars and they gave me 85 

pounds.
lucia: that’s standard.
lily: do you remember what the exchange rate was?
anthony: i got a receipt. i got like three receipts. on that regular receipt it 

looks like the math makes sense but . . . 
lily: well . . . we were getting two dollars for every pound.
lucia: it was like 1.5 for me— someone got dunkin’ donuts!
anthony: it must be you.
lucia: it wasn’t. i did get some yesterday in Cranston.
anthony: i was sure that was yours!
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lily: i got the cutest surfing outfit yesterday at old navy. So cool. i’m going to 
look the part even though i’ll be flat on my ass because i can’t surf.

anthony: you’re going surfing? florida!
lucia: you should talk to ryan [my friend]. he surfs.
lily: i just want to stand with a board by the water.
lucia: that’s pretty much what ryan does.
anthony: [laughs] She said, “that’s pretty much what he does.”
lily: i got these really cool board shorts and a cute t- shirt. So cute! fourteen 

dollars.

anthony turns to lily to engage her directly. they break off the con-
versation as Sean, who is shadowboxing by the table in an effort to so-
cialize and delay his workout, starts talking with me.

anthony: where in florida?
lily: huh?
anthony: where in florida?
lily: fort lauderdale.
anthony: i used to live in florida.
lily: huh?
anthony: i used to live in florida.
lily: ricardo [lily’s husband] wants to go scuba diving because he can’t swim 

on top of the water. do you have that problem, anthony? he tells me that 
it’s a black thing. Black people can’t swim on top of the water because their 
bone density is heavier than white people.

anthony: you know what my problem is? i can’t swim for long because of 
my nose. i have breathing problems. Breathing out of my mouth causes that 
problem. that whole sinus thing. that’d be my problem.

Sean starts talking with me.

Sean: i saw Troy. it was so bad. So bad.
lucia: it’s true.
Sean: there were like two good fighting scenes. and it was so bad. the whole 

thing was about Brad Pitt. what the fuck? i was embarrassed about that 
film.

harry, with advice to give, interrupts lily and begins a discussion with 
anthony about his problems swimming.
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harry: you have good form, tony?
anthony: what do you mean “form”?
harry: you turn your head to the side and take air and then turn your head 

to the other side and take air?
anthony: that’s what i try to do.
harry: yeah. But the other way is not correct.
anthony: So what you’re telling me is don’t take a breath every stroke?
harry: yeah, you can’t be breathin’ every time. you making yourself work 

harder.
anthony: oK.

unable to resist joining the conversation because he recently has read 
a review of Troy in the paper, anthony abruptly ends the discussion with 
harry and joins my conversation with Sean. when the gendered dimen-
sion of the conversation interests lily, she joins in.

Sean: that movie was bullshit.
anthony: it was bullshit?
Sean: i didn’t pay that money to see your chest puffed out.
lily: you don’t say that when angelina Jolie sticks her titties out in Tomb 

Raider.
Sean: that’s different.
anthony: in the newspaper it said “Brad Pitt nails the part and that’s what 

makes this movie so great.” that’s what they said.

not to be left out, harry rejoins the conversation but directs it away 
from the movie Troy. in a non sequitur, he tells anthony and me about 
his upcoming trip to las vegas.

harry: de la hoya fight June 5th. we be out there June 4th. i’m tryin’ to stay.
lucia: that’s when they’re announcing too.
harry: what?
lucia: that’s when they’re announcing the reality show.
harry: Last Man Standing? who?
lucia: what everyone was applying for. The Next Great Champ, maybe? 

they’re announcing that at the fight.
anthony: him and Bernard gonna fight that night, right?
lucia: But not each other.
anthony: yeah, i know that.
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these dialogues can be disorienting to read because of the constant 
interruptions. the conversation holds together a number of threads; the 
topics are scattered, people intrude, and not everyone knows what is 
going on all the time. no one really comes to the table with anything in 
particular to discuss but rather the exchange is freely associated. Bour-
geois prohibitions on interrupting another speaker are not enforced or 
even considered. in fact, constant interruptions signify strong communi-
cation and a level of excitement in the range of topics being discussed.6 
this expression of passing time with others is significant because it is 
not marked— it is mundane, unremarkable, even frivolous. however, the 
discourse is textured and various, its participants consider it meaningful, 
and solidarity is constructed in its interstices. in the conversation above, 
people show what they know about those with whom they are talking— 
their habits, their preferences, their likes, and their dislikes. lily and i 
know anthony has visited london, is troubled by the exchange rate he 
received, and we talk about whether or not a mistake has been made. 
ever the boxing trainer and obsessively dedicated to imparting knowl-
edge, harry is attentive to anthony’s breathing problems when he swims 
and tries to suggest ways to improve the form of his freestyle. this leads 
lily, a white woman, to wonder if black men, such as anthony, have the 
problems swimming that her husband ricardo, who is also black, has. 
She asks anthony about his experiences to ascertain whether or not ri-
cardo’s swimming difficulties are a function of his perceptions of racial 
difference. anthony is interested in lily’s upcoming trip to florida be-
cause he has lived there. he nods to my known love of dunkin’ donuts, 
while Sean alludes to the fact that days before, i had voiced outrage over 
the quality of the movie Troy.

more important, in the discussions above, people self- reference that 
they know each other. these references are articulated in a way that is 
never explicit but that is understood and meaningful. they are based on 
knowledge of gym regulars, and they show individuals that they are reg-
istered as part of the group. Conversation acknowledges the presence of 
others and each person is acknowledged as contributing.7

what begins as a light- hearted conversation can develop into a serious 
group debate. in the case of dog sacrifice, anthony was the only person 
who had seen the program, which positioned him as the resident expert. 
Sometimes several people have read the story, seen the tv show, or have 
knowledge about the topic. in these cases, there are likely to be mul-
tiple perspectives, which can be contested at length. early one morning, 
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a discussion on headhunting in the Philippines generates heated delib-
eration. on one side are people who understand headhunting as secular 
intimidation through unpredictable acts of violence, and on the other are 
people who think that headhunting is a religious practice that emerges 
out of a sacred belief system. the dispute is eventually terminated when 
mike— who, incidentally, has been out- argued— decides his athletes need 
to begin their workouts. had the agonistic practice begun after his team’s 
training or had mike’s points been considered more seriously, the debate 
could have continued for longer.

during the headhunting debate, it appeared that gym members argued 
points that they actually believed, but this is not always the case. in some 
debates, people will take positions that it is clear they do not accept as 
true simply to argue, piss someone off, or demonstrate solidarity with an-
other individual. debaters also can be inconsistent, jumping from side to 
side, depending on who has made a compelling or, more often, a humor-
ous point. in a debate, then, participating in and sharing the experience of 
deliberation, or passing the time, is more important than winning it.8 the 
rhetorical back- and- forth or competitive dimension of the debate, which 
has some features of the physical spar, presents itself in a different form. 
People suspect they will not persuade others of their point of view so the 
outcome is not important: the process rather than the result is valued. 
the arguments gym goers make help the group develop a sense of unity. 
to be sure, people do give their personal perspectives, distinguish them-
selves, and develop senses of individual status. But as they make their 
points, they collaborate to construct what linguist Julie lindquist calls 
a “coherent text” and “assurance of collective identity.”9 this collective 
identity creates a supportive and communal space within the gym.

the expressive acts of passing time also have the quick manipula-
tion of language at their core, which is integral to the pleasurable atmo-
sphere of the gym. and anyone can join in the conversation at any point. 
whereas training involves a rigid hierarchy, in conversation, joking, and  
debate, trainers do not dominate or have special speaking positions. 
though some speakers are more savvy or quick- witted than others and 
have the upper hand verbally, the amount of time someone has spent at 
gleason’s gym does not privilege anyone; provided new arrivals are re-
spectful, they are as accepted as discussants who have visited the gym for 
a long time. members are admired if they can keep up with the rhetorical 
features of the speech act or can narrate an interesting story. the form 
of these expressive practices, then, is more important than their subject 
matter: form expresses sociality, solidarity, and regularity.
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humor and JoKing: friendShiP and  
the gym’S SoCial order

Joking is an important expressive practice by which individuals con-
tribute to and participate in the group. nonsense and joking are social 
barometers that gauge the intensity of gym regulars’ bonds; the ability 
to tease and be teased indexes how important people are to one another 
and how comfortable they are with being ribbed. in other words, jok-
ing measures the strength of the group.10 one afternoon, ricardo, who 
is known for both his quick wit and his fondness for being clever, and i 
sit in mike and harry’s corner watching people work out. after omar 
completes his training for the day, he bounds into our corner to chat. he 
is wearing a Kreyolfest t- shirt from 2003, the souvenir of a yearly con-
cert of haitian and other Caribbean artists in wingate Park, Brooklyn, 
run by the Haitian Times. omar’s shirt bears the newspaper’s logo and 
the location and date of the event, but omar seems to have forgotten 
that this information is advertised on his attire. it catches the attention 
of ricardo.

ricardo: the Haitian Times. you haitian?
omar: on my mother’s brother’s sister’s side.
ricardo: what that mean?
omar: i don’t know.

the three of us laugh.

omar: no, i went to the thing— 
ricardo: the riots?
omar: what?

ricardo laughs.

omar: oh! no, i went to the concerts at wingate in— 
r. and lucia: 2003?

ricardo and i laugh.

omar: last year.

everyone laughs.
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omar happens to walk into a corner of the gym where ricardo and i 
are sitting bored and waiting for someone with whom to joke. Because 
omar does not realize where our questions are coming from or how 
we possess the information we have, he becomes the unwitting subject 
of our light- hearted teasing. But this does not throw omar; he does 
not miss a beat and takes our joking in high spirit. he even turns the 
table back on us by using to his advantage the same nonsense we have 
deployed against him.11 when asked by ricardo if he is haitian, which 
must have seemed like an odd inquiry since it is quite well- known in 
the gym that omar strongly self- identifies as a Sunni muslim, omar re-
sponds with an equally disorienting answer: “on my mother’s brother’s 
sister’s side.” omar befuddles ricardo and me, even forcing ricardo  
to concede: “what that mean?” By the end of the exchange everyone  
has been confused at some point. there are no introductions or transi-
tions, but the three of us agree to participate in the nonsense and to 
appreciate it. the banter is pleasurable because it is humorous, because 
we pretend that it makes sense, and because of the unexpectedness of its 
discontinuities.

the discontinuities in particular are enjoyable. in the midst of the jok-
ing are sharp references to serious topics. our exchange takes place in 
mid- march 2004, just weeks after Jean- Bertrand aristide is removed as 
president of haiti. when ricardo asks if omar has been to “the riots,” he 
is referring to haiti’s resulting political unrest. But as quickly as the com-
ment is made, it is gone, leaving omar and me perplexed and ricardo 
to chuckle to himself at his adroit and unappreciated commentary. folk-
lorist roger abrahams suggests that one of the features of joking is that 
it “presents nonsense as if it were sense, putting together dialogue and 
song in a continuous fashion but without the usual logic that determines 
continuities.” Such nonsense also produces future possibilities; it creates 
opportunities for the creation and reinforcement of friendship.12

the exchange among ricardo, omar, and me did not embarrass any-
one, but the attempt to discomfit someone can be part of the gym’s cul-
ture of joking. rather than manifesting as malice, embarrassment is con-
trolled and ordered by casting it as play.13 one afternoon, harry puts 
wells and lawrence in the ring to spar. wells has just returned from a 
long hiatus from harry’s tutelage, and sending him to spar with law-
rence, one of the most talented fighters in the gym, serves as a faux pun-
ishment. with little else to do with wells because he is so out of shape, 
harry pretends to give wells an object lesson by instructing him to work 
with someone who is far superior in ability and preparation. Spars— and 
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the elements of pugilistic training in general— are sacred rituals and the 
proprietary realm of the trainer. i witnessed only a handful of instances 
when people played and joked during or interfered with spars. harry, in 
particular, is rigid and does not abide by anything but total focus in the 
ring. in this case, though harry attempts to encourage the discipline of a 
typical spar, as his boxers rebel and the practice degenerates into play, he 
cannot contain his amusement. despite himself, he suspends his rules and 
teases wells, good- naturedly trying to humiliate him in front of a large 
crowd, who wonders why wells is in the ring on his first day back train-
ing in the first place.

when the spar begins, harry instructs wells to throw various punches 
as he would in any other spar. however, determining that a rigorous ex-
ercise is out of the question, wells and lawrence ignore their coach and 
fool around, batting each other’s gloves with fake punches and pretend-
ing to take cheap shots. every few seconds, they stop, drop their gloves, 
and bend at their waists in laughter. harry, who has not given up on 
the athletic activity, laughs from time to time, but struggles to regain his 
composure, asking the duo “what are you doing?” for brief periods of 
time, harry succeeds in cajoling wells and lawrence to put in a minimal 
amount of effort; lawrence even turns southpaw at one point to confuse 
wells.14 But when the timekeeping bell rings, halting the activity for one 
minute, wells directly challenges harry and the spar disintegrates.

harry: Can i ask you a question?
wells: yeah.
harry: the man about ten inches taller than you, what happened to the 

waist? what happened to the body?
wells: take my place, harry!

talking back to a trainer is taboo. the crowd, sensing deviance and 
growing larger by the minute, erupts in laughter. not to be outdone, 
harry quickly retorts.

harry: you saying that because lucia is here.
lucia: if it was for my benefit, it was pretty funny. But i think it is a good idea.

the crowd giggles and more trainers gather around. they see an op-
portunity to participate and taunt wells.

Crowd: wells is a bum.
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harry: huh? i know wells a bum. he gotta lot of nerve to say that. in fact, if 
you can’t represent, take that Bed- Stuy shirt off.

the crowd lets out a collective “oh!”

harry: and tell it like it is. that’s right. if you can’t represent, take that Bed- 
Stuy shirt off. Bed- Stuy do or die! you dying out there. you ain’t doing.

harry laughs but when the seconds- out bell rings, he tries to instill 
order for the last time. wells and lawrence showboat— perform in the 
ring for their audience— and the crowd chuckles. Sensing he has lost con-
trol, harry throws up his hands and laughs. ed, a trainer, then holds 
wells by his shirt on the ropes so that he is incapable of defending himself  
or moving around the ring to escape punches. the crowd laughs, and 
without warning, changes allegiance and cheers for wells. in total ex-
haustion and desperate, wells pulls lawrence down to the floor of the 
ring and they roll around. harry draws the spar to a conclusion and reas-
sures wells, “you know we love you, wells.” with a deadpan, lawrence 
thanks wells for the “work.” with the voice of a reporter and my hand as 
a fake microphone, i put my fist under harry’s chin and ask him for his 
assessment of the athletic activity.

lucia: what do you think about that spar, coach?

harry smiles.

harry: excellent work. the best i ever seen.

harry attempts to embarrass wells by repeatedly trying to emascu-
late him. he calls out wells’s height, which could be hurtful as wells 
is short by conventional gender standards, standing somewhere around 
5’6” (though not the 10 inches that harry had alleged in the spar). harry 
agrees with another trainer who calls wells a bum, suggesting wells has 
not accomplished anything, despite the fact that wells is a New York Daily 
News golden gloves champion, and this is his first day back in the gym 
after a period away and not a fair time to gauge athletic ability. in fact, 
most gym regulars would consider wells a pretty good sport to even get 
into the ring with lawrence when wells has done absolutely no aerobic 
preparation. instead, harry cuts wells no verbal slack and continuously 
chides him as if he were participating in a real spar. he berates wells as 
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not fit to wear a Bed- Stuy t- shirt, a symbol of masculine pride for boxers 
who have roots in the neighborhood gym and community in general. the 
Bed- Stuy gym is also where harry and wells met, so calling into question 
wells’s right to wear a shirt that bears the Bed- Stuy name implicitly calls 
into question harry’s devotion to wells, their bond as trainer and boxer, 
and the history of their relationship. harry also casts doubt on wells’s 
character: harry’s pronouncement that wells is not worthy of represent-
ing Bed- Stuy is a direct challenge to wells’s toughness and respectability, 
which are admired identities for men in the gym. to add insult to injury, 
when wells attempts to defend himself by suggesting harry himself get in 
the ring, harry dismisses his defense as male bravado designed to impress 
a female spectator, one of the least important people in the gym hierarchy. 
it is a gesture designed to humiliate.

the fickle crowd participates in harry’s teasing. Jeering and yelling 
during a spar is rare. gleason’s rules— posted prominently on the wall 
of the gym— prohibit screaming or even talking during a spar; onlookers 
are allowed to watch the event but outside interference is not permitted. 
only a trainer and his boxer talk during a spar. and yet during this spar, 
the crowd not only taunts wells but also intermittently cheers for his op-
ponent, who is the stronger of the two fighters. when wells is cracked, 
the crowd expresses titillation rather than concern about a dangerous 
mismatch. ed breaks the rule of noninterference by physically holding 
wells on the ropes, thereby giving lawrence free license to take body 
and head shots with no possibility of wells defending himself. (lawrence, 
who is incidentally wells’s teammate, declines to take these punches.) 
harry, who should be wells’s most vocal advocate, sides with the crowd, 
agreeing with their insults.

wells responds by challenging the conventions of the spar with exag-
geration. he boldly answers back to his trainer and he plays with law-
rence, gently striking him, missing punches on purpose, and pulling him 
to the floor in absurdity, maneuvers that would never be tolerated in a se-
rious spar. lawrence conspires with wells’s performance by going along 
with it and then by thanking him for the work at the spar’s conclusion. 
harry’s laughter and assessment that this is the “best work” he’s ever seen 
condones wells and lawrence’s playfulness.

together wells and harry momentarily reverse the social order of the 
gym. they transgress by engaging in practices that are not allowed in 
a spar and by turning it into play.15 through humor, they connect and 
interact with each other in a new way that reinforces their friendship. 
their theatrics are pleasurable to each other and to spectators, who are 
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not  accustomed to seeing a spar invested with so much amusement. this 
“play” spar also references and complements the rigorous spars that 
wells has undertaken and will undertake in the future under harry’s 
guidance. the use of humor welcomes wells back to the gym and is a 
way for harry and wells to deepen their bond16 and restructure the social 
order. abrahams writes, “the importance of license is that it permits a 
playful restructuring of the world. the recognized community order of 
things, actions, and especially interactions has a deeply felt sense of logic 
to it, simply because it is ordered and provides comfort and control to 
those who share this perspective.”17

not all teasing is as enjoyable or lighthearted as wells’s mock spar. in 
addition to providing a fun atmosphere and reversing the social order, 
joking is also used to uphold the social order. Joking promotes the val-
ues of the gym and is used by members to teach one another about the 
norms to follow.18 when joking is used to instruct or give a lesson, it 
can be sharp and pointed. when harry trains me, for example, he likes 
to ridicule my “chicken legs.” usually i could take harry’s comments 
in stride but there were days when his attention to my bowlegs made 
me sensitive. i would try to coolly shrug off his quips, but my hurt was 
transparent. harry was never deterred, nor was his joking purposeless. 
his attention was intended to enforce a social ideal: his determination to 
target a physical attribute about which i was embarrassed attempted to 
inure me to negative comments about an imperfection and to encourage 
my acceptance. through his incessant teasing, harry conveyed an operat-
ing principle of the gym: the importance of not being defined by a flaw, a 
shortcoming, or a failure. this is the primary trope of boxing training: a 
situation, predicament, characteristic, or experience may be imperfect— or 
even troublesome— but it cannot be a defining feature. as discussed at 
length in chapter 3, training demands that a boxer overcome hardship and 
keep on fighting no matter what. Joking that upholds the social order is a 
mise en abyme for the training ideology: it shows the recipient that he or 
she should not be deterred or demoralized by a weakness or a deficiency. 
harry’s making fun of my bowlegs taught me not to allow anyone else to 
shape my relationship to my body, my self- value, or my reality.

in this case, joking was intended to change my feelings about myself. 
in other cases, joking can be a call to action. when one trainer who 
cannot read is mocked mercilessly by a group of trainers for not being 
literate, he is brought to tears. a short time later, he enrolls in literacy 
instruction. for this trainer, communal pressure precipitated a change in 
behavior that was more consistent with the values of the gym: the ability 
to read and respect for being well- read. though the act was cruel and 
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took an emotional toll on the gym member, the joking was a moral check 
on someone who violated gleason’s social principles. Sharp teasing ar-
ticulated the urban gym’s ideals and served as a way to enforce the social 
importance of reading and writing through social control.19

almost all gym members find the incessant joking exhausting at times. 
harry calls the gym a “fishbowl” and a “house of glass” because of how 
interested regulars can be in others’ business, especially their disadvan-
tages and difficulties, and because of how people believe they have the 
right to address such difficulties and the authority to provide advice. 
mike would routinely leave the gym for hours at midday in order to 
escape the gym’s claustrophobic social scene. Jokes, as harsh as they can 
be, ensure a particular social order as much as they challenge one and can 
be both pleasurable and suffocating.20

“SPeaKing my mind”

other discussions are more focused and intentional than banter, delibera-
tion, and joking. in these situations, there is less prolonged enticement 
into the conversation, but rather a speaker will dive right into the topic 
he or she wishes to discuss. Conversations may not stay completely on 
course, veering slightly, but the associations are tightly connected. that 
is, conversations do not jump from unrelated topic to unrelated topic but 
rather transition from one subject to a related one. anthony says that 
talking with others before and after his workouts allows him to “speak 
my mind,” something that he likes because he has few other opportunities 
to do so. he can get thoughts and ideas off his chest and discuss many 
of the topics and subjects he investigates through reading and watching 
tv programs when he is not in the gym. this allows him to link his life 
outside the gym with his life inside the gym. as explicated in chapter 2, 
many amateur boxers live cloistered lives. the regimentation of pugilistic 
training necessitates some form of self- imposed seclusion. But for men 
who have spent time in prison and do not want to return there, sequester-
ing themselves helps them steer clear of old social networks, avoid reen-
gaging crime, and avert technical parole violations, infractions that can 
result in re- incarceration. the gym provides a forum for men who rarely 
engage in social activities outside its confines. at gleason’s gym members 
can discuss topics and feelings that are important to them largely in the 
company of others.

a talk between mike and anthony about ronald reagan is a good 
instance of the ways that gym regulars use expressive practices to speak 
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their minds. reagan’s death prompts intense discussion not only between 
mike and anthony but also among many gym regulars because people 
simultaneously are fascinated by the publicity and frustrated by the cel-
ebration of reagan’s presidency, in particular his public policies. as resi-
dents of communities who were affected by many of reagan’s decisions, 
especially the retrenchment of social- welfare programs and the inaugura-
tion of repressive anticrime practices in urban areas, they are surprised that 
commentators and the general public laud his methods of economizing. 
anthony enters the gym one morning and immediately reports to mike 
that he saw “your boy” ronald reagan on the television that morning. 
Just before anthony had arrived, mike already had voiced to others his 
annoyance at the press’ representation of reagan as a good president. one 
politician’s anti- black racism then leads to other commentaries about the 
bad decisions of city politics and other expressions of white racism.

anthony: you know, they’re taking a lot of junior high school children to see 
the casket. a bunch of teenagers were there. it was literally like the whole 
state of California went to see ronald reagan’s casket.

mike: you upset?
anthony: i wasn’t upset. it’s just so many times.
mike: i’m upset. i’m upset about ronald reagan.
anthony: they said “it’s gonna be ninety degrees today, and here’s the people 

watching Ronald Reagan!” you know? “o.J. had an interview with Katie 
Couric, and here goes the people seeing Ronald Reagan!”

mike: i’m gonna get on a bus and shoot again.
lucia: again!
anthony: again.
lucia: to impress Jodie foster?
mike: angelina Jolie.
anthony: mike! no lie. this one mexican lady— you can glance at her and 

say, “oh she’s mexican,” you know what i mean? there was no doubt 
about it she was mexican— she was crying. She couldn’t even walk. over 
the casket. i mean, come on!

mike: Same reagan who cut out all the summer youth programs in the ’hood. 
Same ronald reagan who had minimum wage at three dollars an hour. 
Same ronald reagan who cut the fucking welfare bill. Same ronald fuck-
ing reagan who cut the school lunches. my mother couldn’t find an apart-
ment, but he was spending millions and millions of dollars on the Star wars 
program. what? what happened to that? i mean billions!
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anthony: mike, tell me why your guy Bloomberg is going to stop mr. Softee?
mike: and what’s up with that?
anthony: that’s history. that is the culture of this damn city. all you see is 

the kids running to him.

michael, an amateur fighter, arrives looking depressed.

anthony: what’s good michael?
lucia: hi michael. are you all right?

he solemnly nods.

mike: i think he’s sad that ronald reagan died.
anthony: damn. “Conservative republican”? what that mean? how do you 

do that? a republican and Conservative?
mike: what about the millions of dollars in cocaine that was funded so you 

could have your war? “i don’t recall.”
anthony: “i don’t recall!” everything was “i don’t recall!” right? like ten 

questions in a row and he didn’t know. early signs. “let me sleep on that.”
mike: he set the framework for Bush.
anthony: oh, yeah. yeah.
mike: i want to know where the billions for Star wars went.
anthony: mike, it was so funny. then they have Katie and o.J. and she’s 

basically telling him “we know you did it.” you know? “So what do your 
kids think about it?”

mike: what did he say? “what if i cut your throat right now, bitch?”
anthony: and you know, o.J. could run for president. he’s a good talker. he 

was swift. he was swift, mike. She would ask him a question, and he was 
right there. Boom.

lucia: do you think he did it?
anthony: i don’t think he did it physically, but i think he knew something 

about it because psychologically you don’t run.
mike: i ain’t talking no more if you think he did it.
anthony: oh, that’s my boy, o.J.!
mike: it’s impossible. how you gonna decapitate somebody and you don’t 

have one speck of blood on a white Bronco? if you can’t explain that one. 
no dna. no blood. no physical evidence? you know what i mean?

anthony: no he didn’t do it physically.
mike: They said he did it physically.
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anthony: yeah, they did say that. But he did know something. even if he 
didn’t pay for somebody to do it, he knew something. the woman was a 
coke addict. and it could have been somebody who she owed money to.

mike: that’s right!
anthony: She was using o.J. money to get high. So he probably knew some-

thing was gonna happen to her and that’s why he ran. ’Cause you don’t run 
for no reason. you don’t do it.

the conversation then turns to Scott Peterson’s attempted escape to 
mexico and the psychology of fleeing a criminal investigation. as the 
subject of a criminal investigation in the past, anthony believes he has sit-
uated knowledge about when a suspect feels compelled to flee and when 
one does not. in this case, the former implies guilt.

Both anthony and mike are bothered by the media hype about ron-
ald reagan’s death and communicate that frustration. they work to ex-
plicate specifically the features of the publicity that they find so exasper-
ating, such as the representation of reagan as a good president when 
clearly they feel he was not. they then give their political perspectives 
on and personal experiences with the trade- offs reagan made between 
the social welfare of poor urban residents, like mike’s mother, and Cold 
war military policy. they provide their understandings of and experi-
ences with anti- black racism in public policy. their commentary leads to 
another instance of anti- black racism in the uS criminal justice system:  
o. J. Simpson’s murder trial. “Speaking my mind” in this example in-
volves mike and anthony’s interpretation of racialized political and so-
cial structures: from presidential policies to the criminal justice system.

the criminal justice connection is not irrelevant. it is a frequent topic 
of discussion in the gym. Just as sociologist Phil Brown talks about the 
uses of “popular epidemiology,” anthony and mike create what could 
be called popular legal knowledge.21 Because many amateur boxers and 
trainers have been through new york City’s court systems and have ex-
perience with the numerous configurations of postindustrial forced con-
finement, they are acquainted with its codes and practices. Some spent 
time reviewing their cases while in prison and have highly specialized 
knowledge of the penalties and psychologies of crime. above, anthony 
and mike talk about o.J. Simpson and then Scott Peterson and the psy-
chology of guilt. in doing so, they articulate their popular legal knowl-
edge. this construction of popular legal knowledge— like the other forms 
of knowledge amateur boxers and trainers possess— privileges lived ex-
perience over theory or even more formally acquired knowledge as evi-
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dence.22 and it serves as a way to assert authority.23through these con-
versations, participants become social critics.24

in the example above, “speaking my mind” involves two people shar-
ing commentaries on current events, political leaders, and anti- black rac-
ism. it is more focused and intentional than what in the gym is called 
passing time. it also can be more personal. “Speaking my mind” may 
involve self- disclosure and sharing personal problems. it can entail dis-
cussing private issues, seeking advice from others, and giving honest 
counsel. this advice solicitation and donation manifests itself around a 
number of aspects of boxers’ lives. one of the most prevalent is roman-
tic partnership. men will frequently talk about the problems they have 
with their girlfriends and wives and ask for opinions from others about 
how to deal with a particular dilemma.25 teammates will listen and give 
their opinions. in these discussions, there is no shame in expressing sad-
ness, frustration, fear, and anxiety about relationships, in sharing feelings 
of masculine inferiority, and asking others for opinions. Because of this 
openness, guidance and comments are often tender. People pay attention 
to each other, lending support in the process.

one morning before training, a boxer who is distraught discusses his 
disappointment with himself for harboring violent impulses when he ver-
bally fights with his partner. though he has worked hard to develop strat-
egies for controlling his aggression, he still gets angry enough to scare 
himself and his wife. after reciting the techniques that he utilizes to dif-
fuse his anger, he asks his teammates if there are others that he has not 
considered. though no one can offer alternatives, the men of mike and 
harry’s corner listen to his concerns without judgment. they commend 
him for implementing the strategies that he has identified, and they urge 
him not to give up. they express confidence that with regular use of the 
techniques, over time, his aggression will lessen. By staying committed to 
nonviolence, they argue, this boxer will be able to gain control of his rage.

on another occasion, adrian, who self- defines as a “loner” and who 
has never had a romantic relationship, talks openly about the humiliation 
of having connected with a woman but being unable to act on his  feelings. 
he likes her but cannot afford to call her, take her out, or buy her things, 
which he believes would be his responsibility as a significant other. he has 
no job, and without one, he feels he is not “established enough” to begin 
a relationship. with no job prospects, he worries that he will never be. 
this dishonor saddens him and makes him feel inadequate. he is trapped 
and unsure about what to do. after listening to adrian, his teammates ask 
several questions to fully assess the situation. max wonders: does he feel a 
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low sense of self- worth in general? anthony asks: does he consider himself 
overly concerned with how others perceive him, even outside romantic 
relationships? adrian is unable to find answers to their questions, but this 
does not thwart the teammates’ support. they advise him not to conflate 
money with the ability to act on romantic impulses and especially not to 
let money dictate his level of pride in himself and his feelings about him-
self. anthony and max suggest that he take some time to develop respect 
for himself and to learn not to let others determine his sense of value.

listening to people’s problems and giving advice are common features 
of peer relations in the public and private spheres. But that such vul-
nerability can be expressed in a space dedicated to ritual violence and 
hyper masculinity is noteworthy. this form of “speaking my mind”— that 
which surrounds personal problems— allows men to develop and enact a 
form of tender masculinity. this sensitive and connected form of mascu-
linity departs from the representations of black men in the popular imagi-
nation, especially the popular press, as pathological, detached, and hard. 
bell hooks argues that denying black men dignified opportunities for the 
wage while providing black women with service economy jobs creates an 
injurious emasculation.26 instead of work, men of color have the streets 
and hip- hop culture. She argues, “Contrary to the notion that black males 
are lured by the streets, mass media in patriarchal culture has already 
prepared them to seek themselves in the streets, to find their manhood 
in the streets, by the time they are six years old. . . . this media teaches 
young black males that the patriarchal man is a predator, that only the 
strong and the violent survive.”27 today, men of color garner attention for 
failure— for their lack of work, lack of education, and involvement in the 
prison- industrial complex. negative stereotypes enliven commonsensical 
understandings of black men’s structural positions and “overdetermine 
the identities black males are allowed to fashion for themselves.”28 as  
the therapist terrance real instructs, “instead of cultivating intimacy . . . 
we teach boys and girls, in complementary ways, to bury their deepest 
selves, to stop speaking, or attending to, the truth, to hold in mistrust, or 
even disdain, the state of closeness we all, by our natures, most crave.”29

in the gym, however, men cultivate intimacy with each other and fash-
ion alternative identities, which are based on closeness and connectedness 
with other men. tender masculinity allows them to express their deepest 
and most vulnerable worries, and they overwhelmingly are met with vali-
dation and support. while the acknowledgment and discussion of such 
openness, even exposure, generally is considered feminine and a feature 
of women’s relationships, in the gym it is viewed as a legitimate aspect of  
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men’s social relations. gym regulars cannot always help one another, but  
there is comfort in listening to difficulties and in the recognition of strug-
gle. the creation of such a space in which men can become close and 
lean on one another is a meaningful alternative to “the streets,” “hip- hop 
culture,” and the displacement of social- structural inadequacies onto in-
dividual failure and pathology. further, as noted before, it is important to 
a group of men who, in a postindustrial landscape, have few other outlets 
for discussing their trials and tribulations.

the ideal of the ColleCtive and Sharing in 
PoStinduStrial new yorK

in mike and harry’s corner, boxers are accepted no matter what their 
histories and experiences may be. those who do not want criminal fu-
tures face a challenge transitioning from illegal and extralegal economies 
to wage labor and other forms of lawful employment, if available, or to 
chronic under-  and unemployment. at gleason’s gym, trainers and fight-
ers are surrounded by others who have made similar decisions and have 
undergone similar transitions with success. their peers can understand 
the difficulties and frustrations inherent to this change and can offer ad-
vice. those who have been incarcerated are not socially ostracized, and 
those with troubled backgrounds are not discriminated against; rather, 
they are supported by the gym management, trainers, and fighters. expe-
riences such as spending time in prison and being unemployed are speak-
able and not taboo. max is known as a gym rat because he spends hours 
in the gym, predominately with his trainer, to avoid his neighborhood 
and the temptation to reengage in criminal labor. after years in custodial 
supervision and with a baby on the way, max wants to cease any crimi-
nality. when i ask him about the gym, he responds:

i feel with a passion that everyone who is in there, they help me. they see that 
i’m a good kid. this is the first time that someone is trying for me instead of 
looking at my past and saying, “no, i’m not going to help him.” here they 
know i’m a good kid and know that i’m trying. . . . they help me.

in postindustrial Brooklyn, the sociality of the urban gym helps boxers 
and their trainers create peer relationships, form friendships, and build 
the forms of collective identity that Paul willis warns are threatened 
when wage labor is lost.30 training together and socializing together help 
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men see themselves as men and as a group; they create solidarity and 
weave networks. the sociality of passing time, joking, and “speaking my 
mind” shapes the worksite of the gym. it is a crucial component to the 
work of training because it complements the rigorous bodily and profes-
sional aspect with opportunities for social interaction. as it is primarily 
segregated by gender, it provides means for homosocial bonding and for 
the production and expression of what i have called tender masculinity.

Certain social values are articulated in the time before and after train-
ing through the gym’s expressive culture. though they respect their 
trainers, boxers stand on the same ground as their coaches; unlike in 
training sessions, when engaging expressive practices, social equality is 
promoted. also, as in the ring, speakers are admired for how they con-
duct themselves rather than for their histories. Boxers earn recognition, 
develop self- worth from both figures of authority and their peers, and 
form groups. forms of linguistic play allow men to exercise parts of their 
lives and of their beings that are not recognized in the world outside of 
the gym. whereas boxing is a largely individual endeavor and involves 
atomized individual athletic activities, the social interaction of the gym is 
communal. the value of sharing time, experiences, and entertainment, as 
well as engaging with others, is idealized.

Passing time, joking, and “speaking my mind,” as well as the tender 
masculinity gym regulars facilitate, give men interpretive power that 
allows them to take the racial exclusion and urban marginality of the 
outside world and turn it into something different. when boxers are 
subjected to the vicissitudes of postindustrial Brooklyn’s racial and class 
hierarchies, they come to the boxing gym and discuss the particularities 
of their subject positions. in apposition to the “just do it” orientation of 
training, “speaking my mind” gives speakers interpretive control. Speak-
ers use this space to talk about public and private problems that are 
relevant to their experiences. it is an intervention into the social world, 
a way of engaging, through dialogue with each other, mainstream public 
discourse that otherwise lends no ear to their voices. with its focus on 
sociality, collectivity, and social support, it complements the individual 
pursuits of training practices.



Chapter five

the Changing PolitiCS of gender

the science has also its enemies, and perhaps of a more formidable 
nature, in the fair sex; for what has love to do with war— “to play 
with mammets and to tilt with lips,” is their motto. yet i do not de-
spair of finding advocates among the ladies. minerva presided over 

war, and, if we credit the poets, kept even mars in awe. But i do 
not bring a solitary instance in my favour, i will call a whole nation 
to my aid; the amazons, renowned for warlike achievements, were 

women. less ancient times have produced a maiden, whose arm has 
thinned the ranks of the bravest englishmen, for who can doubt the 
truth of a history, so well authenticated as that of Joan d’arc, the 
maid of orleans? have we not seen in our own time a madame 
d’eon invested with military command? and is there not at this 

moment a lady, who has rid her own matches at newmarket, and 
drives a tennis- ball with a dexterity and vigor that would do honor 

to the most skilful and brawny arm in the kingdom?

— Thomas Fewtrell, 1790

don’t BaCK uP.
don’t back up.
Please don’t back up.
i repeat this phrase silently to myself, prying my eyes open when i real-

ize i have shut them tightly in anxiety. one of the most important rules 
of boxing is not to back straight up, and maya has just done this twice 
in the current round, getting hit brutally in the face as a punishment. 
luckily, it is maya’s only apparent weakness, and not a second later, a 
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fan in the audience verbalizes my unspoken plea, and maya rectifies her 
mistake. She moves forward with renewed energy, as if empowered by 
her corrective. i exhale loudly and pledge to keep my eyes open.

it is 7:30 p.m. on a frigid thursday night in January, and i am at ma-
ya’s professional debut at the Paradise theater in the South Bronx. i have 
come to support her— to cheer and wave her birth country’s trinidadian 
flag— as she transitions from amateur boxer to professional fighter. But i 
am having difficulty focusing on the tasks at hand because i hardly rec-
ognize the athlete in the ring. Since i last saw her, maya’s five- foot- three 
frame has lost thirty pounds, and whatever small amount of fat that re-
mained has been eaten up by muscle. two years ago, she had little interest 
in competition, instead training sporadically and concerned about losing 
too much weight. with no offense to me, she told me she did not want to 
get skinny like a “white bitch.” her goal was to get healthy and maybe 
learn to eat better. Since then maya has won almost every national and in-
ternational amateur tournament she has entered, frequently by knockout.

at the weigh- in the day before, i cannot help but mention to maya my 
surprise by her change, to which she quickly retorts, “what? that i look 
like a crack whore?” She is trying to make weight, and she is hungry and 
i am holding the chicken and avocado dish that she will devour seconds 
after stepping off the scale. Still, the flippancy with which she dismisses 
my comment and, by extension, her talent, hard work, and experience 
baffles me. mike, her trainer, laughs at my incredulity but eventually 
grants me: “She look different, right?”

But it is not maya’s corporeal transformation that amazes me most. i 
have spent enough time in gyms to see bodies change rapidly and dramati-
cally. what takes me aback is that maya appears to be a different person. 
the calm and grace with which she enters the ring foreshadows her al-
most total domination of the fight. in the bout, she performs a calculated 
precision— evidence of her talent— and battles with confidence, moving 
around the ring with agility. though her coach has trained her to “fight 
like a man”— taking more body than headshots— maya does not act like a 
man and forgoes the stare- downs, showboating, and trash talking typical 
of men’s matches in favor of an amicable and respectful gamesmanship. 
goose bumps cover my arms as i see expressions of her self- assurance, 
especially when she cuts off her opponent at almost every turn and when 
she allows a humble smile to stretch across her face after the fight. She is 
declared winner by unanimous decision.

over the past thirty years, women like maya have joined boxing gyms 
in large numbers to train and participate in local, state, national, and 
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international competitions. in doing so, they have staked claims to under-
take pugilistic exercises and join pugilistic spaces, historically masculine 
domains. these claims have not been made without struggle or contra-
diction. they have been accompanied, on the one hand, by the need to 
revise conventional gender expectations and, on the other, by the need 
to gain acceptance— or at least tolerance— from a skeptical male gym 
community. at odds are hegemonic codes of femininity that regard build-
ing muscle, hitting, grunting, sweating, and even cultivating a boxer’s 
hunched stance as uncouth and unladylike and the necessities of those 
same practices to succeed in the ring. women desire gender identities that 
are less resolute than the identities men crave, if only because women’s in-
volvement in the sport is so new that there are few models on which— or 
against which— women can mold themselves. many female fighters rec-
ognize that the first generation of competitive women boxers— Christy 
martin, mia St. John, and laila ali— expressed ambivalent  relationships 
to their femininity and know that this ambivalence was exploited by male 
commentators and fans as a way to dismiss the legitimacy of women’s 
boxing, relegating it to a “gimmick” or “sideshow.”1

this chapter looks at how women have fought for a place in the urban 
gym, where men categorize and name them and obsessively assess their 
standing. it analyzes some of the identities women create and how they 
negotiate developing enough— but not too much— strength as to main-
tain femininity and taking some— but not too much— control of their 
bodies in order to form an effective comportment. i argue that to recon-
cile contradictory demands, the identities women develop are flexible and 
situational, and that they are able to corporeally shape- shift according to 
the contextual demands of the gym community.

this chapter also examines how men have responded to women’s inte-
gration into the urban gym. women’s participation has generated unease 
among the men of gleason’s, who often argue against women pugilists 
in the abstract but may respect a particular individual female boxer for 
her devotion or talent. i contend that to deal with this gendered discom-
fort, even outright hostility, women have formed supportive strategies and 
subcultures of belonging. they care for each other through pep talks in 
the locker room, cheering at competitions, and encouragement on social 
networking sites. within their teams, they form deep friendships and gain 
affirmation. in other words, through their supplemental position, women 
have challenged the practices of masculine ritual and softened the long- 
standing prohibition of women in the sport, though frequently at great 
expense.2
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“you aBSolutely Can’t have a woman in thiS 
gym”: a Short hiStory of gender exCluSion

in the 1970s and early 1980s, women asked gleason’s owners to be al-
lowed to train at the gym, but ira Becker, Bruce Silverglade’s co- owner at 
the time, was adamantly opposed to women’s participation in the sport. 
Silverglade remembers, “my partner was an old cranky guy who just al-
ways said, ‘no women. you absolutely can’t have a woman in this gym.’ i 
had this view from growing up and my background that he was my elder, 
so go with it. it was a 50/50 partnership but it was his gym and i came 
into his gym and he was the older guy.” eventually, the gym’s precarious 
financial situation made forfeiting the potential income from women’s 
memberships irrational. Silverglade recounts:

Before my partner passed away, i worked very hard on convincing him that 
women should be allowed to train at the gym. and the way i did it was very 
simple. i said, “ira, when i go to the bank in the morning and i make my de-
posit, they don’t ask me, ‘did that money [come] from a woman or a man?’ 
and half the world is women! So why are we cutting ourselves off?” and 
again, it was in the late ’70s and early ’80s, and there were money crunches. 
So we needed the money. So finally, he said “you’re right.” and that’s how we 
started.

in 1983, gleason’s gym opened its doors to women.
though women were permitted to train to box at gleason’s gym in 

the mid- 1980s, it was another decade before they were granted the right 
to compete in amateur bouts. Citing safety and medical concerns, united 
States amateur Boxing, inc. (uSa Boxing), the national sanctioning body, 
refused to recognize female athletes. it took several rounds of litigation 
to secure women’s membership in the organization and the attendant en-
titlement to fight. in massachusetts, gail grandchamp spent eight years 
in the court system battling uSa Boxing and the new england amateur 
athletic union for permission to compete as an amateur. in april 1992, 
the state Superior Court ruled that it was illegal to deny inclusion in uSa 
Boxing based on gender. By the time of the ruling, however, grandchamp 
was thirty- six, making her one year too old to compete as an amateur.3 
in washington State in 1993, after requesting and being denied an applica-
tion to fight in the Pacific northwest amateur Boxing association,4 dallas 
malloy sued uSa Boxing for gender discrimination in federal court, point-
ing specifically to a bylaw that prohibited women’s memberships.5 malloy 
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a female fighter prepares for a round on the heavy bag. Photograph courtesy of the athlete.

won the case, and by the end of 1993, uSa Boxing had created rules and 
regulations for a women’s program.6

in new york City, uSa Boxing metro, the local division of uSa Box-
ing, denied women formal participation until march 1995. aware of the 
washington ruling, dee hamaguchi, a boxer from gleason’s gym, asked 
to compete in the 1994 New York Daily News golden gloves. after being 
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refused, she submitted an application anyway, using only her first initial. 
when she called the Daily News to inquire about her status, she was told 
that she was the only woman to enter and that there was no competi-
tion.7 this technically made her eligible for a victory by “walkover,” but 
she was not awarded the distinction.8 She also was deemed ineligible for 
competition because she did not have a minimum of five prior amateur 
bouts. hamaguchi consulted the american Civil liberties union (aClu), 
who thought the five- fight prerequisite was a form of discrimination and 
threatened a lawsuit. the New York Daily News golden gloves opened the 
tournament to women the following year. in 1995, hamaguchi and thirty 
other women fought in the gloves.9 today, according to uSa Boxing, 
three thousand women are registered with the organization, and female 
boxing was included as a competitive sport in the 2012 olympic games 
in london.10

fighting women

more than three hundred women train at gleason’s gym.11 demographi-
cally, they differ significantly from the male boxers of the gym. women 
fighters are more diverse ethnoracially, self- identifying as white, black, 
latina, asian american, and african Caribbean and emigrating from 
countries such as germany, hungary, Sweden, ireland, and the domini-
can republic and from uS territories such as Puerto rico. they tend to 
be older than male amateurs; they range in age from eighteen to thirty- 
five, with the majority clustered in the middle. they are predominately 
middle class and, to a lesser extent, working class, and they are highly 
educated. they work as teachers, writers, artists, public relations special-
ists, nurses, administrative assistants, firefighters, and police officers or 
are college students. most do not have children. not surprisingly, because 
of their class position, female fighters have much less interaction with 
the social institutions— public housing, prison, welfare— that affect male 
amateur boxers. most women have participated in high school or col-
lege athletics, playing competitive softball, basketball, soccer, gymnastics, 
track and field, and swimming. they often come to gleason’s gym from 
health clubs after taking boxing lessons or classes, or they are neighbor-
hood residents looking for a place to work out in the area and join as 
paying athletes. Caitlin began boxing because she wanted an interesting 
way to exercise; danielle sought “to get in shape.” Jennifer and maya 
wanted to lose weight.
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according to mike, “ghetto girls,” as he calls them, or women of color 
from low- income neighborhoods, do not join gleason’s gym because 
memberships and training fees are cost prohibitive. when mike begins to 
work (for free) with Josie, a fifteen- year- old foster child with a criminal 
record, a mother who uses crack cocaine, and an incarcerated father, he is 
quick to point out that Josie is an anomaly. But low- income men of color 
find ways to pay for their memberships and coaching, so it is unlikely 
that fees alone preclude the involvement of so- called “ghetto girls.” more 
likely is that women do not know that boxing gyms are accessible to 
them, and without this knowledge, do not seek out the sport as men do. 
even more likely is that there is an established tradition with networks 
for free training male amateur boxers, but not for female boxers. trainers 
work with men for no cost to express their political consciousness and 
potentially to recoup their investment when male amateur fighters turn 
professional and are paid for their bouts. Because trainers do not have the 
same level of commitment to mediating the social and economic circum-
stances of low- income women and because there is little to no money in 
women’s professional fighting, trainers do not have the same investment 
in female boxing. Coupled with the discomfort many trainers have about 
female boxing in general, women have less access to free or subsidized 
training. however, during my fieldwork, there was increasing diversity 
by class. though the gym still drew primarily middle-  and working- class 
women, more and more low- income women and low- income women of 
color were joining the gym, negotiating affordable prices with trainers 
for lessons.

women may come from diverse backgrounds, but they seek a similar 
transformation from boxing, whether through general fitness, rigorous 
training, or competition: empowerment through the production of new 
identities. and they choose pugilism rather than other forms of exercise— 
such as working out in regular gyms, yoga, spinning, etc., which are more 
normative for women— to produce these identities. these identities entail 
the assertion of novel forms of control and the development of different 
relationships to their bodies. many women have histories of physical and 
psychological suffering. there is an irony in seeking solace from violence 
in a violent sport. But for these women, boxing is a corporeal reclama-
tion, a way of taking back one’s body and feeling empowered. for some, 
the social injury of violent romantic partnerships motivates them to take 
up the sport. when asked why she started boxing, Joanne answers, “i 
was in a very abusive relationship. i was in a very unhealthy situation. it 
started being emotionally abusive and then it became physically abusive.” 
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another female boxer echoes, “i started martial arts for self- defense.” 
one pugilist began fighting after being stalked by a stranger in her neigh-
borhood while another joined the gym to work out her associations with 
violence after growing up in a household with domestic abuse. Some 
women box to recover from the trauma of rape.

other women have struggled with eating disorders, unhealthy exercise 
habits, and high- risk lifestyles, such as heavy drinking, smoking, and drug 
use. Joanne says that before boxing she had a negative self- image of her 
eating habits, which consisted of consuming food to cope with depres-
sion. She remembers, “every time i would eat i would hate myself for 
it. i thought i was the ugliest thing walking.” Caitlin considered herself 
problematically addicted to working out and thought the monitoring of 
a trainer would help her. and danielle recollects, “originally it was like, 
‘i want to get in really good shape.’ that actually goes with body image 
stuff.” But boxing changed danielle’s connection to her body. now she 
loves her body for what it can do: not how it looks but how it works. 
She reflects:

and this [boxing] has totally changed my view of my body in a great way, 
which, you know, was “i really want to get in shape so i look good” and now 
it’s like my body works well. even the syntax of it, saying “i want to lose 
weight” [versus] “i want to make weight.” there’s a different kind of way of 
looking at it. i am very much in my body.

though women may join the gym for recreational purposes, unlike 
male white- collar clients, they often transition to competitive fighting. 
mike says that women listen to instruction better than men and execute 
verbal commands without complaining. trainer alejandro thinks that 
women take criticism better than white- collar clients. without a particu-
lar macho image to live up to and unlike the recreational male boxer, 
women’s training is rigorous. the practice of sparring, in particular, opens  
up the possibility of competition. once female athletes have sparred, 
they realize they are capable of competing. danielle recollects, “we just 
kind of progressed, and i was able to spar. and sparring changed every-
thing.” within a week of sparring, she knew she wanted to fight com-
petitively. Caitlin thought, “you know, i’m doing this now [sparring], i 
might as well see what it’s [competing] like.” Pugilists such as danielle 
and Caitlin exist in between amateur fighters and white- collar clients; 
they sign up to be recreational athletes, but they switch to competitive 
amateur boxers.
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PraCtiCeS of PermiSSion: negotiating violenCe

once female athletes decide to box, the process of learning to compete 
requires they revise their understandings of aggression and physical force. 
many women are ambivalent about harming their opponents, believing 
that they cannot initiate violence. this is a gendered phenomenon, which 
is represented by women as innate or inherent. the operating assump-
tion is that women should not, as a rule, be the aggressors. defending 
oneself is acceptable, but leading off, a move considered skillful and de-
sirable among male boxers, is difficult for women to practice. despite 
maya’s numerous wins, she still expresses anxiety about using her physi-
cal power. She says, “naturally, on the outside, i don’t like to hit people. 
So i probably wouldn’t hit somebody first. i don’t know if my mentality 
is going to change but that’s how i feel.” apprehension about aggression 
can be grounded in the idea that women naturally are weaker than men 
and that making the first move takes advantage of this physical inferiority. 
for danielle, this uneasiness manifests itself as a hesitancy to hit women 
but not men, as though men can handle violence better than women. after 
years of competing as an amateur and winning the golden gloves twice, 
she admits, “i still have reservations about hitting women. no problem 
hitting men. like, honestly, i really don’t. that’s fine. i’ll go all out. But i 
always— there’s always— like the first round with a woman, always i’m 
holding back.” Joanne concedes that being able to hit a woman was a pro-
cess to which it took time to adjust. She argues, “you have to learn with 
boxing. i had to learn to hit somebody hard. and i couldn’t at times.” in 
her first spar, Jennifer couldn’t throw a punch for fear of landing it. She 
remembers, “oh my god, i couldn’t even do a round.” and yet it isn’t only 
physical aggression that makes women uncomfortable; conflict in general 
can be hard to overcome. of hitting women, Caitlin thinks:

it’s because i hate conflict. i hate it. i avoid it at all cost. at all cost. i mean, 
it’s sort of like, any debate about anything— well, debate is one thing but an 
argument— i’d rather just be like, “you know what? you’re right. it’s fine.” So 
in a way, this is total conflict but, like, it’s not personal. So maybe it’s like a 
way to get something out. i mean, that’s part of the reason i did it too. maybe 
i can be more assertive.

when women do hurt— or even just hit— their opponents, they can 
feel bad, apologize, or even request the spar or fight be stopped. in other 
words, when women succeed in meeting the sport’s goals, they feel psy-
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chologically and emotionally torn. this extends for women across class 
and race. one afternoon, when sparring with Joanne, Jennifer lands a 
hard punch on Joanne’s lip. Joanne starts bleeding heavily, which troubles 
Jennifer to the point that she stops throwing punches, pleading with her 
trainer to end the exercise and exclaiming with distress to the crowd of 
onlookers, “She’s bleeding!” after her trainer tells her to take advantage 
of Joanne’s injury and “go after her,” Jennifer still can’t deliver a punch. 
She tells me afterward, “i just couldn’t hit her when she was bleeding. i 
just had a hard time. when somebody makes me bleed, i go crazy. it’s 
probably ’cause i know her and it’s not— i mean, we’re fighting but it’s 
not a fight fight. we’re just practicing. i feel like if you’re practicing you 
shouldn’t bleed to death.” the subtext of Jennifer’s anxiety is that she has 
the power to hurt her opponent irrevocably and that she does not want 
to do this. the exaggeration about “bleeding to death” also suggests that 
women experience the injuries of the spar or fight as inherently danger-
ous and as having more consequences than men do. the spar eventually 
resumes when Joanne reassures Jennifer that she is all right and even 
encourages her to “hit me! hit me!” Joanne is fully aware that she must 
give Jennifer permission to continue the spar. She later reflects, “i had to 
tell Jennifer it’s oK to hit me ’cause i’m gonna hit you [Jennifer]. and i’m 
pissed that you made me bleed.” Still, Joanne acknowledges the difficulty 
of Jennifer’s position, having been in similar situations herself. She says, 
“there were times when i’d feel bad [hitting someone hard].”

when gabriela spars with lawrence, a male amateur boxer, who si-
multaneously instructs her (even though he has not been tasked with this 
responsibility), she lands a punch and apologizes repeatedly. after the 
spar, gabriela tells me that she is contrite when she hits people but she 
doesn’t understand why. in school, she took a course on female leader-
ship in which her professor noted that women tend to apologize when 
they do well. gabriela sees the same pattern in boxing and wonders why 
she feels remorseful when she is successful in a spar. the first time layla 
sparred, she gave her partner a bloody nose, which she experienced as 
highly disturbing; she recollects, “that really upset me.” to cope with her 
worry about drawing blood again, she began to target parts of her op-
ponent’s body that could not be injured. She continues, “i noticed— one 
of my problems now is that i either deliberately hit their glove or i hit 
part of their face that’s blocked.” Karen held similar trepidations about 
harmful physical contact. She recalls, “the first time i hit somebody i was 
very shocked, and i was afraid that i hurt him.”

as Joanne’s urgings, gabriela’s apologies, and layla’s cautious target-
ing suggest, women respond to the inhibition of throwing the first punch 
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by developing strategies to give themselves and each other permission to 
fight. in other words, because female boxers believe they cannot hit first, 
they find ways to manufacture a reason. one practice women use to earn 
such permission is to hold back and intentionally be punched first or to 
fake out an opponent so the opponent thinks she is going to be punched. 
maya uses this strategy. She explains, “i prefer that you hit me first, then 
i know i have a reason to hit you. even if you don’t hit the person first, 
you go to swing at them to make them feel that you’re going to hit them 
so then they have the reason.” faking someone out places a boxer like 
maya in a defensive posture, which she considers a legitimate gender po-
sition because she cannot be blamed or held responsible for any resulting 
aggression, however artificially constructed.

another practice is to shift responsibility for the initiation of violence 
to a third party. trainers serve this function. Because boxers are socialized 
to execute their trainers’ every command, they have little room to  protest. 
when a trainer tells his fighter to enact violent behavior, the boxer cannot 
or should not disobey. this helps women transfer anxiety about brutality 
to another person— in this case, their coaches— because they are merely fol-
lowing nonnegotiable directives. in the spar between Joanne and Jennifer, 
Joanne abides by her trainer’s orders, which leads her to throw a series of 
hooks at Jennifer. this places Jennifer in a defensive position, allowing her to 
feel that she has the right to fight back, ending her hitting paralysis. Joanne 
explains, “i just had a sparring session with Jennifer, and i had to step it up 
a little bit because— i do what raphael [her trainer] tells me. She didn’t even 
hit me that hard. But until i started catching her with my hooks, she started 
stepping it up because she had to.” raphael’s instruction gave both Joanne 
and Jennifer psychological authorization to throw hard punches at each 
other. in this case, a man had to grant the women permission to be aggres-
sive even in the midst of discomfort with that very aggression.

yet another practice is the creation of a fictive space that has different 
rules and boundaries than the gendered system outside of it. in this space, 
women possess the right to hit a priori. danielle constructs for herself a 
“bubble” in which she is free to initiate violence. She explains, “in compe-
tition i enter into this weird jelly bubble where i have no idea how much 
impact i’m making on my, on the opponent. i’m so nervous, it’s insane. 
and i just feel totally weakened. totally weakened.” danielle’s creation of 
the jelly bubble is a response to her fear of hurting someone and of losing 
control. She continues “and i think that for a while it was fear of getting 
out of control. it wasn’t fear of getting hit because i’m actually not afraid 
to get hit. i’ve been able to isolate that that’s a fear i don’t have.” instead, 
danielle experiences dread about “aggression being witnessed,” which she 
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links to gender. “maybe as a woman we’re not supposed to be— not to 
get too messy or too out of control or too sweaty. that comes up a lot 
for me. and then i have to work through that because that’s something 
that’s keeping me from what’s really happening.” entering the jelly bubble 
provides danielle with room where she can be violent without apology 
and where the fear of getting messy or out of control does not exist. She 
reflects, “So recently i’ve kind of been able to access that, be like ‘oK, it’s 
oK to be aggressive. i do want to win. i do want to beat this person.’ i have 
to allow myself to feel that. and just— it’s [boxing] so regulated that i’m 
not going to lose control and, you know, like kill someone. So i can just let 
it all go. and if i can really find that place in me, then i can have confidence 
in myself.” again, the logical extension of many women’s fear is death— of 
actually killing an opponent. this is a sentiment that is never raised in dis-
cussions with male boxers despite a long history of ring deaths.

once these practices of permission are performed, women do not have 
difficulty continuing the fight. that is, meting out the initial physical con-
tact is the only barrier to the bout. danielle says, “if i’m in there— when 
i get in the ring now and spar— i’m not thinking ‘i want to dominate and 
beat the shit out of this other person.’ ” that is, she doesn’t generate ag-
gression immediately. But though it is not instinctual, she can create it. 
She continues, “i can draw it up. when i was sparring with elizabeth and 
i was catching every right hand, i was doing badly. [She thinks] ‘wait a 
second. that was terrible sparring.’ But the last round i was like, ‘oK, 
i have to, like, beat the shit out of her now.’ ” Joanne explains, “let me 
tell you something, when that other person throws a shot at you? you’re 
like, ‘you know what? Screw this. i gotta throw back.’ ” Joanne’s quote 
not only demonstrates that women can overcome inhibition but also that 
inhibition is the de facto position. once the self- justification is made and 
violence is initiated, women can continue with the fight. Because women 
must become comfortable with  aggression in order to feel empowered, 
overcoming inhibition is a crucial first step to developing new types of 
identities. it is important to note that the fear of violence the female box-
ers harbor is not about getting hurt; it is about hurting others.

gendered SituationS: “dieSel fighterS,”  
“gym hoS,” and “SKanKy femaleS”

as female pugilists challenge norms, negotiate relationships to violence, 
and learn the skills of the sport, they also fight for space in a gym where 
men categorize and name them and obsessively assess their legitimacy. 
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male trainers’ and male fighters’ responses to women inhabiting glea-
son’s fall along a spectrum, with strong support at one end and out-
right hostility at the other. at the very least, women’s memberships have 
altered the gym environment. the requirement that trainers and every 
member sign a sexual harassment waiver has created a restrictive interac-
tive structure that places limitations on the type of language considered 
appropriate. mike frequently forgets that there are women in the gym. 
when he accidently uses words like “pussy,” he watches the eyes of the 
women with whom he is working widen in shock. other men express 
sexism, if not misogyny, outright. anthony, an amateur fighter who sup-
ports women’s boxing, can tell that men around the gym “have issues 
with women.” he hears “bitch” uttered regularly and thinks that some 
men in the gym “hate women.” others still believe that women have no 
place in the gym. in a discussion about the brutality of boxing, harry 
asserts that he doesn’t think women should box at all. when i ask why, 
he contends that all boxers can get really hurt and that boxing is “inher-
ently” not a sport for women. according to harry, if you look at the his-
tory of the world, when there is “bad or brutality, it’s usually men who 
are doing it.” this is not to say that women cannot inflict brutality, but 
that usually it is men. to harry, this makes women’s fighting unnatural. 
interestingly, harry’s position is consistent with the implicit understand-
ings of many female boxers themselves.

to sort through the presence of female boxers in the gym and to process 
the meanings of their participation in the sport, male boxers and trainers 
have constructed a social hierarchy. there are several groups into which 
men triage women who come into gleason’s gym: “diesel fighters,” “gym 

a woman boxer competes in a professional bout. Photograph courtesy of the athlete.
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hos,” and “skanky females.” “diesel fighters” are considered the most 
legitimate of all female boxers because they most closely  resemble male 
boxers. diesel fighters exercise hard, compete, win tournaments, and are 
capable of convincing some skeptics that women have the potential to 
box seriously. they are trained and fight in the ring “like men.” Since 
women are commonly dismissed as “headhunters”— meaning that they 
opt for jabs to their opponents’ heads rather than taking more challeng-
ing and risky punches to their opponents’ bodies— diesel fighters are re-
spected for emulating a masculine fight style. mimicking the training and 
fight practices of men means that women violate the codes, norms, and 
performances of a heteronormative dual- gender system. this relegates 
women outside the hegemonic gender order and into a gray area where 
they are perceived as having ambiguous gender identities. in other words, 
diesel fighters may be respected for their devotion to the sport, but they 
must shed their femininity.

one morning, mike puts one of his female boxers in the ring to spar 
with michael, an amateur boxer. max, also an amateur fighter, finds the 
spar funny and jokes about the absurdity of the woman in the spar. But 
mike, an advocate of women’s boxing, tells max that contrary to his 
assumptions, there are successful female fighters. one woman from glea-
son’s gym, for example, who was 130 pounds, was as strong as most of 
mike’s male boxers of the same weight. Because of her strength, the gym 
considered this boxer to be “sort of a woman and sort of a man. She was 
a bit of both.” and “she could lift men.” though mike did not have the 
language to precisely describe this athlete, her muscle and power placed 
her outside understood gender paradigms.

not only do diesel fighters demonstrate ambiguous gender identities, 
but also they actively discard aspects of their sexuality in order to gain 
respect. they make careful decisions when choosing their clothing: die-
sel females wear baggy attire rather than tight- fitting garb as not to ex-
pose the contours of their body. they make particular decisions about 
the  patterns of social interaction they engage: they are not overly social 
and tend to talk primarily with their trainers and their teammates to 
avoid being deemed “social butterflies” or, worse, accused of flirting. and 
they manage their bodies in specific ways: at informal competitions, such 
as “smokers,” where only male locker- rooms are provided, diesel fight-
ers will change alongside male boxers without protest or comment. this 
no- nonsense willingness with which women expose or conceal their bod-
ies in the presence of their male teammates as they change from street 
clothes to fighting gear desexualizes both the women and the context. 
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the recasting of femininity and desexualizing by the men and women of 
the gym helps men make sense of the talent or strength of female boxers, 
who, in a dominant gender hierarchy, should not possess or display such 
strength. men degender and desexualize women and women degender 
and desexualize themselves in order to make female fighting comprehen-
sible and socially safe.

Christine, for example, is accepted in the gym as legitimate because her 
background of exceptional athleticism and because her discipline make 
her discernible “as a man.” a firefighter by profession, Christine had long 
trained and sparred with male police officers at the police academy. when 
she entered the golden gloves, she joined gleason’s to spar with other 
women. though she went largely unnoticed at first, after winning the first 
round of the golden gloves, the gym community took her seriously, and 
harry, who had given her tips here and there, took her on as his fighter. 
harry is opposed to female boxing in the abstract but agreed to work 
with Christine because he saw in her an unusual determination to endure 
the most intense training: she had worked as a firefighter as well as com-
pleted coast guard training and two weeks at boot camp, finding none 
of such training difficult. her penchant for extreme regimentation before 
boxing served as a validating force in harry’s eyes.

like diesel fighters, “gym hos” seek empowerment through boxing, 
but they train episodically rather than consistently and are considered 
too social for inclusion in the gym community. the men may humor and 
socialize with them, but they are not considered genuine athletes. Kelly is 
categorized as a gym ho because she jokes with her team at the expense 
of her workouts, talks too much to people in the gym, and is a “drama 
queen,” yelling, complaining, or laughing loudly. the perception is that 
Kelly’s primary purpose in visiting gleason’s gym is social and not ath-
letic, even though the behaviors she is condemned for are perceived as 
perfectly normal for male boxers.

gym hos also are penalized for their choice of clothing; they wear 
tight- fitting attire instead of the baggy gear that characterizes most gym 
uniforms, breaking the codes of sexuality. mike contends that too many 
women come into the gym wearing body- hugging clothes expecting to be 
respected. Kelly also is deemed a gym ho because she dresses inappropri-
ately. one afternoon, mike instructs her to pull her shirt down and repri-
mands her for wearing pants that are skin- tight. he scolds, “your pussy is 
hanging out.” Kelly assumes that he is joking until mike explains he can see 
the outline of her vagina. She then asks “for real?” and immediately pulls 
down her shirt. another woman’s clothes provoke such outrage among a 
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group of trainers that one suggests taking a picture of her pants and post-
ing the shot on cameltoe.com, a website dedicated to posting pictures of 
women with prominent vaginal lips. during discussions about women’s 
boxing with male athletes and trainers, i was repeatedly asked questions 
such as “what do these women think this place is? “ and “what are 
women thinking by showing up in clothing like that?” they expressed 
disbelief that female athletes do not understand the norms of a boxing 
gym. without this knowledge, they are considered illegitimate members. 
women athletes also are considered inappropriate distractions to the im-
portant training men undertake. when i ask mike why it is women’s 
responsibility to tailor their clothing to meet men’s standards, he natural-
izes the male gaze that objectifies women and tells me that “men are men” 
and that it is human nature to look at women sexually. gym hos are the 
opposite of being “like men”: the men of the gym are literally obsessed 
with their genitalia.

women have internalized some of the gym’s gender expectations. i ask 
layla if she feels comfortable at gleason’s and she answers:

if you cover up a little, i really don’t think it makes a difference. i don’t think 
that’s [her comfort in the gym] because i’m married and i’m always there  
with him [her husband]. that’s why i’m always surprised when i see hil-
ary [Swank, who trained at gleason’s gym in preparation for her role in the 
movie Million Dollar Baby] and the way she dresses. i notice the way the guys 
watch her and i wonder— i think to myself, even if i felt comfortable in that 
clothing, i wouldn’t feel comfortable in that clothing in that environment. and 
then i get mad because i think that she’s actually distracting the guys when 
they need to work.

layla sees it as women’s responsibility to dress in a nonsexual way. She 
also prioritizes men over women as the group that needs to work out 
without “distraction.” and though she dismisses the idea that her place 
in the gym is authorized by her marriage and role as a wife, it is subtext. 
it signifies that sexuality plays a role in the construction of the gym’s 
hierarchy.

once the label of “gym ho” has been assigned, it is difficult to cast off. 
however, in my time at gleason’s, some women initially designated as 
such were able to prove themselves as serious athletes and transform into 
diesel fighters. Jennifer used to wear tight- fitting clothes and frequently 
socialized. She even became romantically involved with a fighter, a grave 
gym taboo for women (though not for men). But over time, mike says she 
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was “bit by the boxing bug” and began to train rigorously and compete. 
Because of this, she earned respect and diesel fighter status.

the last category of women— “skanky females”— do not train at all 
but visit the gym to watch men exercise and spar. though there is a long 
history of men, such as newspaper writers, managers, promoters, match-
makers, and boxing aficionados, visiting the gym, when women do the 
same, they are dismissed and disrespected. rather than being perceived as 
having a genuine interest in the sport, men believe that women are merely 
searching for prizefighters to marry and, by extension, become wealthy. 
in a discussion about how gleason’s gym has changed over the past five 
years, lawrence references the altered dynamics of both gender and class. 
he takes his thumb and moves it from up to down and laments, “it never 
used to be like this. it’s corporate now. women. a lot of women don’t 
want to work out, they want a man.” even diesel fighters are suspect to 
lawrence. he continues, “and the others, the serious boxers, even make 
it difficult to get a workout done. you just don’t want the distraction. 
you come to the gym to get away from women and to focus. women 
make it difficult to focus.” mike reprimands his fighters when they allow 
significant others to go to the gym. Considered skanky females, romantic 
partners are one part of the trinity mike tries to prohibit: women, drugs, 
and drinking. when max’s pregnant girlfriend arrives at the gym, mike 
screams, “what are you doing? why are you bringing women around to 
show your skills? whatever you want to do outside the gym is fine but 
when you’re in the gym, you focus on boxing.” mike continues his tirade 
until max apologizes and promises not to invite his partner to gleason’s 
again.

Skanky females are understood as making the lives of men more dif-
ficult by getting in the way of their goals. in addition to serving as a 
distraction in the gym, mike thinks that max’s girlfriend wants to “trap” 
him with a child. when max went away to school, his girlfriend wanted 
him to return to new york instead of obtaining his degree. to mike, since 
no one in her family had ever been to college or graduated from high 
school, they fail to understand the value of education or the way to be 
“upwardly mobile,” something that mike thinks the boxing gym teaches 
young men. the woman in his boxer’s life is “a problem.” Similarly, harry 
worries when a woman comes to the gym to watch leon train. that leon 
extended the invitation to a love interest means that his mind is not on 
the “right path” or “staying focused.” according to harry, women have 
no place in leon’s life, as a relationship cannot benefit him in any way. 
he tells me that leon needs to “stop putting his mind into stuff that can’t 
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do anything for him.” he continues, “right now he’s thinking about girls, 
girls, girls. and i say ‘leon, they’re gonna be there. they’re not going 
anywhere. even if you a bum, you’ll have a bum girl, but you’re gonna 
have one. women are always gonna to be here. they’re gonna outlive us. 
Believe me because that’s the last thing that need to be on your mind.”

Several assumptions about women’s boxing animate the gym’s gender 
hierarchy. the first is that men of the gym are the worthy arbiters of 
determining a woman’s motivations, level of talent, and social behav-
ior. men and only men have the knowledge, expertise, and experience to 
categorize a woman. once they label a female boxer, the name is likely 
to stick and be taken up by other male members of the gym community. 
the second assumption is that when men do not have any information 
about a female boxer, they immediately revert to the default position of 
suspicion and skepticism. that is, men of the gym require that a woman 
prove herself to them. She must show that she is a diesel fighter and 
earn that label. in the absence of knowledge, men do not presuppose 
that a female athlete is committed because she has decided to become a 
member of the gym. in some cases, it can even come as a shock to men 
when women are skilled and hold their own in the ring. one afternoon, 
matthew spars with a female fighter whom ricardo trains. he hits her 
with strong punches, and she works hard on both defense and offense. 
in between rounds, matthew turns to me and, leaning on the ropes, says 
with surprise, “She’s good!” the astonishment with which he speaks be-
lies the standard from which matthew considers this female boxer to 
be a departure. women, naturally, are not thought to be focused, skilled 
athletes. when they are, it is perceived as unusual.

the third assumption is that when male boxers work with female 
boxers, men see themselves as the actors in control. men imagine they 
have the power to determine how hard a woman should be hit in a 
spar and how rigorously she should work. matthew does several rounds 
with ricardo’s fighter and then leaves the ring. as he exits, i ask how 
he approaches spars with women. he says he does not mind sparring 
with women but he does not hit them with the same intensity as he 
would with a male fighter at his weight and level. he also does not go 
easy; his goal is to “keep them honest.” that matthew considers it his 
responsibility— and not the responsibility of the female boxer’s trainer 
or the athlete herself— to keep a woman fighter “honest” assumes that 
he knows more than his sparring partner. the spar represents an imbal-
ance of power— men determining the course of the spar— rather than 
the meeting of two equals. this locates authority with men and creates 
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an asymmetrical relation of power between men and women in the gym 
and in the sport.

SuBCultureS of Belonging: underStandingS of 
and reSPonSeS to SuPPlemental PoSitioning

female boxers are aware of men’s attitudes about their presence in the 
gym and their place in the sport. they understand the sexism at work and 
the patriarchal power behind men’s views and actions. language is cited 
as one locus of inequality. female fighters comment on gendered language 
that challenges their participation in the sport. danielle points out that 
“derogatory” phrases, such as “don’t fight like a girl” and “women don’t 
do this [particular fight techniques like throwing bodyshots],” are uttered 
often and undercut women’s legitimacy. the male gaze is also understood 
as sexist. Being viewed as sexual objects rather than athletes and being 
hit on— demonstrating the double standard of simultaneously making 
sexual advances toward women and labeling them as “gym hos”— plague 
female fighters. this attention often is considered unwelcome. danielle 
tells me, “as a woman just dealing with being hit on and stuff— it’s  
like ‘ugh, for Christ’s sake. Just right now, just hold off. Just stop.’ and i 
feel that way with the men at the gym. it’s kind of like people are watching 
in a sexual way. and that i don’t like.” after leah was hit on in  another 
gym, she joined gleason’s hoping that its reputation for having a vibrant 
women’s community would protect her from unwanted advances. She 
reportedly told the gleason’s worker who answered her phone call that 
“i need a trainer who is not going to try to fuck me.” though gleason’s 
has a less intense atmosphere than her first gym, she still thinks it is sexu-
alized and “very testosterone- pumped.” She concedes, “i’m used to it [the 
sexualized environment] now, but for a time it was overwhelming. the 
energy is like ‘ugh.’ Sometimes it’s just like ‘fuck. i can’t deal with this 
anymore. all these sweaty men.’ ”

maya attributes the attention she receives to men’s inherent desire to 
flirt. She doesn’t solicit interest but also doesn’t find it surprising when 
she receives it. She thinks:

Personally i get a lot of attention at the gym. i don’t do it willingly. it’s not 
nothing that i say, “yeah, i’m a come to the gym and i want everybody to look 
at me.” it’s not that. i come to the gym and everyone is so nice and everybody 
want to know who you are. and being a female . . . you know? and i think i’m 
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cute, so being a female . . . guys, they notice you. and they tell you things like, 
“oh, you look nice today.” Just being nice, and i think that’s all right. they 
may try to flirt with you and chat but that’s guys.

to maya, innocent flirtation between men and women is the natural by-
product of heterosexual coexistence and hence part of gym life. maya’s 
comment also suggests the ambivalence women have about transgressing 
gender norms. and the experiences of danielle and leah reveal a struggle 
between a sexual id and an aggressive fighting one; women are not al-
lowed to have both.

women fighters note that they are considered less important to train-
ers than male boxers and that they receive less attention in training, in 
competition, and in other arenas of the sport. they also believe they are 
coached differently than men. Jennifer noticed that her workouts were 
less rigorous than those of her male teammates and that her trainer fo-
cused more on them than on her. when it came time to spar and to pre-
pare mentally for a difficult fight, her trainer pressured her less in the ring 
than she thought her male counterparts were pushed, which she found 
immensely frustrating. when trained, female fighters note being unnec-
essarily coddled, and when they try to engage in a discussion about pu-
gilistic exercises, the discourse becomes gendered. in particular, what is 
perceived as excuse giving is coded by trainers as feminine and accepted 
from women. in chapter 3, i showed how excuse giving is not accepted by 
trainers from their male fighters and, accordingly, shut down quickly. the 
following dialogue is an example of how excuse giving is expected from 
female boxers and how discussions of training are invested discursively 
with gender. By the end of the discussion, ricardo has reiterated the basic 
paradigmatic dynamic between trainers and fighters: that trainers have 
the interpretive power and fighters do not. But it takes much longer to as-
sert this dynamic than with male boxers. notice also ricardo’s gendered 
attitude towards leah, another female fighter, who has hurt herself when 
hitting the heavy bag.

ricardo begins a discussion with me about lily’s spar.

ricardo: She [lily] should have done better.
lucia: really? She’s tired. She can’t help that. She said she’s tired.

ricardo mocks me with the voice of a little girl.

ricardo: “She said she’s tired.”
lucia: She said she was tired in there, ricardo.
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ricardo: why would you believe her? maybe she felt tired, but she’s been 
rested. don’t let her give you a sad story like she’s been on the treadmill all 
weekend. or fucking working out all weekend.

lucia: you don’t think she can feel tired?
ricardo: i don’t know. i’m saying you shouldn’t, but you don’t give me no 

excuses. you get in the ring.
leah: i think i hurt my elbow.

ricardo mocks leah with the threat of intimacy.

ricardo: what, so you’ve come for medical attention? oooooh, you oK, 
leah? you all right? do you want me to kiss your little elbow?

leah: it’s not the first time i’ve done this. i keep doing it.
ricardo: you’ve got to figure out why.

always with advice to give, harry enters the fray, without looking up 
from the book that he’s reading.

harry: you need to know why.

lily returns from several rounds of intense physical activity on the heavy 
bag, exhausted and out of breath. ricardo raises the mistakes of her spar.

ricardo: oK, so what did you do wrong then?
lily: what?
ricardo: what did you do wrong? what do you need to correct? what do 

you need to do more of? right next time? you don’t know?
lily: i’ve got to run.
ricardo: what do you mean you’ve “got to run?” you’re putting her down 

for running? that you didn’t throw your jabs? that you didn’t step for-
ward?

lily: i was tired. my fucking legs felt like lead weights. when i got in there, i 
didn’t get hit as much this time.

ricardo: i thought you did.
lily: what?
ricardo: i thought you did. i thought you got hit more this time. or you 

might have gotten hit cleaner this time. So you just got to capitalize on 
what when you bang her?

lily: what?
ricardo: She can’t take your punch better than you take hers. you just got to 

believe in your ships and move forward. Stop letting her off the hook, man.
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lily: i wasn’t letting her off the hook. i just told you my fucking legs were 
fucking tired.

ricardo: that’s letting her off the hook.
lily: no it’s not. it’s me. it’s my fault. it’s nothing to do with her.
ricardo: well letting her off the hook is your fault. if you bang her twice and 

move back, that’s letting her off the hook. if you bang her three times and 
don’t move forward, that’s letting her off the hook. if you don’t jab first, 
you can’t mow her down. that’s you let her off the hook. yeah? you’ve just 
got to fucking be on her constantly. Constantly. until she’s like, “get off, 
back off! Back up. give me some room to breathe.” don’t let her get off 
the hook. don’t give her room to breathe. if she starts running around the 
ring, cut her off. Bam. you did it in the first round. She tried to go this way, 
and she tried to go that way, and boom, she ran right into your left hook. 
But you got to get on her more. like a rash. Smart rash. not just follow 
her and let her tee off on until she gives the other way. told you, just like 
winky [winky wright]. that’s what he did. Close up. Boom, boom, boom, 
boom. Pop pop. Close up.

lily gets angry and is exasperated.

lily: i know, babe. i know what i was supposed to do.
ricardo: that’s fine.
lily: i just didn’t do it because i didn’t have any fucking legs, OK?
ricardo: it’s oK.
lily: you keep telling me what i needed to do. i know what i needed to do.
ricardo: But you do need me telling you what you needed to do.
lily: no i don’t.
ricardo: you always need telling what you needed to do.
lily: i don’t need telling what i needed to do.
ricardo: hey, listen. do you think that Sugar Shane mosely didn’t need tell-

ing what to do? everybody needs telling what to do and when to do it.
lily: i don’t need you telling me what to do. i already know what i did wrong, 

but i have no fucking legs when i got in there.
ricardo: do it right. that’s all. it’s not a dig at you. you cut her off and 

backed her up. you just needed to do it more. that’s all. you had some 
good moments. you need a whole— how many rounds did you do?

lily: three.
ricardo: you’ll wake up by the middle of the wake.

lily stops and thinks for a second. She changes her line of reasoning.
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lily: did i look bad?
ricardo: Now you want me to criticize you?
lily: i’m just asking. i don’t need the— 
ricardo: you didn’t look bad. you just didn’t look as good as you could 

have, should have, can do. you didn’t come out busted up, which is good.
lily: i didn’t. i came up less busted than last time.
ricardo: the day wasn’t that bad then.
lily: She said i nearly stopped her with a body shot.
ricardo: what kind? you don’t even know, do you?
lily: Straight left.
ricardo: what did i tell you? get low. when she’s doing all this prancing 

around, go right there. Shoot right there. i don’t want to be negative, but 
don’t fucking reach down to punch her in the belly. there’s nothing in it. 
Just jab upstairs and throw the left downstairs. oK? then you back her 
up, and then you hit on the sides, oK? don’t reach when there’s noth-
ing there. that’s what you did. that’s my biggest criticism, because when 
you’re down there and there’s nothing [in] that punch that will hurt her. 
and when you’re down, she punches you. and it looks bad. Jab to the face 
and then throw the hand to the body. Pause. nice guns.

lily: my shoulders hurt like shit.

ricardo laughs.

ricardo: mine, too.
lily: i want to be good, ricardo!
ricardo: you are good. you just have to get— 
lily: i want to go in there and make somebody cry.
ricardo: you will. all you need to do is keep going forward. all right? 

there’s no room for backing up. and god help you if you back up when 
fiona comes out there. there is no need to back up when she’s coming up. 
you don’t need to be standing and looking at these people, weighing that 
much. good.

what is noteworthy about this interaction is that lily herself picks up 
some of the gendered language, ultimately exclaiming that she wants to 
make someone “cry.”

finally, some women perceive that they are their trainers’ last prior-
ity and that they are neglected because they are not interesting athletes 
with which to work. women are typically the last gym members to be 
given important exercises, such as sparring, and training them is at the 
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end of their trainers’ lists of things to do. that is, trainers will work with 
female athletes only when their work with male athletes has been com-
pleted. when i ask Joanne why this is, she answers, “why? ’Cause we 
weren’t taken seriously. [men say,] ‘She’s not a fighter. She’s not a fighter.’ 
the same line you get.” after taking a gender and sport class in college, 
Joanne noticed the disadvantages and discrimination women in sport 
face. though she is quick to point out that she doesn’t want to complain, 
she expresses annoyance that women in the gym do not get enough atten-
tion for the hard work they put in.

Sexism pervades competition sites. at the New York Daily News 
golden gloves, women recount overhearing degrading comments by 
event organizers. Such sentiments usually focus on how much officials 
oppose women boxing. Caitlin recounts, “tom heard it— i didn’t hear 
it— but my boyfriend tom heard the main organizer guy [say,] ‘this 
[women’s boxing] is the worst thing that ever happened to boxing.’ ” 
when lily is asked if she is too old to compete by a Daily News admin-
istrator who knows her age, she understands the quip as sexist. Chloe, 
who worked for the golden gloves, said that the men who worked at the 
event “got lit” at dinner right before the fights and, without inhibition, 
would express their hatred of women’s boxing. in the position of witness-
ing both male and female bouts, Chloe saw differential treatment. women 
fighters were treated terribly by event officials. for example, when one 
female boxer was looking for her coach, a high- ranking official asked her, 
“what, do you need him to put on your makeup for you?” in contrast, 
officials treat male fighters with respect and are lenient with them and 
their trainers, bending rules and letting regulations slide. officials would 
allow the scales for weigh- ins to stay open for hours after they were sup-
posed to close at men’s bouts but not at women’s. according to Chloe, 
female boxers and their trainers were given a hard time at every turn.

discrimination against female boxers can manifest in subtle but sig-
nificant ways. when a casting crew comes to gleason’s gym to recruit 
boxers for oscar de la hoya’s reality show, they only audition men. 
Joanne is furious that women are not included and thinks that a reality 
show on women’s boxing would help promote the sport and draw atten-
tion to the work of female athletes. to Joanne, a lot of men were not tak-
ing the process seriously, while there were “scores of female boxers” who 
trained rigorously every day. after hearing one man say that he hadn’t 
“worked out in forever” but “is just doing this [auditioning]” while she 
and other female fighters sacrifice to train and fight, Joanne is outraged. 
She experiences this man’s flippant treatment of the auditions as person-
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ally insulting. She tells me, “i really and truly am bothered by this.” the 
continued practice of employing round- card girls at events also troubles 
female boxers, especially when women have to fight in those same events. 
Joanne says:

first of all, let’s just say, “round- card girls.” hello? i have to fight, and there’s 
going to be a half- naked girl between rounds showing a card? So you have the 
audience saying, “oK, i have to look at that [round- card girl] and compare it 
to that [female athlete],” ’cause automatically they’re going to ’cause i’m still 
a girl. and they’re still looking at my legs. amateurs don’t have round- card 
girls, but i’ve actually fought in an amateur bout that had round- card girls, 
and it bothered the hell out of me, especially in an amateur bout! as a female, 
it’s tough.

in response, women have created a space in gleason’s gym and a place 
in the sport. they have formed interclass and interracial subcultures of 
belonging and have developed strategies for supporting each other as 
well as soliciting the support of their male teammates. within the gym, 
they have created a network of solidarity that fosters an ethic of care. 
they work collaboratively— even if they are on different teams, which 
is uncommon for male fighters— during spars and encourage each other 
as they make their way through the various components of a pugilistic 
workout: running on the treadmill, shadowboxing in front of the gym’s 
large mirrors, working the gym’s various bags. they compliment each 
other on skillful moves and remark on progress made. if a boxer is having 
a difficult day, they give pep talks. these practices create a space where 
women feel supported and nurtured. Joanne remarks:

this [the gym] is where i feel— like when i say “home,” this is home, too. i feel 
it. and it’s just incredible because, it’s like where i’ve been and other places. 
it was like everybody had the missing link but now it’s all together now. it 
feels like finally— emotional, physical, mental— everything just kind of came 
together, and i feel safe. like really humbly safe in my own life.

though significant encouragement takes place on the gym “floor,” 
even more care is provided in the women’s locker room. here, beyond the 
earshot of men, women can let down their guard and be more vulnerable. 
in the locker room, they are more likely to cry and express anxiety about 
competition, frustration with trainers and male teammates, and feelings 
of failure. it is not uncommon to walk into the locker room and see a 
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 female fighter in tears being comforted by an army of women. Several 
days before the golden gloves begins, Jennifer bends under the pressure 
and starts to cry. four women surround her and talk with her about why 
she is scared and why she should feel prepared, given the training she has 
put in. these women’s comments soothe Jennifer.

it is also not uncommon to see women socializing and celebrating 
together in the locker room. layla reflects:

the women’s locker room is another kind of gym. maybe if two people just 
took a class together, they’ll be discussing the class. Sometimes that will branch 
out into a little bit of socializing. But just the atmosphere, particularly among 
the women, is just incredibly supportive and much more— there seems to be 
a general spirit of everyone rooting for each other whether it’s in your work 
or your life that, you know, “oh, layla, i saw you on tv.” it’s very— it’s just 
very positive. there’s a general spirit of community that you, you know, you 
feel. People greet you.

women also work to earn respect from their teams, which are com-
posed of male boxers and trainers as well as other women. in this case, 
there is cross- gender support. many women think of their teams as ex-
tensions of their families, spending time with them on weekends and 
 celebrating holidays together. Joanne says:

Christmas, Christmas eve, my birthday, and new year’s eve, i was with him 
[her trainer] and his family. they embraced me. not that— i mean my family— 
it’s, you know, i got issues, you know what i mean? But his family embraced 
me. and that birthday that i had with no alcohol was the best birthday ever. 
i mean, i just sat and looked at the table, and roberto [male boxer on her 
team] was there, and roberto was looking at me like, “are you all right?” 
and i wanted to cry. and if you ever saw Antwone Fisher, when he walks into 
the room and everybody’s there, the family? that’s how i felt. i was like, “So 
this is what it is. not to have your father drinking or somebody putting you 
down or negativity.” it was all positivity. everybody was happy and genuine. 
i was happy.

Jennifer explains:

it’s cool. i love hanging out with Jack, and now that i’m into this, now i watch 
boxing. every time there’s a big fight— like, i didn’t get to go this Saturday 
because it was my grandmother’s eightieth birthday— but whenever there’s 
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a good, big fight on tv, we’ll go to Jack’s house: mila, Bob, myself. eva and 
myriam are always invited. whoever wants to come, and we’ll get together on 
friday nights at Jack’s house because he has directv or whatever. and it’s fun.

as women move on from the gym and pursue other aspects of their 
lives, they continue to follow and support each other by going to fights 
and cheering. they also provide encouragement on social networking 
sites. this cadre of female fighters uses facebook to monitor each other’s 
progress and to congratulate each other on victories.

gender and the gym

women’s integration into the gym challenges men and women’s assump-
tions about gender and forces both to confront the codes and norms 
of femininity and sexuality. heteronormative suppositions about gender 
confront women in the gym at every turn. they are excluded de facto 
from the community and from the sport and have to fight for inclusion. 
this inclusion is set on narrow terms: they must act “like men” by be-
coming diesel fighters or they must seek legitimacy under the banner of 
family by joining one of gleason’s many teams. to develop into a diesel 
fighter, a woman must degender and desexualize herself. She must over-
come fear of aggression, pay close attention to choice of clothing, pat-
terns of sociality, and decisions about cross- gender relations. gym hos, 
in apposition, are dismissed because they do not degender or desexualize 
themselves. they are condemned because of their tight clothing and so-
cial personalities. they are then highly sexualized by the men of the gym.

these classifications illuminate the power of gendered assumptions, 
especially in relation to sexuality and femininity. the gym’s hierarchies 
demonstrate that women’s bodies cannot be both sexual and powerful. 
female fighters must demonstrate lack of sexuality in order to belong 
and in order to escape objectification. they also must be forceful, which 
violates another norm of femininity and which they must work hard to 
develop. for woman boxers, it is impossible to have a fighting body and 
a sexual body. as i will discuss in chapter 6, whereas proximity to mas-
culinity is an asset in identity formation for white- collar male clients, it 
is an obstacle for women. the only route to belonging in gleason’s gym 
for women is to enact a gender- suppressed performance.

the gender- suppressed performance required of women and the ambiva-
lence of men to women further reveal the ways the pressures of postindustri-
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alism in new york City, where gender relations are rapidly changing, are 
filtered into the gym. Bruce Silverglade needed female members to keep 
the gym afloat. at the same time, postindustrial structural circumstances 
gave women access to new social possibilities and relations of power. 
with the proliferation of urban fitness and advertisers’ direct marketing 
to women, sport became ever more attractive to female participants. new 
forms of family— whether because women forfeit marriage, because they 
desire alternative familial configurations, because of male incarceration, 
or because of men’s abandonment— placed women as primary earners 
and heads of household. the feminization of white- collar jobs and the 
increase in “pink- collar” positions gave women more spending power 
just as men’s employment declined. these transformations are reflected 
in gleason’s: women entered spaces, such as the urban gym, and assumed 
roles, such as boxers, long considered masculine. as much as women 
fear aggression, one could also interpret a wish for aggression in their 
decision to join the sport. this desire and accompanying integration has 
unleashed complicated and contradictory dynamics in the gym, which 
are played out through pugilistic practices. the transformation of gender 
relations, then, has been met with unease from the gym’s men, and their 
responses are sometimes admirable, often not.



Chapter Six

Buying and Selling BlaCKneSS:  
white- Collar Boxing and the Cultural 

CaPital of raCial differenCe

“the science of Boxing is now become so fashionable, that some of 
the first personages in the kingdom are known to patronize it.”

— Amateur of Eminence, 1788

on a wedneSday evening, gleaSon’S gym CloSeS four 
 hours early in preparation for a special event. Scott Stedman and Jeff 
Koyen, the editors of L Magazine and the New York Press, respectively, 
two small “alternative magazines,” are taking a feud between their pub-
lications from the page to the ring. for the past four months, Koyen has 
attacked L Magazine, insulting everything from the fashion choices of the 
editorial staff to the supposed sexual activities of the editor’s mother. to 
defend magazine and mom, Stedman will settle the score in a pugilistic 
encounter at gleason’s gym.

tonight is fight night.
a handful of boxing trainers remain past 6:00 p.m. to help run the 

event. as three hundred young, white professionals exceptionally dedi-
cated to the latest style trends descend on the gym, it is unclear which 
group of people is more surprised by the other. Self- professed hipsters 
train at gleason’s gym, and trainers and competitive fighters alike co-
exist with a variety of gym users. But this mass of fashionable twenty- 
somethings gives even the most unflappable gym trainer pause. i watch 
with mike, harry, and ricardo as an army of women clad in slip- like 
dresses, heavy woolen tights, metallic sandals, and crocheted hats and 
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men wearing guayabera shirts and fedoras march into the gym. with eyes 
on the audience and arms crossed across his chest, ricardo leans to me 
and whispers, “where do you even get this stuff ?” i shake my head. we 
decide this clothing must come from deep in the recesses of williamsburg.

during the fight, female spectators sit dour- faced, arms folded, their 
crossed legs wagging in affectation and detachment. Behind me, one of 
them needs a restroom and mutters to her friend, “do they even have 
bathrooms in places like this?” overexcited men scream profanities and 
air- punch combinations during the rounds. at the seconds- out, one of 
the audience’s loudest asks me earnestly, “how is he doing?” with little 
understanding of his friend’s performance in the ring. the gym’s owner 
announces each bout and takes his opportunity with the microphone to 
promote the gym. half of the membership, he says, is made up of “people 
like you” who “live, work, and play in dumBo.”1 he plugs the excite-
ment of never knowing who may be training in the gym on any particular 
day: hollywood actresses, championship fighters, businessmen, and tele-
vision network executives.

making boxing gyms (“places like this”) available for corporate show-
downs and attractive to young, white, and wealthy people (“people like 
you”) is part of a trend in the sport of boxing called “white- collar box-
ing.”2 this phenomenon, which may be one of the few sports named for 
the professional status of its participants outside the sport itself, began in 
the mid- 1980s in new york City when a number of white male business-
men, lawyers, and doctors expressed eagerness to pay substantial sums  
of money to be trained in the city’s most famous gyms. trainers and fight-
ers, most of whom were men of color, stepped up to act as instructors, and  
created for themselves jobs in a restrictive postindustrial labor market. 
gyms quickly instituted white- collar classes, programs, and leagues, and, 
at a time when the number of amateur and professional boxers in new 
york City dwindled, the number of white- collar clients expanded dra-
matically, keeping urban gyms afloat with their dependable membership 
dues.

this chapter examines the social practices, social relations, and impli-
cations of white- collar boxing. it considers its history, the economic pos-
sibilities that it offers, and the ways trainers and their clients understand 
and operate within this new pugilistic industry. i argue that a specific 
racial and gender identity is actively constructed through the commercial 
exchange of the training session. Blackness is a site of cultural capital 
that is valued and exchanged and, simultaneously, engenders new forms 
of anti- black racism.3 when upper- middle- class and upper- class white 
professionals pay for the expertise of “authentic” black trainers, they 
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are imagining and consuming a notion of blackness defined by the body, 
narratives of suffering, histories of criminality, and experiences of racial 
inequality. Clients presume an authentic black identity, and, in turn, pro-
duce a form of black masculinity. this construction of black masculinity 
is predicated on the very sufferings of racial segregation and class exclu-
sion that prevent men of color from generating an income by other means 
in the first place.

from gentleman Boxer to white- Collar Client

Journalistic accounts of white- collar boxing give the impression that recre-
ational boxers— those who do not compete as amateurs or professionals— 
only recently began to take up the sport.4 in fact, recreational boxing has 
a long history. while interest in pugilism has waxed and waned across 
the centuries, almost from the inception of the modern form— which is 
commonly dated to 1719, when James figg won the first championship 
bout in Britain— recreational athletes learned to fight. in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, as competitive boxing became more disciplined 
and the rules of the sport increasingly rationalized, recreational pugilists 
taught themselves the sport’s techniques from training manuals in the 
privacy of their own homes. a number of texts from the 1700s and 1800s 
suggest that middle-  and upper- class english and american men studied 
the sport to protect themselves from physical assault.5 in 1784, the au-
thor of The Art of Manual Defence, or System of Boxing: Perspicuously 
Explained in a Series of Lessons, and  Illustrated by Plates complained 
of the “licentiousness,” “rudeness,” and “scurrility” of “the lower order 
of society” and their penchant for confronting upper- class men stroll-
ing the streets of london.6 acknowledging the physical disadvantage of 
upper- class men against their working-  and lower- class attackers, who, it 
was believed, had mastered the sport, the manual’s author suggested the 
former learn its methods:

it is therefore an object of some utility and importance of a man to acquire a 
dexterity in Boxing in order to defend himself against such rudeness, and to 
protect those whose weakness, age, or sex renders them liable to the insults of 
the rabble, and deprives them of all power and effectual resistance.7

the ability to defend oneself became a way to negotiate class conflict and 
uphold a genteel masculinity through force by protecting one’s body and 
the bodies of the weak and dependent.
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Based upon the rhetorical features and cost of these manuals, it is 
fairly certain that the readership was upper- middle-  and upper- class men 
and not competitive fighters, who were overwhelmingly from an emerg-
ing working- class and lumpenproletariat and therefore could not afford 
the publications’ costs. given the texts’ proliferation in multiple editions 
and printings, it also can be assumed that there was at least moderate 
demand. But by the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries— with 
the formation and popularization of proper boxing gyms, elite athletic 
clubs, and all- purpose gymnasiums as well as the incorporation of pub-
lic education programs in various social institutions— men interested in 
training to box studied pugilism in formal settings. men of schools such 
as yale and harvard boxed at university while the exclusive new york 
athletic Club hired famous prizefighters to instruct wealthy gentlemen 
in sparring.8 historian gail Bederman writes that by the 1880s, recre-
ational boxing was considered “respectable enough” to be offered in 
young men’s Christian association (ymCa) branches.9

like their manual- reading counterparts of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, recreational boxers in the twentieth century expressed 
an interest in the sport’s techniques. men categorized as neither amateur 
nor professional, and often with little interest in competition, such as 
ernest hemingway and miles davis, toiled on their own and with train-
ers in the gyms of new york, Chicago, and San francisco.10 according 
to accounts of “old- school” trainers at gleason’s gym, in the early to 
mid- 1900s, recreational athletes constituted a relatively small propor-
tion of gym memberships. however, by the end of the century, interest in 
the sport among recreational boxers exploded. with the eruption of the 
urban fitness industry, legions of business executives, lawyers, and doc-
tors expanded their workout routines and joined urban boxing gyms to 
work with trainers and competitive fighters.11

Bruce Silverglade, the current owner of gleason’s gym, and the gym 
itself are generally credited as originator and site of the white- collar craze 
that began in the 1980s.12 the Houston Chronicle declares that “the of-
ficial origins of white- collar boxing date to the late 1980s at gleason’s 

Opposite: title page from a boxing training manual circa 1880, ann Street, new york City. 
in owen Swift, Boxing without a Master; or, Scientific Art and Practice of Attack and Self- 
Defence: Explained in So Easy a Manner that Any Person May Comprehend This Useful 
Art and Containing Descriptions of Correct Pugilistic Attitudes, as Practiced by the Most 
Celebrated Boxers of the Present Day (new york: frederic a. Brady, c. 1880). Courtesy of 
Beinecke rare Book and manuscript library, yale university.





advertisement for boxing lessons in london, england, 1880. in Jem mace, Jr., Boxing 
(london: Phelp Bros., 1880). Courtesy of Beinecke rare Book and manuscript library, 
yale university.
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gym in manhattan, where owner Bruce Silverglade openly encouraged 
doctors, lawyers and investment bankers to climb into the ring against 
their peers.” USA Today pronounces that white- collar boxing “was 
born” at gleason’s gym, and even the gym’s official website asserts that 
it “created the concept of white collar boxing.”13 however, the legend-
ary trainer Bob Jackson, who worked with Cus d’amato at gramercy 
gym on fourteenth Street in manhattan for decades, taking over when 
d’amato passed away, believes that he coined the term “white- collar 
boxer” before Silverglade used it. he remembers:

white collar would have started in fourteenth Street ten years before i moved 
here [gleason’s gym]. what it was was there was no white collar. you were 
either an amateur or a pro. very few people would come up, but once in a 
while someone could come up. and we’d say, “Come on!?” but “oK, it costs 
seven dollars a month. you want to exercise, go ahead.” “But i want you to 
train me.” ugh. and then it began to be that so many people came up asking 
to be trained that i thought “hmmm.”

Jackson polled his members to assess the level of interest in boxing 
among recreational athletes and, after an overwhelming response, asked 
his amateur and professional fighters to teach group lessons. the term 
“white- collar” was coined when Jackson began advertising. when asked 
by The Learning Annex what to call the gym’s classes, Jackson decided 
to define the participants by what traditional gym enthusiasts were not.14 
he thought, “well most of the people aren’t blue collar, they’re white col-
lar. and there you are! white- collar boxing!”

Jackson’s primary interest was not financial gain but rather quieting 
the noisy demands of white upper- middle-  and upper- class men. to him, 
these recreational athletes were more of an annoyance than economic 
opportunity. he recollects, “[B]elieve me when i tell you i didn’t want to 
make money. and i didn’t want to train all those people. So i hired all the 
fighters and used them as trainers. with all the money that came in, i paid 
the fighters.” the development of white- collar boxing was an efficient 
solution to his logistical aggravation: it satisfied both the recreational 
boxer, who could be trained by those with expertise, and the struggling 
fighter, who was compensated for his time.

whether it was Jackson or Silverglade who christened “white- collar 
boxing,” the former gives credit to the latter for the establishment of a 
white- collar boxing league. the competitive series was the outgrowth of 
a bout of trash talking between two men who trained at gleason’s gym 
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in 1988. at that time, aaron was a banker and doc an attorney and vet-
erinarian. aaron explains:

this guy doc, who had three pro fights, wanted to fight me for $500. So i said, 
“oK, i’ll fight him for $500.” then we said— of course this wasn’t an amateur 
and it wasn’t a professional ’cause we’re not sanctioned— so this will be the 
first white- collar fight. he was a veterinarian and lawyer, and i was a wall 
Street banker. So we were both from the kind of business— or the professional 
world.

aaron advertised the show, and it was a great success. Because his age 
prevented him from competing as amateur or professional and he wanted 
to fight, he suggested that gleason’s institute a white- collar series, which 
he promoted and financed for a time. the league was instantly popular, 
and Silverglade has run shows ever since. he holds monthly cards, keeps 
an active mailing list of participants who come from around the country, 
and recruits partners from around the world.

the first white- collar show consisted of five rounds of three minutes, 
which is the typical format for a professional fight or an open amateur 
bout.15 today white- collar boxers fight three two- minute rounds. they 
sport sixteen- ounce gloves, wear headgears, and occasionally don special 
head equipment outfitted with a nose bar so they will not break their 
noses. as they hop from foot to foot in their corners, Bruce Silverglade 
announces them by name and occupation: “and in the blue corner— 
John doe— a neurologist from Boston. . . .” at the end of the fight, both 
participants receive a trophy and have their hands lifted by the referee, as 
there are no winners or losers declared. these special shows boast ten to 
fifteen matches and draw crowds of between seventy- five and one hun-
dred people, largely comprising friends, family, and other white- collar 
athletes. Silverglade believes they represent an important “next step” for 
exercise addicts who want to do more than just train.

what started as a bet in 1988 swiftly became a lucrative local phe-
nomenon, and boxing programs and classes materialized in fitness clubs 
throughout new york City. Silverglade recalls, “then there was a lot of 
publicity on my white- collar shows and on white- collar boxing, business- 
people training at gleason’s. and it became very popular, so equinox and 
all these clubs started boxing programs.” Silverglade did not consider this 
development to be harmful to his business or even competition because 
of the inevitable pull to his gym. an athlete would try a boxing class in a 
health club and enjoy it. after taking classes— and possibly paying for a 
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private lesson with a fitness trainer— the hobbyist would be hooked and 
want a more rigorous experience. eventually he or she would seek out 
gleason’s gym because of its reputation as the oldest operational box-
ing gym in the country and a rigorous fighting institution. Silverglade 
recollects, “and i didn’t mind at all. i was very happy for it because what 
happened— those gyms became the minor leagues of gleason’s gym.”

while boxing programs popped up in new york City health clubs, 
white- collar gyms and leagues surfaced around the country and then 
around the world. in Barcelona, dubai, hong Kong, dublin, liverpool, 
london, and winnipeg, gyms cultivated white- collar clients. the united 
Kingdom’s first white- collar show took place in the summer of 2000 
and was billed “Capital Punishment.”16 today “the real fight Club,” 
the united Kingdom’s white- collar league, has 500 members in lon-
don and 4,000 members in the united Kingdom.17 in southern  england 
alone, white- collar shows attract as many as 2,000 people. adrian King, 
an organizer of bouts, keeps a database of 3,800 people in the region, 
600 of whom are active members.18 the first white- collar card in win-
nipeg, Canada, located in the exchange district, quickly sold out its 250 
 tickets.19

Some gyms hold white- collar “fantasy boxing camps” where partici-
pants reenact carefully chosen aspects of classic professional training reg-
imens in pristine mountain getaways. in dublin, former olympian and 
professional Cathal o’grady organized an intense eight- week program 
in which irish businessmen “lived” the sport. after six weeks of training  
in a dublin gym, attendees relocated to Kutsher’s golf and Country Club in  
the Catskills, where, in a different era, famous heavyweights prepared 
for championship bouts. Participants were trained by olympic trainers, 
consulted sports psychologists, met with nutritionists, and paid 10,000 
euros for their adventure.20

gleason’s gym has a similar camp. each fall, Silverglade takes a group 
of white- collar boxers to retreats in the Catskills or the Poconos to learn 
the sweet science from ex– world champions, such as mark Breland, and 
famous trainers, such as hector roca. Participants endure a rigorous 
training schedule and intense indoctrination into the sport. gleason’s 
website promises that the experience “will include intensive boxing dis-
cussions, coaching sessions, ring craft, sparring and training drills” and 
that “[a]t the end of the camp you will have the chance to showcase your 
new- found skills in our white Collar Boxing Show.” But lest the fantasy 
boxing camp simulate too many features of traditional training, many 
austere and stoical aspects are scrapped, and participants are assured a 
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certain level of comfort. far from Brad Pitt and edward norton’s di-
lapidated tenement colony or the damp and dreary restaurant basements 
where bouts of Fight Club were slugged out, gleason’s fantasy camp 
promises an inventory of luxurious amenities and nonboxing entertain-
ments. the website offers a multitude of enticements:

Kutsher’s provides an environment that offers the finest in dining, entertain-
ing, sports and recreation. attendees of the fantasy Camp will have full access 
to all the facilities that Kutsher’s offers, including Bicycles, Canoes, exercise 
room, fishing, miniature golf, indoor and outdoor pools, health club and 
saunas at no extra cost. Kutsher’s resort also has a Pga Standard Cham-
pionship golf course available at an additional charge to guests. horseback 
riding, mountain biking, tennis and water- skiing are also available to guests at 
a nominal charge. guest services including baby sitters, a nursery, day camp, 
children’s pool, pre- teen program and game room are available to those who 
wish to bring their family.

the cost for the three- day excursion is $1,850 for participants willing to 
share a double room, $2,550 for participants who bring one guest, and 
$3,150 for participants who bring two guests.21

white- collar memberships have become important to the survival of 
urban boxing gyms. the sport has declined in recent years, which has 
meant fewer gym memberships and less money to pay overhead. Bruce 
Silverglade estimates that between 2003 and 2004, there were roughly 
400 registered amateurs in the greater new york area; when he was 
president of the metropolitan amateur Boxing federation in the early 
1980s, there were 2,000. he blames skyrocketing rent prices and insur-
ance premiums,22 the consolidation of power of major promoters such 
as don King and Bob arum, and the alphabet belts23 created by tv net-
works for the lack of investment in grassroots boxing. gym owners des-
perately needed a new source of income, and white- collar clients provide 
the necessary revenue. at gleason’s, white- collar fighters constitute 65 
percent of the 1,000- person membership, which continues to grow. ac-
cording to an article on the gym in the New York Post in october 2005, 
“enrollment in the white- collar boxing program grows each year and 
last year registered a rock solid 10 percent increase over the prior year.”24 
this is true for gyms in other cities as well. USA Today’s Chuck Johnson 
writes that white- collar memberships “are the main source of revenue of 
many boxing gyms in large urban areas, from new york to detroit to 
los angeles.”25
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trainerS aS entrePreneurS:  
marKeting and SuBJeCtivity

if Bruce Silverglade and Bob Jackson are responsible for the inauguration 
of white- collar boxing, gleason’s trainers are the workers responsible 
for sustaining this pugilistic industry. Silverglade estimates that roughly 
eighty trainers work at gleason’s gym at different points in time, and, of 
these, forty make their livings entirely from income earned at the gym. 
during my fieldwork, there were roughly eighteen trainers who worked 
in the gym on a consistent, full- time basis. most trainers are men of color, 
though this involves a number of racial and ethnic self- identifications 
such as hispanic, latino, black British, african Caribbean, and african 
american. there are trainers who have emigrated from guyana, Britain, 
Panama, guatemala, nicaragua, Puerto rico, russia, and Palestine, but 
the majority of the gym’s trainers grew up in Brooklyn, the Bronx, and 
Queens.

most trainers did not aspire to work in the gym full- time but rather 
created their positions when a combination of talent, experience, oppor-
tunity, and chance intertwined. as white- collar boxing became popular, 
trainers realized that if they coached these new members in large enough 
numbers, they could support themselves entirely from income earned in 
the gym. they first worked outside jobs and as trainers in their spare time, 
and then quit their full- time jobs and became full- time workers in the  
gym as soon as they could. Karl worked in construction, harry in food 
service, ed in school safety, Jeremy in security, and mike in a number 
of low- wage jobs— all while frequenting the gym during their free time. 
when they acquired enough white- collar clients, they became full- time 
trainers. other trainers went full- time after they retired from outside oc-
cupations. Joseph worked for verizon for almost twenty- five years and 
took an early retirement. Bob was a corrections officer and worked as a 
trainer part- time at gramercy gym for more than three decades. once 
he retired, he settled into full- time training, first at gramercy and then at 
gleason’s. legend surrounding a well- known trainer at gleason’s is that a  
friend who was a boxing trainer pulled him out of an unemployment line. 
after years of being an assistant second, he is now one of the gym’s most 
famous trainers.26

a contingent within the group of full- time trainers worked out of the 
Bed- Stuy Boxing Center before coming to gleason’s around 2000. Be-
cause Bed- Stuy did not have white- collar clients, its trainers worked part- 
time. in 1998, harry had a fight with the gym’s management and was 
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kicked out. he relocated to gleason’s gym, where he promptly appre-
hended the income potential from the upper- middle and upper- class cli-
entele. over the next several years, he recruited roughly a dozen trainers 
from Bed- Stuy, who were eager to generate an income using their training 
talents. for reasons discussed later in this chapter, the relationship of 
these trainers to the near- mythic status of Bedford- Stuyvesant is signifi-
cant. But suffice it to say that this wave of trainers notices immense differ-
ences between Bed- Stuy and their new base of operation. Karl explains:

it’s different because you get paid. you’re not just working for the glory of it. 
Just for the— to get somebody a pair of gloves or to get your name out there. 
you get paid for it. i work with lawyers and doctors, and it’s been success-
ful for me, really. i got some good fighters. i’m making money right now. i’m 
good.

while these trainers have fond— even nostalgic— feelings for the gym 
in Bedford- Stuyvesant, making an income is a decisive factor for moving 
to gleason’s. trainers also work with other professionals at gleason’s, 
which, as referenced in Karl’s quote, many trainers appreciate. when 
asked whether he prefers what he and others describe as the “family at-
mosphere” of Bed- Stuy or the bottom- line business of gleason’s gym, 
Karl responds:

well, i love Bed- Stuy. Bed- Stuy will always be my home, with george wash-
ington.27 i love him, and that will always be my home. But i like this— this 
common sense. the bills gotta get paid, and i can’t pay the bills on love and 
life. you know what i mean? i do what i want to do, and i get the same atten-
tion, i just get paid for it.

trainers charge clients between $20 and $75 per hour or per session.28 
harry bills $30 per hour, while Jeremy asks for $40 per session. trainers, 
however, are likely to offer good deals for longer- term contracts, giving 
big discounts for paying monthly rather than by the day. Karl explains:

it depend on who you are and what part of the game you into and what you 
looking to— who you want to fight or if you are a white- collar fighter and you 
just want to sweat or if you want to learn the technique. it depend on what 
you want out of boxing. that’s how i work with you, and i give you a price. it 
could be anywhere from $25 a day to $50 a day. a week it could be anywhere 
from $300 a week to $200 a week.
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mike charges a flat rate of $60 per week or $200 per month depending 
on how much a client would advance up front. Some trainers will agree 
to “doubling up”— training two clients at once— at a considerable reduc-
tion for each party. if someone is perceived to have a lot of money, he 
or she might be charged more. harry was paid over $1,000 per month 
to train a Comedy Central comedian, though this required him to leave 
the gym each day to train his client in manhattan. whatever the price 
a trainer quotes, in practice it is rare for a trainer to reject a bid from a 
client. most trainers need an income so desperately and consider their 
financial predicaments so sensitive to weekly and monthly fluctuations 
that they will settle for what a client proposes if it promises regularity.

white- collar clients are a crucial source of income for trainers because 
of the uneven compensation from competitive fighters. Professionals give 
their trainers a percentage of their earnings from fight nights, but these earn-
ings are unpredictable. they offer the possibility of a decent or even gener-
ous paycheck at some point, but usually they do not provide the bulk 
of a trainer’s earnings. male amateurs are even more precarious with 
their payments. these fighters tend to pay when they can and if they can, 
which amounts to very little for a trainer. they are likely to pay in- kind in 
a symbolic gesture, with a soda, Cd, dvd, or magazine. more often than 
not, they cost their trainers money. many trainers pay the gym dues of 
their struggling amateur fighters on a regular basis as well as cover tour-
nament registration fees, traveling expenses, and even the cost of equip-
ment. women pay like male clients.

when trainers discuss their relationships with clients they situate their 
work in a political economy where they possess expertise and status. 
Some trainers see clients as dilettantes and patronize them rather than 
take white- collar boxing training seriously. they devise subtle ways to 
humiliate clients, which are both punitive and appealing marketing tools. 
these trainers humor their clients in training sessions and even try to get 
over on them. trainers know that the practices that boxing clients per-
form are different than those of competitive fighters and, it is imputed, 
not as legitimate. ed sees clients as people who “just” work out. he tells 
me, “Clients basically want a nice workout. we’re just training to keep 
in shape. i’m not even gonna ask you to box.” ed’s comment belittles the 
“nice” white- collar training regimens and patronizes the clients by not 
“even” asking that they box.

Karl takes ed’s hints to their logical conclusion, “with the white col-
lars, i just give them pads and make them sweat. all they really want to 
do is sweat and have a good workout. hit the bag, and make them feel 
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like they’re really doing something.” Karl makes clients “feel” a certain 
way, which is different than giving them a training regimen that accom-
plishes “really doing something.” he creates the illusion of a feat; that 
is, that white- collar clients have actually completed a rigorous workout 
when they have not. he dismisses clients’ physical activities as watered- 
down versions of what real fighters are taught and practice.

mike sends his male amateur pugilists into the ring to “play with” 
white- collar boxers. his words conjure the image of a cat batting at a 
mouse; for its own amusement, the cat allows the mouse to entertain the 
hope that it has a chance of escaping the encounter unscathed when, in 
reality, the outcome is set. letting the white- collar boxer “win” the spar 
supposes that if the partner were allowed to really fight, the white- collar 
would not have a chance. for example, when a reality show comes to 
gleason’s gym to film the fulfillment of a fantasy of a professional Scan-
dinavian soccer player— to fight in madison Square garden— the pro-
duction crew asks for a sparring partner. anthony is recruited because 
he matches the contestant’s height, could be trusted to be “gentle” and, 
no doubt, meets a stereotypical image of a black heavyweight. anthony 
understands his role, and bids farewell to the regulars of mike’s corner 
with a big smile, informing us that he has “to go do some acting.” there 
is humor in this knowledge. Just before anthony goes off to do his “act-
ing,” mike jokes that he should hit the contestant “just to see what he 
does.” without skipping a beat, anthony deadpans that he suggest to the 
contestant, “now, let’s get serious,” after two rounds of sparring (striking 
a serious facial expression, slapping his gloves together twice, and bounc-
ing rapidly from foot to foot to demonstrate an increase in the spar’s 
intensity). or, anthony thinks, he could feign anger should the contestant 
manage to land a punch, threatening, “oh, you want to play like that?!” 
to keep clients happy and, by extension, to protect their income, trainers 
treat clients as if they are strong and powerful and the center of gym life. 
Patronizing white- collar clients and making them feel legitimate and in 
the loop is the gym’s public secret.

other trainers do not humiliate clients by mocking them but rather 
market their work as a fee for service between two equal parties. these 
trainers define their relationships to white- collar boxers in purely finan-
cial terms and seal their interactions in the economic bubble of the gym. 
to these trainers, working with clients is simply a way to make an income. 
harry refuses to see the exchange as anything other than a professional 
arrangement, and in doing so, he negates the gym’s social relations and 
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relations of power. when i ask if he likes working with white- collar cli-
ents, he answers with an economic rationale: “that’s how i pay my bills.” 
the subtext of harry’s response is that training clients is not about likes 
or dislikes, personalities, or preferences. it is merely about income. it is 
only after he has first firmly located his clients in an economic sphere that 
he will answer the social component of my question: “Some of them i do, 
some of them i really don’t care for.” But harry believes he approaches 
the “liked” and the “disliked” equally because it is an exchange and not 
a place for favorites. harry’s comments echo mike’s explanation of the 
gym’s economy: “white collars pay the rent and trainers.” these eco-
nomic arguments make clear why trainers do not threaten white- collar 
clients with termination if they fail to execute an instruction as they do 
with amateurs and professionals: to do so would risk losing money. But 
trainers also have such little investment in their clients’ physical prowess 
that ceding to their desires is simply part of the job.

not all trainers relegate trainer- client relationships to either pure 
patronizing or only financial exchange. at the same time as mike talks 
about his male amateur fighters’ “playing with” white- collar boxers, he 
comments on race relations in the gym and appreciates the presence of 
clients in his community. white- collar boxing, he thinks, brings together 
people of different racial, class, and gender backgrounds who, in the 
world outside the gym, do not usually have occasion to meet. “look at 
Sunshine [his nickname for a female boxer],” he explains. “do you think 
anthony and Sunshine would ever have been speaking? leah [a female 
boxer] and adrian? or omar joking with leah? or even you and Karl? 
you get access [to people] you wouldn’t have met.”

the subject position of the person gaining “access” is apt to change. in 
the preceding paragraph, it is white women who get access to black men. 
mike thinks it is good for female boxers to interact with those of other 
racial backgrounds. But mike also sees his amateur fighters of color as 
gaining access:

they [white- collar boxers] meet a lot of guys in the gym. i know a lot of guys 
i had been training over the years [amateurs], and they have a white- collar 
guy in the morning, and i say, “adrian, go spar with this guy,” and the guy 
likes adrian, and he move around and play with him. this guy owns a fuck-
ing company. and i say [to the white- collar client], “yo, can i get something 
for this guy because he looking for work?” and he say, “yeah, oK, i can do 
something.” a lot of guys get jobs like that. the union.
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not only can interactions between white white- collar men and amateur 
fighters of color lead to jobs, which are virtually nonexistent for black 
youth in postindustrial new york City, but they can also lead to union 
jobs— some of the most coveted positions because of their security and 
benefits. the advantages of “access,” according to mike, are a mise en 
abyme for the social and economic structure of the gym: clients get access 
to racial difference and amateur boxers and trainers get access to various 
possibilities and derivations of work.

the SoCial PraCtiCeS and relationS  
of white- Collar Boxing

gym trainers work with white- collar clients in a substantially differ-
ent manner than with amateur and professional boxers. Because clients 
pay for their training sessions and believe they know enough to select 
the components of their workouts, they dictate the terms of their ex-
ercise. Jeremy puts it most aptly, “with a client, you really can’t push 
’em.” Competitive fighters defer to their trainers. Clients, on the other 
hand, rarely defer to trainers, choosing instead to set the limits of their 
workouts: duration, components, pitch, and intensity. in practice, this 
means that white- collar workouts are easier and abbreviated versions 
of amateur and professional training sessions. when harry trained the 
comedian, he drove to midtown manhattan from Brooklyn in the middle 
of the day to work with his client for roughly twenty minutes. upon ar-
rival, he would be whisked into an office and would wait until the come-
dian was ready to see him. the client would tell harry what his workout 
would be— usually preferring padwork— as well as the duration of each 
“round.” these instructions were nonnegotiable: if harry tried to extend 
the round, the comedian would protest, “that’s enough” or “i can’t do 
anymore.” training sessions were often more social than physical, and 
harry and his client bantered more than they exercised, sharing stories 
of drug use and recovery, popular news events, and historic prizefighters.

trainers tweak gym practices to support their clients’ illusions of con-
trol. as stated earlier, in spars, trainers construct a scenario in which their 
clients can attack their opponents but cannot be hit back. trainers ask 
their most experienced male amateur fighters to work with clients but 
not to touch them. Clients, then, can punch but cannot be punched back: 
amateurs feint and fake to give the impression that they are sparring but 
they never strike. this is a strange practice for a fighter. a spar tradition-
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ally consists of two people working offense and defense together. a spar 
in which one person can hit while the other can only duck and weave is 
a very different ring exercise. But it is one that both trainer and fighter 
take seriously. for example, for several rounds of anthony’s spar with 
the fragile Scandinavian soccer player, he was tender with his intimidated 
partner. But in a later round, anthony accidently hit the contestant in the 
stomach, causing the contestant to crumble in pain to the canvas. for a 
moment everyone watched, frozen in shock, and then slowly expressed a 
range of emotions: the contestant looked up from the canvas at anthony 
betrayed; anthony glanced at the contestant apologetically and then at 
mike shamefully; max, anthony’s teammate,  giggled hysterically— his 
hand covering his mouth trying to smother his laughter— and mike qui-
etly muttered “no” and shook his head in disgust. the reactions to this 
transgression are telling, and this exception proves the rule. the contes-
tant felt deceived because the production staff had assured him that he 
would not be hurt by the heavyweight, who had been selected precisely 
because he looked like he could hurt him. anthony felt bad because he 
knew he was not to wound the novice. (in his defense, he had faked the 
same punch only a moment before and the contestant had slipped it. 
thinking the contestant understood the drill, he threw the same punch 
again.) mike was angry because he had given strict instructions to an-
thony (“lightly, tony, i mean lightly”) that were not followed. Perhaps 
unconsciously the violation frustrated mike because his income is depen-
dent on his fighters not injuring his clients. max’s laughter belies how 
nonsensical it is to suppose that a misunderstanding of this sort would 
not happen when someone with no boxing experience or knowledge of 
the semiotics of the ring would spar with a competitive athlete.

the control clients believe they possess is commonly uninformed, and 
white- collar boxing can be more brutal and bloody than amateur or pro-
fessional fighting. aaron remembers, “they’re real fights, and we’re try-
ing to kill each other ’cause we don’t want to lose.” Shows at gleason’s 
gym urge participants to ease up when mismatched, referees intervene 
to protect the less skilled, and trainers encourage the more experienced 
to work on defense. the tone of bouts is that of a hard spar rather than 
an aggressive attack, and the atmosphere feels safe. But at other gyms, 
white- collar fights can be gruesome. the participants of the waterfront 
Boxing gym (now trinity Boxing Club), a glamorous institution with 
exposed brick walls, recessed lighting, hardwood floors, and cutting- edge 
exercise equipment designed specially for white- collar boxers, demon-
strate little defense and significant offense. as in Fight Club, matches 
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are hyper- masculine spectacles that deteriorate into slugging and bloody 
chaos. instructed by cackling corner men to “never back down” rather 
than protect a chin, nose, and jaw or even throw in the towel, clients 
charge with aggression, adrenalin, and little skill. they often get hurt. 
the risk of bodily harm and minimal medical supervision in white- collar 
shows has prompted officials to question their safety, especially for men 
in their forties, fifties, and sixties.

white- collar boxers tend to pluck the more aggressive and enchant-
ing practices of boxing, such as padwork and sparring, and jettison the 
boring components, such as shadowboxing, roadwork, or even develop-
ing defense. in doing so, they neglect the regimenting and disciplining 
aspect of pugilism that is not only central to traditional training but also 
meaningful to traditional boxers’ senses of purpose. trainers who inhibit 
their fighters’ abilities to retaliate protect white- collar clients from the 
potential repercussions of their patchy training and reinforce the clients’ 
pugilistic selections. together these selections help white- collar boxers 
feel tough, aggressive, and powerful, even though this feeling is artificially 
constructed. a new form of boxing is produced. that a white collar is 
called a “client” and not a “boxer” or “athlete” signifies a new boxing 
ritual.

the practices of this new ritual shape the social relations between cli-
ents and trainers. as explicated in chapter 3, being a boxing trainer is 
about knowing, sometimes with uncanny ability, what trainees do not: 
when to push a fighter; what components to include in a workout; when 
to ease up. this expertise carries with it authority. Clients’ control of the 
training session not only disregards trainers’ skill but also ignores train-
ers’ social status in the gym community. in addition to athletic knowl-
edge, the position of a trainer is about life knowledge. as many trainers 
are from an older generation than their fighters, they have a perspective 
on life and advice to give, which they readily share with their fighters. 
this knowledge produces reverence and respect. Clients’ rejection of the 
first form of trainer knowledge disregards the second form and, in doing 
so, does not recognize the trainers’ social position. this misrecognition 
limits the types of communication, friendships, and intimacies possible 
and produces asymmetrical power relations based on financial incentives. 
instead of the relationship being formed through the trainers’ expertise, 
the relationship is founded on the consumption of a service and the ex-
pectation of being served. david grazian writes of a similar phenomenon 
in blues nightclubs:
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these clubs attracted predominately white patrons who valued the experi-
ence of “slumming” in a seemingly exotic and sexualized world represented by 
the era’s dominant stereotypes of black men and women. for this reason, the 
kinds of social encounters in which whites engaged with blacks tended to be 
highly patronizing and offensive, and were often rooted in the misperception 
that black entertainers (and, to a certain extent, black customers) naturally 
enjoyed dancing and smiling for paying consumers as a means of sharing their 
god- given birthright of hot sensuality and cool soul in exchange for their hu-
manity.29

raCial fantaSieS and maSCuline motivationS

white- collar clients span a number of generations: they range from their 
twenties to their seventies. they are often exercise addicts who seek 
thrills and want to push boundaries. many have played college sports 
and after graduation plow through a series of high- risk sports and intense 
physical exercises before trying pugilism. william, for example, prefers 
boxing to other sports because he wants not only to work out but also 
to develop and perfect a skill. aaron was a tournament tennis player and 
a ranked skier, who raced dirt motorcycles at his vacation home in the 
west hamptons. when the chauffer of his rolls- royce was killed in a 
motorcycle accident, aaron’s wife forbade him to race. aaron suggested 
boxing— another violent sport— as a substitute to rib his wife: “i say, 
‘oK, i’m giving away the motorcycles and taking up boxing.’ i swear it 
was just a joke. She said, ‘fine, take up boxing.’ i said, ‘i think i will.’ ”

Clients articulate gendered and racialized themes when talking about 
their interest in boxing and gyms. Before william, an extremely successful 
business executive, stepped into gleason’s gym, he possessed an “attrac-
tion” to boxing gyms. he was drawn to the sport because of its “soul.” 
he stresses this when i ask about what he hoped to gain from training 
to fight: “there was an attraction in it. there was something— there’s 
something a bit soulful in boxing and in boxing gyms and working out 
that i was attracted to.” Part of the clients’ attraction is a gendered in-
vestment in self- defense and anxiety about their manliness. like their 
manual- reading counterparts of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
training gives clients the skills to inflict violence, which many believe are 
necessary to be a man. william asserts, “it’s a very basic skill. a fighting 
skill. you know, as a guy, i really should know how to throw a really hard 
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punch if i need to.” Part of william’s concern, which he argues is innate 
to men, is his own fear of violent confrontation. he continues, “i think 
somewhere inside every man, and maybe every woman, there’s a fear of 
physical confrontation that sort of lives inside you and how you would 
react when that would happen.”

Clients seek not only the skills of self- defense to respond to violent 
confrontation but also the simulation and rehearsal of such violent en-
counters. the experience of pain is central to their investments in pugi-
lism and its institutions. william craves the release that absorbing blows 
precipitates:

it’s really hard. you put yourself into it— and i think i push myself fairly 
hard— and, you know, it’s a bit painful. i know i’m going past what most 
people would push their body to in a workout, and there’s something sort of 
purifying about that. i think there’s things in boxing— people enjoy the pain. 
they have to enjoy the pain, or they wouldn’t be here. there’s something— i 
don’t know— to religious people it’s like those people who slap themselves on 
the back. there’s something about causing themselves pain that’s supposed 
to purify their souls. it’s really fucking jarring when someone punches you in 
the face. you endure it, and when you’re done, you think, “i feel substantially 
better about myself.”

to william, inflicting and receiving violence becomes purifying:

uh, i probably have a hard time articulating why, but i like the vibe of the— 
the sort of vibe of the place. you know, it’s funny: it’s a very pure place. and 
you wouldn’t look at it from the walls and the floors and the bloody canvases 
and the buckets full of spit as pure, but sort of, the intent there is pure. and i 
think there’s a thing, like, when i worked out that i feel sort of purified when 
i’m done. Both from a physical standpoint— from the amount that i actu-
ally sweat, to, um, an emotional standpoint from feeling purified that there’s 
probably more of a release in punching someone or something than there is in 
lifting a weight or a sort of amount of time on a treadmill. and there’s a sort 
of simplicity of the pursuit.

william finds explaining why he feels good when he hits or has been hit 
 difficult, and to aid his explanation, he calls on certain visual signifiers in 
the gym: spit, sweat, blood. his inability to fully explain the centrality of 
embodied experiences, such as pain, suggests something larger about his 
investments in the gym, beyond the fact that violence and pain are things 
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that he is looking for because, as a man, he should know how to fight. wil-
liam could have gone to any health club in new york City to learn how to 
respond to physical confrontation. why did he choose gleason’s?

william’s explanation mobilizes terms, such as “soulful” and “pure,” 
and visual markers that are familiar tropes in primitivism.30 the bloody 
canvas and spit buckets, for example, are representative of primitive pu-
rity. william qualifies these representations by saying, “you wouldn’t call 
it pure,” but he is, in a sense, doing just that— invoking the body’s spilt 
fluids, substances, and secretions as cues to the purifying work that goes 
on at the gym. in describing the blood- and- spit aesthetic of the gym, it is 
as if his investment in the physical, embodied violence of the gym trans-
mogrifies into a metaphysical, even moral, ideal.

Clients do not always explicitly link aesthetic investments in the gym 
with race in the same way that they are connected to gender, but race is a 
subtext.31 Some clients are more explicit. in an article in the Washington 
Post, aaron characterizes boxing as “primitive— it’s tribal.”32 when i ask 
him about his first time at gleason’s gym, he immediately relates what 
one might call his own aesthetics and metaphysics of the gym to race. in 
telling me how he began boxing, he remembers, “i go to gleason’s gym, 
which is next to madison Square garden and take some lessons. every-
one in there is black, Puerto rican, killer looking.” Before interacting 
with anyone from the gym, aaron has an idea of what racial difference 
means. it is equated with violence and deviance. it is then connected with, 
among other things, inherent toughness and masculinity:

it’s strange. it’s not that the tough fighters have changed, it’s that all of the 
white- collar guys are proud to be members of their low- class club. we want to 
be low class. we want to be in a shitty gym. we don’t want to be at equinox 
and reebok with all the pretty people.

aaron sets up a binary: whiteness is equated with beauty, wealth, and— it 
is imputed— weakness, and is set against blackness, which is equated 
with toughness, violence, and poverty. People like aaron do not go to 
boxing gyms, they go to health clubs, and for this reason, the gym is at-
tractive, a challenge. it is exotic, unlike anything to which the clients are 
accustomed.

Clients can be obsessed with the perception that their wealth has 
made them weak. aaron is convinced that his class position of multi-
millionaire emasculates him. he worries, “[i]t’s like everybody expects 
the little prissy— i should play polo because boxing is dangerous— and i 
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don’t want to go that route. i want to go somewhere that’s tougher and 
more direct. . . . i could make $4 billion, but that still doesn’t make me 
tough.” Compounding his anxiety and self- image of masculine weakness 
is a philosophy of human nature that rewards domination. in explaining 
his philosophy, he joins william and other clients in using a gendered and 
racialized discourse of primitivism. he philosophizes:

well, in the male psyche there’s a desire to be an animal and tough, which 
you see in the history of wars and killings and all that goes on. i mean, that’s 
inbred in all of us, and even if we pretend it’s not or we manage to get some 
Buddhistic facade, there’s still some potential under there to kill. and to hurt. 
and i think that it comes out clearly. a lot of guys are afraid to accept that 
in their own lives, so they don’t come here. But i think to cure yourself of 
that, you should come here. you know? and to somehow rise above it rather 
than to read Buddhist and cover up your yearning to kill and hurt with some 
philosophical oatmeal.

with hobbesian reasoning, aaron makes the gym a place to return to 
primitivity, or an animal state of nature. his antidote to the natural pro-
pensity for violence is not learning the skills of self- defense or experienc-
ing pain for purification, as william relates. it is dominating and enacting 
violence towards the men of color with whom he has already equated 
toughness and violent intention. aaron not only wants to frequent this 
“shitty” gym with killer- looking black and latino men, but he seeks to 
subjugate them as well:

it doesn’t matter if you’re poor, rich, or whatever. that’s why it was a real 
thrill when i was beating up amateurs from Bed- Stuy. i’m scared, at that time. 
i was scared to walk in Bed- Stuy. i wouldn’t go in Bed- Stuy. i’d never been 
in a subway in those days. i know nothing about this world, and i’m beating 
these guys up.

Because aaron invests racialized men who are from dangerous sections of 
Brooklyn (as decoded in his representation of Bedford- Stuyvesant) with 
hypermasculinity, he can use them to assert his manliness. defeating the 
representatives of an admired, marginalized form of masculinity is the 
vehicle by which aaron can develop his own masculinity. aaron believes, 
“this is pure male domination.”33

the assumption of white- collar boxing is that proximity to the mas-
culinity of the racial other can help clients construct an identity. Clients 
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narrate their motivations for boxing in a number of different registers, 
which can be more or less obviously racialized. for william, boxing is 
about purity; for aaron, it is about male domination. other clients, espe-
cially those who feel constrained by political correctness, seek out box-
ing for its “multiculture” or its promises for “primal return.” however, 
boxing is racialized and gendered for most male white- collar clients, and 
though there is a spectrum along which they fall, when they explicate 
their interests in the sport, that spectrum is centered on a notion of black 
masculinity.34 whether white- collar men join the gym to be “one of the 
guys” or to dominate those same guys, there is an image of “the guys” 
that animates their decisions. Clients try to establish their own sense of 
manliness through a relationship to some idea of racialized masculinity. 
as hazel Carby argues, abstract constructions of black masculinity are 
the vehicles for white men’s personal growth and self- exploration.35

white- collar clients make gleason’s trainers and boxers of color the 
arbiters of the purity and primitivity that they seek from boxing. in attrib-
uting other abstract notions such as masculine aggression and toughness 
to these men, the clients presume an authentic black identity, and, in turn, 
construct a form of black masculinity. this masculinity is an embodied 
state of violence (“killer looking”) and marginalization (again, as repre-
sented in the perceived social and economic circumstances of neighbor-
hoods such as Bedford- Stuyvesant). it is conquerable with money and a 
little training and, thus, is for sale. rather than drawing on the expertise 
of their trainers, clients produce and then consume an abstract notion 
of black masculinity in an attempt to know themselves better, specifi-
cally to prove their own manliness. yet in looking for an authentic ver-
sion of black masculinity, a fairly inauthentic representation of the sport 
is simulated.36 as the fantasy camps, abbreviated training sessions, and 
no- hit rules of sparring show, the practices of boxing that clients use to 
construct and consume this form of black masculinity are not those of 
amateur or professional pugilists.

Buying BlaCKneSS and raCialiZed ConSumeriSm

the social philosopher andre gorz argues that a lack of work, coupled 
with an unequal distribution of free time, has created conditions in which 
the wealthy are able to buy time from the poor.37 he suggests, “for a 
section at least of those who provide personal services, this type of so-
cial stratification amounts to subordination to and personal dependence 
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upon the people they serve. a ‘servile’ class, which had been abolished 
by the industrialization of the post- war period, is again emerging.”38 
the work of this emergent class, made up of housecleaners, waitresses, 
cooks, deliverymen, and personal shoppers, creates time for the economic 
elite, which they use for cultivation of self, consumption, and their own 
pleasure. Because the economic elite can generate in salary considerably 
more than they pay for domestic tasks, they purchase leisure time, which 
pushes those who have been marginalized and distanced from formal 
labor into a servile position. gorz calls this process the South african-
ization of society or “the realization of the colonial model within the 
metropolitan heartland.”39

trainers’ work with white- collar clients is part of this sector of per-
sonal services.40 at the most basic level, trainers provide for the white- 
collar clients’ pleasure, and the white- collar clients’ pleasure gives trainers 
work. there is little  sovereignty in the trainer’s role as they do not control 
the regimens of their clients. one could argue that money alone shapes 
the relationships between trainers and clients, but professional boxers 
also pay their trainers. So what is different in the case of the white- collar 
pugilist? whereas the professional seeks the expertise of the trainer, ex-
pertise is secondary for the white- collar client. Consumption is primary.41

if boxing is a service industry, this is a racialized form of consumerism. 
white- collar clients’ pleasure is structured through preconceptions. ideas 
about masculinity, Bedford- Stuyvesant, criminality, violence, and boxing 
inform their quest for embodied purity and primitivity. these ideas en-
able the commodification of black masculinity and some notion of au-
thentic racial identities. here commodification is not just about labor 
power. trainers’ labor is commodified, to be sure, but their ontological 
being is also fetishized into a commodity. Clients buy the cachet of men 
who they believe fit the form of an authentic black masculinity. the train-
er’s expertise is important to this cachet, but it is a preconditional attri-
bute rather than one that is utilized in the exchange with the white- collar 
client. training amateurs and professionals merely qualifies trainers, a 
credential that constructs them, curiously, as both possessors of technical 
expertise and conduits to base and brute physicality.

Commodification produces further marginalization because there is no 
upward mobility for the servant class. its members do not jump up to join 
the economic elite; these jobs hold people. all of the worst stereotypes 
animating white- collar boxing are predicated on positions of exclusion. 
Clients are drawn to a perceived peripheral relationship of men of color 
to the social or economic mainstream, or by the thrill of being in proxim-
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ity to the dangerous, the wild, and the most clichéd tropes of primitivism. 
white- collar boxing is enabled by social and economic forms of racism 
and creates and then coexists with an ontogenetically grounded form. 
Blackness is valued and exchanged, and, in turn, generates new types of 
anti- black racism.



ePilogue

“human beings are driven not only to struggle to survive by mak-
ing and remaking their material conditions of existence, but also to 

survive by making sense of the world and their place in it.”

— Paul Willis, 2000

“when the Bell ringS, Come out Swinging.” i liSten  
 to the last line of harry’s voicemail greeting and bite my lip as i wait for 
the beep. i leave my message in a sputtering, nonsensical monologue. i am 
wiggling out of a scheduled workout, something that i have been doing 
for years. Sometimes i have a “headache”; other times i am sick to my 
stomach. on occasion, i am too tired or i need to “focus on my research.” 
in my more dramatic moments, i have just recovered from a bloody nose 
and i am concerned that it could start bleeding again if i am punched. my 
cancellation doesn’t bother harry. he has long given up on me as a boxer 
and i pay him my training fees upfront at the beginning of the month in 
a lump sum. By the time i reach the gym to start my participation obser-
vation research, he will have forgotten that we had agreed on a training 
session earlier in the morning.

harry also will not care about my cancellation because it happens to 
him all the time. Scores of boxing enthusiasts join gleason’s gym eager 
to master the noble art. they find a trainer with whom to work, buy all 
the gear, and bound into the gym ready for action. many think that tak-
ing up the sport will be easy, but it takes only a training session or two 
to disabuse them of this notion. Boxing is an extremely frustrating sport 
to learn. it requires the rare ability— at once intellectual and physical— to 
instantaneously translate heard information into bodily movement. it re-
quires developing strategy on a moment’s notice, thinking several steps 
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ahead, and executing these moves while adapting to an opponent’s deci-
sions. Corporeally, boxing requires sophisticated and manifold technical 
skills, swift reflexes, great strength, and nymphlike agility. Psychologi-
cally, it requires near fearlessness and the capability to remain calm in 
situations in which most reasonable people would rightly panic. these 
requirements are met only by undertaking some of the most rigorous 
training of any sport and repeating the regimen over and over again until 
you are dripping with blood and sweat and dizzy with exhaustion. not 
surprisingly, boxing trainers expect a fair amount of attrition.

the people i have written about in this book are different. they return 
to the gym time and time again when other people quit. they work to 
realize their goals and remain undeterred, if not unnerved, when they hit 
obstacles. they are exceptional; in the parlance of social science research, 
they are self- selecting. the qualities they possess enable them not only 
to become great athletes but also, i have tried to show, to create a range 
of social and economic possibilities in the gym to buffer the vicissitudes 
of postindustrial new york. the outcomes among gym participants are 
mixed, of course— the result of their material conditions and the life cir-
cumstances, aspirations, and desires that brought them to join gleason’s 
in the first place.

for many amateur boxers— poor men of color who have been all but 
shut out of a restrictive labor market— the gym offers a place to impro-
vise work that provides opportunities for building individual and col-
lective forms of identity and for forming intimate social relations with 
other men.1 this work departs from conventional social scientific under-
standings of the concept; in many sociological schemas, the social and 
psychological features of work and the economic sustenance it provides 
are co- constituting.2 while some of these social and psychological effects 
and benefits may accrue along with material recompense in some forms 
of labor, the connection does not hold in the context of gleason’s gym. 
as shown, the sort of work that pays the bills, when available, rarely 
delivers the potential for the recognition, status, dignity, and sociality 
that amateurs cherish and seek in the urban gym; whatever social and 
cultural capital or moral and emotional fulfillment participants achieve 
from training their bodies is not a product of any sort of economic gain.

for the trainers of gleason’s gym, even the work relationships that 
most closely adhere to a traditional economic transaction, namely those 
between trainers and white- collar clients, where there are overt mon-
etary exchanges, are made possible by the other nontraditional work 
relationships. the phenomenon of white- collar boxing at gleason’s is 
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driven by the cultural cachet— attended by no small amount of racial 
 stereotyping— of training in proximity to amateurs working without 
wages and in a gym with a revered and hard- core boxing reputation, a 
reputation bolstered by the presence of those so committed to the sport 
that they work at it full- time without getting paid.3

the women who join and commit to the gym are as serious and self- 
selecting as their male counterparts. over the past thirty years, they have 
marched into urban gyms, such as gleason’s, which historically banned 
them, to claim their right to engage in pugilistic exercises and develop the 
attendant identities and social relations. often met with sexism, sexual 
advances, indifference, and ridicule, they generate their own possibilities 
from the sport. through their training, they find out who they are, learn 
how to defend themselves, and discover how to trust themselves. as dis-
cussed in chapter 5, the selves they craft are strong, certain, and rooted 
in an intimate knowledge of their bodies and minds. for these women, 
rehearsing and enduring violent encounters in the safe and controlled 
space of the gym helps them understand violence and prepare for its arbi-
trary unleashing. though profoundly ambivalent about brutality, female 
fighters style a number of tactics and strategies for resolving their uncer-
tainty and developing into highly successful fighters. they also carve out 
a protected space for themselves in the urban gym, creating camaraderie, 
support, and community in the process.

white- collar clients, or nouveau clientele, do not always engage the 
same pugilistic rituals as competitive boxers, but they, too, create their 
own social possibilities in gleason’s gym. with anxiety about their mas-
culinities and substantial amounts of money, they fuel the political econ-
omy of white- collar boxing. while this economic arrangement reveals 
the entrepreneurialism of trainers, who are men of color with limited job 
prospects, it also illuminates some of the ways wealthy white men see 
low- income black men. with a multiplicity of new meanings of black-
ness circulating in the postindustrial economy, white- collar clients have 
novel resources in which to actively construct a specific racial and gen-
der identity in their workouts with gym trainers. Paul gilroy suggests 
that blackness, once a sign of inferiority and worthlessness, has gained 
cultural capital in an increasingly global political economy. he observes 
that “racial differences not only became integral to the process of selling 
and advertising things, they helped to name and fix various products in 
an elaborate system of racial symbols.”4 in addition to reifying “race,” 
commercial uses of racial difference also produce new forms of racism. 
as argued earlier, when clients employ “authentic” black trainers, they 
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fashion and commodify a concept of blackness that is primarily corpo-
real, defined by narratives of racial subjugation and criminal pasts. in 
white- collar boxing, blackness as a form of cultural capital is valued and 
bought. these particular pugilistic practitioners, then, generate instances 
of misrecognition and preclude opportunities for conviviality.

these differences in the ways people use the gym are evident in their 
outcomes. as with every relationship, boxers and trainers change, as do 
their investments in pugilism and the meanings of the urban gym. for 
example, after a period of depression, which he attributes to spending 
too much time in the gym, mike tried to limit his hours at gleason’s and 
to cultivate outside, nonboxing relationships. he labored “only” from 
6:00 a.m. to noon and from 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. and, for a short while, 
trained people at mendez Boxing gym instead of gleason’s. he contin-
ued to coach max, who successfully turned professional, until max was 
reincarcerated for a gun possession. he also trained michael and lily, 
both golden glove champions, and several other talented male and fe-
male amateurs.  eventually he left the new york City fight scene for las 
vegas, which offered a more vibrant sporting milieu. his transition went 
well. he currently runs a booming mixed- martial arts (mma) program 
and is looking to buy his own gym.

harry continues to work as a trainer but has taken up different work 
patterns. he served for years as head trainer to John duddy, a now- 
retired middleweight from northern ireland with an excellent knockout 
record who drew huge crowds and who had the potential to offer harry 
a handsome salary. But just as duddy became famous, harry was relieved 
of his responsibilities by duddy’s management, who wanted a big- name 
trainer and hired don turner, best known for training evander holyfield, 
and then Pat Burns. this decision took a huge emotional toll on harry. 
he now takes on fewer amateur and white- collar boxers but remains 
devoted to omar, wells, leon, and lawrence, who do not compete but 
dabble in gym life now and again. harry focuses primarily on profes-
sional fighters, albeit with less investment, and on a happy note, he was 
married several years ago.

the boxer- trainer relationships have changed as well, and almost all 
the remaining fighters either work with different trainers or have left the 
gym altogether. Scott, whom mike trained for years, switched to work-
ing with harry and then stopped boxing altogether. he got married, ob-
tained work papers, and had a baby. his job and family responsibilities 
keep him from training. he follows the sport closely and frequently has 
people over for big fights. he has not lost his passion: the last time i 
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went to his house to watch a fight on television, he paced around his liv-
ing room when a mexican fighter competed, covering his eyes and mut-
tering “i am so nervous, i can’t think.” anthony also stopped working 
with mike. first, he worked with another of gleason’s trainers, and then 
he left the gym entirely in favor of another coach. he, too, has a family 
and works long hours, which affect his ability to train. Kenny stopped 
training after a falling out with harry; their relationship was irreparable. 
Cedric lost interest in boxing, which left harry worried about Cedric’s 
future and disappointed about not being able to shape it.

adrian cannot box anymore because he has bleeding on the brain. 
he was hit on the head with a lead pipe in a street altercation, and the 
several- years- old injury was discovered in a pre- fight examination just as 
he was turning pro. for years, he continued to visit the gym two days a 
week, though he had difficulty going to mike and harry’s corner, where 
his former team members continued to train. he spent some time home-
less, sleeping on trains when possible, and eventually was sentenced to 
months on rikers island. he would call me from jail and speak of deep 
depression but vowed never to be forcibly confined again. eventually he 
found stable accommodation through a nonprofit organization that also 
treated an undiagnosed mental illness. Several months ago, he emailed 
me to say he was traveling the country. diego moved to florida with 
aspirations to go to college, but the last mike heard, he had been back 
living new york and was re- incarcerated on rikers island on a parole 
violation. diego’s story is painfully common; many boxers experience 
unwanted and unwarranted stints in city jails and upstate prisons.

among the women i knew, maya and Joanne continue to compete and 
have successful professional careers. lily won the golden gloves under 
mike’s direction and retired, though she will compete occasionally for 
charity. danielle also retired after another golden gloves championship 
and is pursuing a graduate degree while starting a family.

dumBo, the neighborhood gleason’s calls home, continues to gen-
trify. now dubbed “Silicon Beach” by david wallentas’s two trees man-
agement because of the density of technology firms— sixty- five compa-
nies in a five- block radius— the affluent area is growing, even boasting 
job vacancies in a post- 2008 economy. while new york City’s official 
unemployment rate stands around 9 percent, according to the dumBo 
Business improvement district, seventeen technology companies are des-
perate to fill 329 jobs.5 as dumBo has gentrified, so too has gleason’s 
gym. white- collar boxing is thriving, and the proportion of clients in the 
total membership is steadily increasing— between 60 and 70 percent at 
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any particular moment— changing the gym’s tenor. gleason’s still offers 
fantasy camps and monthly competitions. in april 2012, gleason’s par-
ticipated in “the Battle of the Barristers,” a fundraiser for the wounded 
warrior Project and gleason’s give a Kid a dream program.6 twenty 
staff members from the manhattan district attorney’s office fought, 
and according to the Wall Street Journal Online, “the event featured a 
regulation- sized boxing ring in the middle of the Broad Street Ballroom, 
a venue adorned with marble mosaic columns and a fresco- style mural 
that normally hosts galas and corporate functions. Professional lighting 
shone down on the fighters, and seats installed around the ring gave it 
a las vegas feel.”7 gleason’s also remains a popular destination for the 
culture industry; within the past several months, the popular tv show 
White Collar filmed at the gym, and it was the setting for photo shoots 
for victoria’s Secret, Sugar ray leonard, and hugh Jackman.

the social context, meanings, and possibilities of gleason’s gym— 
along with my analyses of them— are as historically contingent and de-
fined by social and personal circumstance as are the lives of the gym 
members with whom i collaborated. the relationships and practices de-
veloped at gleason’s are so intense that they are often unsustainable in 
the long- term, born of great need and, in most cases, more need than they 
can satisfy to remain tenable. though the gym offers many possibilities 
that are deeply meaningful for a time, these possibilities wither and wane 
as people move through life stages. the meaning making at gleason’s 
gym helps people mediate the injuries of racial, class, and gender hierar-
chies, but it doesn’t change those hierarchies. instead, it operates within 
them. this is the landscape of postindustrial new york City, offering 
poor men of color, women, and white- collar men the ephemeral possibili-
ties of new identities at the same time it packages and commodifies their 
lived experience.





methodological appendix: ethnographic research in the urban gym

i began conducting ethnographic research at gleason’s gym in January 
of 2001. initially i was interested in women’s integration into the histori-
cally masculine space of the urban boxing gym and their participation in 
the sport. gleason’s gym was a logical site of research because it was one 
of the first new york City gyms to offer women membership and because 
a high proportion of female fighters trained there. in addition, from my 
contact at Ring Magazine, eric raskin, i knew that the gym’s owner, 
Bruce Silverglade, strongly supported women’s boxing. Silverglade also 
had recently given a talk at oxford university, and i hoped this would 
make him amenable to my ethnographic project.

Just one visit to gleason’s gym made my research plan expand dra-
matically in scope. it took me only hours to realize that this community 
was adjusting to far more than female participation and that many im-
portant social phenomena related to class stratification, gender subor-
dination, and racism were being expressed in and out of the gym’s four 
rings. for the first six months of my research, i visited the gym once a 
week for a five- hour period. i became increasingly interested in the politi-
cal economy of the gym as i noticed that some trainers were able to eke 
out an income from training sessions with white- collar clients. i began 
to study the economic and cultural components of this work, examining 
how the trainers understood their labor as well as how they, as “no- 
collar” workers, might be vulnerable to the whims of upper- middle-  and 
upper- class fitness trends.1 i also became interested in how laboring in the 
gym for so many hours a day allowed the trainers to develop deep bonds 
with amateur athletes. it seemed to me that the permanence and stability 
of trainers’ workdays allowed them to undertake an informal social work 
with the boxers who sought their guidance. as several trainers told me, if 
they had been forced to work outside the gym, they would not have had 
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the time for and access to so many amateur fighters. i wanted to know 
more about the social relations of the gym, especially between trainers 
and amateurs, many of whom used boxing and the urban gym to recover 
from criminal pasts and to avoid criminal futures.

after i had visited the gym several times, both the trainers and the 
fighters pressured me to try the sport myself so that i might understand 
boxing from a  different perspective. for the next two years, i continued 
to frequent the gym once a week for roughly five hours per visit, but i 
broadened my participation in the gym by training to box. gym regulars 
persuaded me that to comprehend, even cursorily, the bodily dimensions 
of pugilism— especially as they relate to discipline, pain, and dependence 
on a trainer— i would have to possess at least a preliminary understand-
ing of pugilistic practices. i worked with harry, a trainer whom i met on 
my first day of research. harry taught me the basics of the sport, and my 
typical workout included running and climbing the Stairmaster, shad-
owboxing, hitting the heavy bag, doing padwork,2 undertaking stomach 
and strength exercises, and occasionally sparring with one of the male 
amateur or professional fighters on harry’s team, on the ropes.3

in my fourth year of research, i immersed myself in the gym commu-
nity completely and conducted ethnographic fieldwork full- time. from 
September 2003 to September 2004, i spent between six and fourteen 
hours in the gym five to six days a week, observing participants, inter-
viewing people, and working with fighters, trainers, and clients. i devel-
oped close relationships with two trainers— harry and mike— and with 
the fighters of their teams, on the ropes and team one Boxing, respec-
tively. i established a good rapport with other trainers in the gym and 
interacted with them on a regular basis. however, the sensitive nature of 
my interests, the intensity of boxing training, and the spacious layout of 
the gym, which prevented me from observing all social and athletic hap-
penings at once, necessitated that i attach myself to one or two trainers 
and establish in- depth and consistent contact with them and with their 
fighters. harry and mike are both exceptional teachers and interlocutors, 
and they allowed me to append myself to their teams. each day they 
would explain their goals, their methodologies, their concerns, and their 
successes, briefing me on their lives and the lives of their fighters. they 
answered my many insistent and ignorant questions about the logic and 
logistics of their work and, during the amateur fight season, took me to 
fights with their teams.

on a typical day, i would arrive at gleason’s gym mid- morning and 
settle into harry and mike’s part of the gym, where groups of amateurs, 
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women, and professionals prepared to box. Such preparation can take 
ten minutes to two hours, depending on the degree of a fighter’s socia-
bility and the trainer’s schedule. i would observe and participate in this 
sociality and then follow the boxers and their coaches to the various sites 
of their workouts: the heavy bag, the speed bag, the mirrors for shadow-
boxing, the floor for padwork, the ring for sparring, and the weights area. 
on tuesdays, thursdays, and Saturdays— common days for sparring— i 
would watch and sometimes record the spars. as i became more inte-
grated into the community, i was recruited by trainers and fighters to help 
in training sessions by videotaping spars, lacing up and taping gloves, ap-
plying grease, tying shoes, and cleaning mouth gears. on rare occasions, 
i was placed in charge of a spar, working either with one fighter or with 
both sparring partners.

during the height of the amateur fight season, which stretched be-
tween January and april, i accompanied harry and mike to golden 
glove bouts in new york City and the greater new york area. i rode 
with these trainers and their athletes in their cars, on the subway, and on 
trains, observing their interactions prior to fights. where possible, i went 
into locker rooms to witness pre- fight preparation. i observed fighters 
and trainers during the fight and traveled back from the bouts with them 
to see how they coped with loss or celebrated victory. i also had the op-
portunity to attend several “smokers”— unsanctioned, illegal bouts— and 
apprenticed as an assistant second.4 my job at the smokers was to pull 
the stool through the ropes before the head trainer stepped into the ring 
and to have the spit bucket and water bottles ready for the fighter. when 
the seconds- out bell rang, i removed the bucket, water, and stool before 
the round began.5 on occasion i was allowed to work as an amateur 
cutman, applying grease to a fighter’s face in between rounds— a tricky 
task designed to prevent cuts and excessive bleeding. i found both roles 
extremely stressful.

as i slowly became a gym regular, i was given a number of other tasks 
around the gym. i was recruited by Bruce Silverglade’s assistant to work 
at monthly white- collar club and amateur shows, and my responsibilities 
included registering fighters for the shows and tournaments, ensuring that 
each fighter was armed with and returned the proper ounce gloves for 
their weight division, and selling tickets at the door. i sometimes helped 
with tasks associated with the everyday running of the gym, such as cre-
ating and updating an amateur’s uSa Boxing fight book, helping with 
mailings, and checking in members at the door. occasionally i was asked 
to help fighters and trainers with tasks associated with the completion of 
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paperwork— obtaining passports, filling out job applications, registering 
for tournaments, and acquiring driving directions to fights. i did some 
ged tutoring and a lot of babysitting. in the beginning of my time at the 
gym, people would request that i watch their children as they trained, 
but by the end of my tenure, several fighters would simply deposit their 
toddlers into my arms or leave their children in my “corner” of the gym.

throughout my time at gleason’s gym, i continued to train to box 
with harry and occasionally with mike. my progress was unimpressive, 
i hated the workouts, and i was a source of great frustration for my 
trainers. But i did learn a lot about the bodily dimensions of the sport, 
especially about the anxiety of hitting another human, the shock of and 
anger at being punched, the exhaustion of a round, and the complete 
reliance on a trainer for instruction, encouragement, and guidance. i de-
veloped a deep appreciation for the skill and commitment necessary to 
be a successful boxer and the frustrating process that sharpening one’s 
technique can entail.

though training was a component of my research, it was not my pri-
mary focus or the primary means by which i collected data. i did not  
train intensely, and i never intended to compete. i found that on the days 
i devoted time to training, my regimen precluded recording and under-
standing any gym phenomena except my own personal fitness, fatigue, 
and failure. i realized that one of the dangers of focusing too heavily on 
one’s personal relationship to boxing is the tendency to universalize expe-
rience and understand an individual relationship to training as that of all 
boxers. the introduction of women and white- collar clients to gleason’s 
has produced a new political economy of boxing and a new form of pu-
gilism in general, which generated different data.

i am frequently asked what it was like to be a white middle- class 
woman conducting research in a gym frequented by men of color. this 
question always baffles me because i believe people develop solidarity in 
a number of ways. People develop communities, friendships, and loyalties 
on the basis of many experiences, histories, and backgrounds. though in 
the united States, we are socialized to understand solidarity as emerging 
from identity— race, class, gender, sexuality, and (dis)ability— at glea-
son’s gym there were, and continue to be, several bases for my relation-
ships. for some boxers, especially female fighters, my experiences as a 
competitive division i athlete made me an empathetic discussant about 
competition anxiety. though track and field is a very different sport than 
boxing, apprehension about competition in both produces uncomfort-
able emotions, which can be mitigated by discussing their aspects. for 
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other boxers, it was being able to pass long periods of time talking about 
anything from Jennifer lopez’s romantic relationships, ronald reagan’s 
funeral, exotic new york City pets, and recent fights to outrageous rent 
prices, the difficulties of locating dignified employment, the racism of 
the united States’ criminal justice system, and the imperialism of the uS 
invasion of iraq. as a nontraining member of the gym and thus a free 
pair of arms, and as a woman, i was someone with whom some male 
boxers could trust their babies and children. asking about and being up-
dated frequently on a child’s growth and development produced strong 
friendships. But probably the most important way that i developed bonds 
with most fighters and trainers was, very simply, to listen to them and 
to be interested in their struggles and their dignity. i found that people 
responded positively to a respect for and support of their aspirations as 
they attempted to create purposeful work and identities for themselves 
in the gym.

it is important to note that how i became accepted by this commu-
nity is less about me and more about the community itself. at gleason’s 
gym, one usually is accepted if one cares about people, treats others with 
respect, is willing to pass time, joke, and deliberate, and is committed to 
the sport of boxing. though it may seem overly idealizing to say so, this 
community functions despite differences in class, race, ethnicity, gender, 
and sexuality. and yet the development of my access to and friendships 
at gleason’s gym did shape the type of data i collected. i do not believe 
that there is one objective truth about the boxing gym but rather that 
there are multiple truths at any field site. these truths are shaped by the 
researcher’s activities and understanding of the social world as well as by 
a complicated and near inexplicable coagulation of researcher and par-
ticipant personalities, politics, and worldviews. to be sure, i do not think 
that all narratives of social life at gleason’s gym would be equally plau-
sible or that all accounts of training ought to be categorized as fictocriti-
cism.6 rather, i believe that there are dominant readings of the urban gym 
that depend on where and how one conducts research. gleason’s gym 
can be understood in a particular way because of the situated knowledges 
my participants possessed in harry and mike’s corner of the gym and 
that i developed conducting research from harry and mike’s corner.7

Come Out Swinging is derived from the situated knowledges of harry 
and mike’s corner— a small plastic table with a bunch of plastic chairs 
scattered in front of rows of lockers, tucked in the back of gleason’s 
gym. methodologically, it emerges from four years of participant obser-
vation research and over one thousand pages of coded field notes, fifty 
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open- ended and semistructured interviews with fighters, trainers, clients, 
and other gym regulars that ranged from one and a half to three hours 
in length, and several episodes of video solicitation. it also is derived 
from five months of archival research on boxing training manuals from 
the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries in the Beinecke rare 
Book and manuscript library at yale university.



notes

PrefaCe

1. i use the term “of color” not to suggest fixed or stable racial and ethnic cat-
egories but rather to mark processes of racialization as well as opportunities 
for racist thought, discourses, and practices to shape the lived experience of 
people in the gym. i use the terms “black” and “latino” when study parti-
cipants identify or self- identify as such or when the literature specifies. my 
participants overwhelmingly self- identify as black.

2. delaney 1999.
3. gleason’s gym 2010a (accessed aug. 20, 2012).
4. See, e.g., wacquant 2009; Pager 2007; western 2006; mincey 2006; orfield 

2004; wacquant, loic 2004; wacquant 2001; wilson 1996, 1987.
5. dworkin and wachs 2009.
6. gilroy 2010.
7. title ix mandated equal funding for girls and boys in educational program-

ming and in activities receiving federal money, such as sports. for more on 
the history and significance of title ix, see title ix info 2012 (accessed July 
15, 2012).

8. my ethnography differs from loic wacquant’s ethnography, Body and Soul: 

Notebooks of An Apprentice Boxer in several ways. first, the relationships 
between gleason’s gym and postindustrial Brooklyn differ from the relation-
ships between the woodlawn Boys Club and Chicago’s Southside. according 
to wacquant, the woodlawn Boys Club “offers a relatively self- enclosed site 
for a protected sociability where one can find a respite from the pressures of 
the street and the ghetto, a world into which external events rarely penetrate 
and onto which they have little impact” (p. 26). gleason’s gym is not a 
self- enclosed space and cannot “protect one from the street” or function as 
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“a buffer against the insecurity of the neighborhood and the pressures of 
everyday life” (p. 14). rather my Brooklyn gym is open to the complexities, 
troubles, and challenges of “the streets.” the problems of the outside world 
intrude, and, as i will show, boxers and trainers spend significant time in 
the gym negotiating the vicissitudes of life outside the gym (for more on this 
point see hoffman and fine 2005). Second, the demographics of gleason’s 
gym vary greatly from the gym where wacquant conducted fieldwork. at 
gleason’s, there are women and white- collar clients, two groups that do 
not appear at the woodlawn Boys Club. the presence of these two groups 
has changed the political economy, social relations, and relations of power 
within the urban gym. hence the lived experience of gym culture is differ-
ent in gleason’s than in woodlawn. third, wacquant’s participants and 
their outcomes postprison diverge from many of my participants and their 
outcomes. wacquant’s comrades hail largely from Chicago’s working class 
and appear to experience a unidirectional movement from criminality to 
desistance once they become members of the gym’s “island of stability and 
order” (wacquant 2004:26). many of my participants are not working class 
but are characterized more as subproletariat or even lumpenproletariat. they 
did not enjoy the “stable families that cultivate a set of working- class habits 
and virtues” (geurts 2005:145). my participants also experience quite differ-
ent outcomes when they reenter society from jail or prison, largely returning 
to criminal labor despite significant and full participation in gym routines, 
regimens, and culture. and except for the interruption of forced confinement 
(or because of it?), a member of the subproletariat can maintain “a sense of 
discipline, a physical and mental asceticism” (wacquant 2004:44); one can 
be a drug salesmen and an accomplished golden glove champion. finally, 
the data i collected as a female ethnographer who did not engage in rigorous 
boxing training are different than the data wacquant collected and shape my 
perspective as well as the analyses and interpretations that i make.

9. these collections of principles, practices, and relations constitute what e. P. 
thompson calls a “moral economy.” in his work on the eighteenth- century 
bread riots, thompson analyzes the “mentalité” that led to mass action and 
argues that in this mentalité was an underlying notion of rights (thompson 
1993:260). in The Making of the English Working Class, he writes: “in 
18th- century Britain riotous actions assumed two different forms: that of 
more or less spontaneous popular direct action; and that of the deliberate use 
of the crowd as an instrument of pressure, by persons ‘above’ or apart from 
the crowd. the first form has not received the attention, which it merits. it 
rested upon more articulate popular sanctions and was validated by more 
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sophisticated traditions than the word ‘riot’ suggests. the most common 
example is the bread or food riot, repeated cases of which can be found in 
almost every town and county until the 1840s. this was rarely a mere 
uproar, which culminated in the breaking open of barns or the looting of 
shops. it was legitimised by the assumptions of an older moral economy, 
which taught the immorality of any unfair method of forcing up the price of 
provisions by profiteering upon the necessities of the people” (thompson 
1966:62– 63). thompson draws a distinction between political economy, or 
the development of the free market, and the existence of an older paternalis-
tic order and argues, “actions on such a scale . . . indicate an extraordinarily 
deep- rooted pattern of behaviour and belief . . . these popular actions were 
legitimised by the old paternalist moral economy” (p. 66). he continues, “in 
considering only this one form of ‘mob’ action we have come upon unsus-
pected complexities, for behind every such form of popular direct action 
some legitimising notion of right is to be found” (p. 68). in Customs in 

Common, thompson contends: “it is possible to detect in almost every 
eighteenth- century crowd action some legitimising notion. By the notion of 
legitimation i mean that the men and women in the crowd were informed by 
the belief that they were defending traditional rights or customs; and, in 
general, that they were supported by the wider consensus of the community. 
on occasion this popular consensus was endorsed by some measure of 
licence afforded by the authorities. more commonly, the consensus was so 
strong that it overrode motives of fear or deference” (thompson 1993:188). 
what is meant by a moral economy of the gym is a collective, though not 
always uncontested, sense of what the community considers fair and just. it 
claims and actualizes a set of rights unavailable outside of the gym and sets 
and enforces social norms, obligations, and behavior. like the participants in 
e. P. thompson’s eighteenth- century bread crowd, men and women of the 
gym assert and defend certain customs. the gym’s moral economy is both an 
answer to postindustrial capitalism and unique in its own right: an anticapi-
talist indictment and a system of morality. as Paul gilroy suggests, a moral 
economy need not deny political economic conditions— indeed, such 
conditions are responsible for the groupings of people in the gym. gilroy 
argues moral economy does not “downplay the fundamental significance or 
scope of political economy but [contests] the limited place provided in that 
paradigm for questions of morality and political culture. those components 
of social and economic interaction lie at the heart of the critique of consumer 
capitalism and its freedoms” (gilroy 2010:7).

10. willis 2000; dworkin and wachs 2009.
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ChaPter one. Survival in a City tranSformed: the 
urBan Boxing gym in PoStinduStrial new yorK

1. Because the term postindustrial is used in contradictory ways, some schol-
ars argue the term amounts, essentially, to empty rhetoric (wilensky 2003). 
other scholars warn that the term is not a neutral description but rather 
“a cultural artifact, a discursive practice serving attempts to make sense of 
the political, economic, social, and cultural changes of the contemporary 
period. . . . [i]t serves certain interests while offering an interpretation of the 
world, and so its meaning should be, and is, contested” (neisser and Schram 
1994:44). Some caution the “post” inaccurately suggests the complete 
obliteration of industrial production (wilensky 2003; Kester 1993:76; mol-
lenkopf and Castells 1991:6), while others lament that the term is ahistorical. 
richard gillam writes, “for to speak of a postindustrial society, in which 
everything is new, unprecedented, is also to imply that only the present (and 
the future) have to count. the study of the past thereby loses credibility; 
those who feel dislocated— ‘unstuck in time’— can take refuge in largely 
ahistorical analysis” (gillam 1982:78). finally, some suggest that discussions 
about the postindustrial manifest teleological assumptions of technological 
inevitability. grant Kester writes, “underlying many of these celebrations, 
critiques, analyses, and descriptions [of postindustrialism] is a common set of 
assumptions about technological innovation and material progress” (Kester 
1993:76). Kester worries that the vanishing use of class suggests that the 
social consequences of capitalism are resolved, rather than displaced to the 
periphery: “one of the most significant results has been the gradual erosion 
of class as an analytic category in postindustrial culture, and a correspond-
ing confidence in the triumph of technology and rational planning over the 
‘crisis’ tendencies of the capitalist economy” (Kester 1993:75– 76).

 2. vitale 2008:95; venkatesh 1994:160.
 3. Saskia Sassen suggests, “uS direct foreign investment in off- shore manufac-

turing facilities grew immensely over the decade of the 1970s[,] indicating 
that an increasing number of uS manufacturing jobs are now abroad” (Sas-
sen 1990:469).

 4. Bailey and waldinger 1991:43; mollenkopf and Castells 1991:30.
 5. mollenkopf and Castells 1991:7.
 6. Bailey and waldinger 1991:46.
 7. Sassen 2001:79.
 8. lloyd 2010: 41; mollenkopf and Castells 1991:6.
 9. Sassen 2001; lazzarato 1996.
10. Sassen 2001:xx.
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11. Persuad and lusane 2000:26.
12. ibid., 23.
13. Persuad and lusane 2000:22; neisser and Schram 1994:43; venkatesh 

1994:176.
14. wilensky 2003:5. randolph B. Persuad and Clarence lusane assert, “invol-

untary contingent workers in particular, such as security guards, sales clerks 
and office cleaners, who now number tens of millions, are the most vulner-
able of all workers, at the beck and call of capital, and considered disposable 
labour” (Persuad and lusane 2000:23).

15. Persuad and lusane 2000:22; neisser and Schram 1994:43.
16. Persuad and lusane 2000:27.
17. Sassen 2001:85.
18. ibid. 82; Sassen 1990:467.
19. rose 1994:27; Bailey and waldinger 1991:46.
20. wacquant 2009:57; neisser and Schram 1994:43.
21. wacquant 2009: 56. Persuad and lusane argue that historically, 

manufacturing— especially in automotive and steel— provided workers who 
had little educational training with jobs that paid a living wage. this ben-
efited black families who, because of racist laws and practices, had not had 
the same educational opportunities as whites. as a result, between the 1930s 
and 1970s, black workers relied heavily on manufacturing jobs for social 
and economic advancement (Persuad and lusane 2000:23). this may be a 
slightly optimistic view of the economic circumstances of blacks in these four 
decades. however, the point that paths to social and economic advancement 
were blocked with the advent of postindustrialism is an important one.

22. Krough 1991 cited in venkatesh 1994:160; Pager 2007; Pager and Quillian 
2005; venkatesh 1994:160; mollenkopf and Castells 1991:8.

23. eckholm 2006.
24. mollenkopf and Castells 1991:8.
25. richard lloyd writes, “already by 1980, new patterns of development in 

older industrial spaces of the industrial past reimagined around the residen-
tial and consumption requirements of a new class of urban residents, white- 
collar (or ‘no- collar’) workers in the growth sector of the postindustrial city” 
(lloyd 2010:29).

26. mollenkopf and Castells 1991:8.
27. vitale 2008:63- 64.
28. rose 1994:27.
29. tricia rose argues that as many uS cities reorganized economically, they 

simultaneously lost massive amounts of federal funding for social- welfare 
programs and social services and faced fiscal crises. She explains new york 
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City’s crisis: “as John mollenkopf notes, ‘during the 1970s, the uS system of 
cities crossed a watershed. new york led the other old, industrial metropoli-
tan areas into population and employment decline.’ the federal funds that 
might have offset this process had been diminishing throughout the 1970s. 
in 1975 President ford’s unequivocal veto to requests for a federal bail out 
to prevent new york from filing for bankruptcy made new york a national 
symbol for the fate of older cities under his administration. virtually bank-
rupt and in a critical state of disrepair, new york City and new york State 
administrators finally negotiated a federal loan, albeit one accompanied by 
an elaborate package of service cuts and that carried harsh repayment terms. 
‘Before the crisis ended,’ david walkowitz notes, ‘60,000 city employees 
went off the payroll, and social and public services suffered drastic cuts. the 
city had avoided default only after the teachers’ union allowed its pension 
fund to become collateral for city loans’ ” (rose 1994:28).

30. Persuad and lusane 2000:22. they continue: “the ‘economy is great’ dis- 
course also masks and justifies the retreat by the state from responsibility for 
the elimination of poverty, marginalization and immiseration. however, the 
new ideology of ‘personal responsibility,’ which increasingly dominates the 
popular media and discourse within the public sphere, generates a cultural 
response that wins many to the belief that state responsibility towards 
the poor and subaltern should be eliminated. a ‘winner- takes- all’ mental-
ity grows with media- driven beliefs that the market is the only source of 
capable of addressing human social needs” (Persuad and lusane 2000:24). 
for another detailed account of the implications of personal responsibility 
discourses and ideologies, see wacquant 2009.

31. wacquant 2009:93. Persuad and lusane write, “welfare reform was consis-
tent with the new imperatives of capital which was increasingly ridding itself 
of nation- state boundaries and, more critically, of regulation. in addition, 
privatisation became the solution to the nation’s social problems. and along 
with privatisation came racialisation” (Persuad and lusane 2000: 31).

32. of the connection between welfare retrenchment and the explosion of crime 
control, loic wacquant argues, “the downsizing of the social- welfare sector 
of the state and the concurrent upsizing of its penal arm are functionally 
linked, forming, as it were, the two sides of the same coin of state restructur-
ing in the nether regions of social and urban space in the age of ascending 
neoliberalism” (wacquant 2009:43). for a smart account of the emergence of 
new york’s “quality of life” campaign and focus on crime and social control 
through personal responsibility narratives, see alex vitale’s City of Disorder: 

How the Quality of Life Campaign Transformed New York Politics. vitale 
defines quality- of- life policy makers as having policies that “were to reject the 
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central role of the state as a force for both social reform and planning and 
the culture of tolerance. instead, they relied on market principles through the 
privatization of public spaces and services and an overall shrinkage of govern-
ment. in addition to privatization, they supported, at least rhetorically, greater 
community and business control of the delivery of government services and of 
planning at the expense of expert planners” (vitale 2008:30).

33. in some states, as in California, one of the so- called strikes could be from 
prior decades. in others, the three strikes can take place in a single event. 
michelle alexander writes, “first and second strikes are counted by indivi- 
dual charges, rather than individual cases, so a single case can result in  
first, second, and even third strikes” (alexander 2012:91).

34. truth- in- sentencing laws mandate that offenders serve the majority— usually 
85%— of their prison sentences. in some states, such as wisconsin, truth- in-  
sentencing laws replaced parole. in many states, “good time” has been elimi-
nated and “bad time” added onto sentences.

35. alexander 2012:93; Petersilia 2003:22.
36. western 2006; western et al. 2002:165. david garland demonstrates how 

the free market and the emergence and popular support of conservative politics 
beginning in the 1980s shaped the crime industry rather than an objective 
incidence or prevalence of crime. he contends, “the private actors of civil 
society developed their own adaptations to the new pervasiveness of crime, 
their own routine precautions and social controls, and it is these adaptations 
(rather than the crime rates themselves) that account for the political and 
cultural salience that crime has taken in recent years” (garland 2001:x– xi).

37. Parenti 1999:213.
38. wacquant 2009:16, 37.
39. alexander 2012:7; Pager 2007; western 2006; mauer and Chesney- lind 

2002; davis 2000; James 2000; mauer 1999b.
40. lloyd 2010:15. for a brilliant ethnographic account of how artists mar-

shaled post industrial resources to transform the Chicago neighborhood of 
wicker Park, see richard lloyd’s Neo- Bohemia: Art and Commerce in the 

Postindustrial City.
41. grazian 2003:2.
42. ibid., 115.
43. Currid 2007:3; garland 2001:77– 82.
44. Currid 2007:10.
45. lloyd 2010:90.
46. ibid., 34. Currid suggests, “Cultural producers understood— and quickly— 

the links between their symbolic capital and economic gains, which is how 
rapper diddy and Jennifer lopez managed to create clothing empires, 
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Stephen Sprouse painted graffiti- covered bags for louis vuitton, and artists 
like futura and lee Quinones designed sneakers for nike and adidas respec-
tively” (Currid 2007:40).

47. willis 2000. dworkin and wachs write, “Scholars argue that ‘male body 
panic,’ or male preoccupation with appearance, has become more prevalent 
with the advent of consumer culture in the postindustrial era” (2009:66).

48. dworkin and wachs 2009:2.
49. ibid., 70, 38.
50. ibid., 38– 39.
51. ibid., 63.
52. ibid., 11. it is also noteworthy that these politically charged narratives were 

increasingly fostered by popular culture and hollywood. See Jeffords 1993 
and dyer 1997.

53. farrell 1996.
54. ackman 2002.
55. included in the category of “serious boxing gym” are the times Square 

gym and Kingsway Boxing and fitness in manhattan and gleason’s gym in 
Brooklyn (delany 1999:xi; hamill 1996).

56. ackman 2002.
57. amateur boxing is also referred to as olympic boxing.
58. though the number of gyms registered in both years is the same, the actual 

gyms registered are different. in 2004, there were six gyms registered in 
Brooklyn, five in the Bronx, seven in Queens, and ten in manhattan. in 2005, 
there were six in Brooklyn (and even these six were different than the year 
before), six in the Bronx, nine in Queens, and seven in manhattan.

59. the golden gloves tournament was by founded in 1923 by the Chicago 

Tribune sports editor arch ward as a citywide amateur competition. the 
event took place in the Chicago Stadium and was sponsored by the Tribune. 
Because boxing was ruled illegal in illinois in 1924, the second tournament 
did not run again until 1928, when boxing once again was legal (primarily 
so Chicago could host the September 1927 dempsey- tunney fight), and it 
has run annually ever since. in 1927, the New York Daily News started its 
own tournament in new york City, and the winners of the Chicago and new 
york tournaments competed for a national golden gloves title. other news-
papers in regions all over country began their own tournaments in the 1930s 
(hickok Sports 2006; Seconds out 2004; both accessed July 22, 2011).

60. again, the gyms and programs in this category are usually devoted to 
white- collar boxers, but sporadically a professional fighter will spend time 
at a fitness club like Crunch in order to escape the pressures of competitive 
gyms and to take advantage of the quiet and resources. for example, junior 
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welterweight Sechew Powell trains out of gleason’s with coach angel rivera, 
but because rivera is also a trainer at Crunch gym in manhattan, Powell 
will often use Crunch as his base.

61. trinity Boxing gym rate schedule, http://trinityboxing.com/ny-ratesschedule 
(accessed august 8, 2011).

62. for example, limited space means that the gym can fit only one or two rings. 
this, in turn, means that fighters often have long wait- times to get into the ring 
to shadowbox or spar. long wait- times discourage fighters from working out 
at the gym and maintaining their commitment to that particular gym. over 
time, this limits membership and the gym’s financial resources.

63. gleason’s gym 2010a (accessed July 22, 2011).
64. mee 2004.
65. the Swank case is a good example of how much publicity can be generated 

from a celebrity simply saying she trained at gleason’s gym. Bruce Silver-
glade reports a dramatic increase in gym memberships among white- collar 
boxers and competitive women at gleason’s gym since Million Dollar Baby 
was released. this has enormous financial repercussions for the gym, which 
supports itself through membership dues and depends on word- of- mouth pub-
licity. this also has important implications for the gym’s trainers, who will earn 
between $20 and $75 per session working with new gym clients. other gyms 
around the country have experienced a similar surge in interest among female 
boxers. in an april 2005 article, “ ‘million dollar Baby’ gives more women 
fighting Spirit,” the Chicago Tribune reported a tripling in female registrations 
for the 2005 Chicago golden gloves tournament, as well as an increase in 
inquiries at Chicago gyms such as JaBB Boxing Center (hirsley 2005).

66. rhoden 1991.
67. hindo and Cohn 2004.

ChaPter two. worK without wageS

 1. during the 2003– 2004 academic year, gleason’s membership dues were $55 
per month for amateur boxers and $70 per month for professional fighters 
and white- collar clients. Because this fee is cost- prohibitive for many ama-
teurs, their trainers often pay their dues.

 2. this chapter focuses on amateur men and not amateur women. Because ama-
teur women do not have the same social circumstances as amateur men, they do 
not have the same relationships to prison, education systems, social welfare, and 
social housing. this chapter examines how amateur men use the gym to respond 
to those social circumstances.
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 3. i use richard Sennett’s characterizations of dignity, status, and prestige. Sen-
nett argues that status, prestige, recognition, honor, and dignity are aspects 
of respect. Status refers to one’s place in a social hierarchy. Status dictates 
whose needs are legible and who is recognized. Prestige “refers to the emo-
tions which status arouses in others.” recognition is a complicated term 
often used in legal discourse but expanded upon by scholars such as rous-
seau to encompass “mutual acknowledgment . . . of social behavior as much 
as of legal right.” Sennett suggests that recognition is not sufficient for under-
standing mutual need. he uses Bourdieu to define honor, which “supposes 
‘an individual who sees himself always through the eyes of others, who has 
need of others for his existence, because the image he has of himself is indis-
tinguishable from that presented to him by other people.’ ” dignity is linked 
with labor. Sennett writes that the dignity of work has “become a universal 
value,” explaining, “the historians linda gordon and nancy fraser phrase 
that value as follows: ‘the worker tends to become the universal social sub-
ject: everyone is expected to “work” and to be “self- supporting.” ’ any adult 
not perceived as a worker shoulders a heavier burden of self- justification” 
(Sennett 2003: 53– 58).

 4. for this line of argument, see willis 2000, wilson 1996.
 5. the Crime Bill of 1994, or Public law no. 103- 322, was designed to “in-

crease police presence, to expand and improve cooperative efforts between 
law enforcement agencies and members of the community to address crime 
and disorder problems, and otherwise to enhance public safety” (library of 
Congress 2012). “tough on crime” practices abolished rehabilitation, for 
the most part, and fixated instead on an array of new penalties and policies, 
such as three- strike rules, truth- in- sentencing laws, victim impact statements, 
sentencing guidelines, and “zero tolerance.” longer sentences than ever 
before were imposed, and the number of nonviolent acts considered crimi-
nal expanded, which increased the prison population, even as crime rates 
dropped (Petersilia 2003). a provision in the violent Crime Control and law 
enforcement act of 1994 allowed states to evaluate the “adult nature of the 
crime” and bypass juvenile court, sentencing sixteen-  and seventeen- year- 
olds to years in maximum security prisons in new york State (library of 
Congress 2012).

 6. horton 1972:24.
 7. wynn 2002.
 8. Parenti 1999. in 1982, 350 college programs operated in uS prisons; by 

2006, eight remained (fine et al. 2001 [accessed July 15, 2012]).
 9. Parenti 1999:43.
10. Pager 2007.
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11. according to my participants, finding and keeping work remains one of the 
most stressful aspects of postprison supervision. michelle alexander finds 
similar stressors: “in fact, a study by the vera institute found that during the 
first month after release from prison, people consistently were more preoccu-
pied with finding work than anything else. Some of the pressure to find work 
comes directly from the criminal justice system. according to one survey of 
state parole agencies, forty of the fifty- one jurisdictions surveyed (the fifty 
states and the district of Columbia) required parolees to ‘maintain gainful 
employment.’ failure to do so could mean more prison time” (alexander 
2012:148.) for some of the most comprehensive review— qualitative, legal, 
and historical— and analysis of postindustrial parole, see Scott- hayward 
2011. fall. for a historical overview of how the initial mission of parole 
supervision— the encouragement of disciplined workers— has transmogrified 
in a postindustrial labor market with high levels of joblessness, see Simon 
1993.

12. Katherine newman argues that workers of color are more likely to be fired 
in recessions than white workers.

13. i focus on some of the individual repercussions of forced confinement, such 
as the material conditions and identities of fighters, rather than the social or 
political repercussions, which Patricia allard rightly calls “post- conviction 
penalties.” for a thoughtful discussion of postconviction penalties or collat-
eral consequences, see mauer and Chesney- lind 2002; and travis 2000.

14. willis 2000:86.
15. ibid., 87– 88.
16. ibid., 92.
17. dworkin and wachs 2009; willis 2000:95.
18. according to georg Bauer, boxing athlete and scholar, “in some countries, 

the techniques are also different in amateur boxing. a cross, for instance, 
is rarely taught in austrian olympic boxing gyms but is part of the regular 
inventory in professional boxing gyms. Professional fighters’ trainers have 
told me to keep both heels on the ground and twist my hip with every punch 
in an almost comically exaggerated fashion” (written personal communica-
tion, July 29, 2012).

19. Booth 2000.
20. ibid., 11.
21. ibid., 8.
22. arinde 2004.
23. the amateur men i discuss in this chapter explicitly refer to themselves as 

boxers by profession. not all amateur men in gleason’s gym talk about box-
ing as their job. firefighters and police officers, for example, who constitute 
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a relatively small percentage of amateur fighters, consider boxing a leisure 
pursuit and explicitly referred to it as a pastime.

24. hamill 1996.
25. Sherman 2005.
26. See wacquant 2004.
27. for a detailed description and incisive analysis of the many ways low- 

income men and women generate income and make ends meet outside of  
the formal economy, see venkatesh 2006.

28. according to Joan Petersilia, meeting the terms of parole can be so chal-
lenging and the penalties of their violation so harsh that some prisoners in 
massachusetts are choosing to forfeit the possibility of parole and instead 
choosing to serve out their entire sentences (Petersilia 2003). Some standard 
conditions of release for uS Code offenders are: reporting to the district 
specified on the certificate of release and to the assigned probation officer 
within three days; obtaining written permission from the probation office in 
order to leave the district; notifying the probation officer within two days of 
changing residences; submitting “complete and truthful” written reports to 
the probation officer at the beginning of each month; refraining from violat-
ing any law or associating with those participating in criminal activity; if ar-
rested, reporting to the probation officer within two days; working regularly 
unless excused by the probation officer and supporting dependents; reporting 
within two days with any changes to employment; avoiding possessing or 
purchasing illegal substances; avoiding visiting “places where such drugs 
are illegally sold, dispensed, used or given away”; avoiding socializing with 
others with criminal records unless given permission by the probation officer; 
avoiding possession of firearms; permitting searches and confiscation by the 
probation officer at his or her discretion; making “a diligent effort to satisfy 
any fine, restitution order, court costs or assessment, and/or court ordered 
child support or alimony payment that has been, or may be, imposed” by the 
probation officer; submitting to drug tests (united States Parole Commission 
2004) (accessed 2004.)

29. Stephen “donny” donaldson argues that men of small build are preyed 
upon in prison (donaldson 2001).

30. though many amateur fighters can provide complex critiques of society, 
their analyses are not accompanied by arguments for social justice, libera-
tion, or other forms of freedom. they place few demands on an outside 
world that has foreclosed access to a decent wage. the re- creation work in 
the gym naturalizes the world as is. when discussing unemployment, incar-
ceration, and failed educational systems, amateur boxers acknowledge racial 
inequality but also accept this expression of social and economic injury as 
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an inevitable feature of modern life. racial segregation and urban marginal-
ity are conceptualized as damaging yet natural by- products of power. mike 
argues that “if it were the other way around, we [racialized people] would 
be complaining about the white people livin’ in Bed- Stuy.” anthony philoso-
phizes that history is both “cyclical” and “inevitable,” and this fact eclipses 
any sort of intervention into history’s legacy of racial and class oppression.

ChaPter three. tough love and intimaCy  
in a Community of men

 1. unlike professional boxers or white- collar clients, most male amateur fight-
ers do not pay for their boxing instruction and overwhelmingly are a finan-
cial liability for their trainers. at best, amateurs cost their trainers money in 
time— when trainers could be working with clients or even up- and- coming 
professionals— and at worst, amateurs cost their trainers money for boxing- 
related expenses, such as gym memberships and tournament fees, and for 
non- boxing- related expenses, such as metroCards, meals, utilities, and even 
tuition for college.

not all trainers will work with amateurs because of the emotional and fi-
nancial involvement. Jeremy does not like training amateurs because he con-
siders them “hard- headed” and “stubborn.” aaron sees boxing as a business 
and will only coach people who can pay: “i’m not looking to do any freebies. 
i’m not naive enough to think that some fucking kid is going to stay with me 
five years later as i train him for free. and i’m not so fucking succubus that 
i want to suck off someone else’s skill. i fought myself. that’s it. i don’t need 
some fucking kid to win something for me. . . . i love the work i do. i do it 
because i love it. i would almost do it for free but i won’t because, as you 
know, i won’t do anything for free because it’s just inherently wrong.”

other trainers take on a few amateurs but remain wary of devoting their 
entire practice to “charity cases,” ricardo’s characterization of amateur fight-
ers. ricardo is a former european Boxing Champion who trains primarily 
white- collar clients, occasionally taking on the highly talented amateur but 
with reservations. Karl acknowledges that training amateurs puts a trainer 
in the position of being “a psychologist, a father, a business manager,” but he 
tries to avoid being a mentor: “i try to avoid that role. i really do because it’s 
a business. even though we can talk, and we can do this and that, it’s still a 
business. i gotta go home, and i gotta pay my rent, and you gotta do what 
you gotta do. i still gotta pay my bills. But if i can see i can help you, and 
you trying, and you really worth it, and we’re committed, i’ll help you out 
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every now and then. But don’t make a habit of it. i will give money out— if 
you need help i will help you. But not chronically. don’t make a habit of it.”

2. in this chapter, i use the masculine pronoun to refer to amateur boxers 
because the chapter focuses on the distinctly homosocial relationships that 
develop between male trainers and fighters. my analysis of mentoring and 
mediation does not apply to women or white- collar boxers because they are 
not in the same social- structural positions as the gym’s male amateur fighters.

3. i use the term “kinship” rather than the more common term “fictive kinship” 
because all forms of kinship are fictive in a sense. and to call kinship that is 
not constructed on the basis of bloodline “fictive” is to normalize a concept 
that centers on traditional understandings of the family— in this case, the 
nuclear family. my use of “kinship” insists that the relationships forged in 
the gym are not simply compensation for a lack and that the intimacies are 
qualitatively different than mere coping mechanisms or substitutions for 
family positions. in All Our Kin, Carol Stack explores the domestic coopera-
tion and exchange of goods and services between black kin in “the flats.” 
though problematic in a few ways, among them that kinship is framed as a 
coping mechanism and thus is set against the normalcy of the nuclear family 
(which simultaneously disregards that every familial arrangement is a coping 
mechanism of sorts), Stack shows that the inventiveness and creativity of kin 
relatedness in the midst of urban struggle have existed for generations (Stack 
1974). as Judith Butler writes, “the struggle to legitimate african- american 
kinship dates back to slavery, of course” (Butler 2000:73).

4. having worked so closely with two trainers— mike and harry— i draw heav-
ily on their experiences. But based on comparison with the broader body of 
my research, their understandings are not uncommon but rather generaliz-
able to roughly twenty- five of the gym’s eighty trainers.

5. trainers believe that mondays are bad days for sparring because fighters— 
both male and female— are likely to have partied or had sex during the 
weekend, tiring themselves out. exhausted athletes will not be as alert in the 
ring so it is considered dangerous to have them spar. the prohibition against 
sex and drinking is historical; it appears as early as the late eighteenth 
century in boxing training manuals. regarding competition preparation, a 
pupil of humphreys and mendoza writes of “taking constant care to avoid 
any thing like excess in either food, wine, woman, or even exercise” (a Pupil 
Both of humphreys and mendoza 1784).

6. oates 1994:15.
7. it is interesting to note that sociologist alex vitale likens mayor rudolph 

giuliani’s decision to move away from urban liberalism (e.g., therapy, reha-
bilitation) to policing as “tough love.” he writes, “when giuliani took office 
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in 1994, he turned dinkins’s policing experiments into major citywide opera-
tions. he evicted dozens of homeless encampments, displaced squeegee men, 
and ordered the police to harass homeless people through the zero- tolerance 
enforcement of minor infractions. in the shelter system he attempted to 
transform the rules of accountability for homeless people by charging them 
for staying in shelters and threatening them with eviction from the shelter 
system, loss of benefits, and even separation from their families for failing to 
abide by work requirements calling for people to work twenty hours a week. 
‘tough love’ replaced housing and services as a new strategy for addressing 
homelessness and restoring order” (vitale 2008:13).

 8. Joyce Carol oates writes, “a boxing trainer’s most difficult task is said to be 
to persuade a young boxer to get up and continue fighting after he has been 
knocked down” (oates 1994:13).

 9. though physically and psychologically demanding, these sparring scenarios 
are not reckless but exist within the clearly demarcated and designed limits 
the trainer carefully constructs. there are some injuries that trainers will not 
ask their fighters to battle through. harry explains, “Certain situations, i pull 
them out. if you got a headache, you not boxing.” trainers also know when 
a fighter is really hurt and when he is exaggerating in order to be pulled out 
of the ring. this is when a trainer’s skill as well as intimate understanding 
of his fighter comes into play. harry tells me, “it’s all about your reaction. i 
know how to read their pain. i know how to read through their pain.”

10. for an insightful discussion on professional boxers’ understandings of their 
social mobility as well as the relations of power imbrued in the labor of 
professional boxing, see wacquant 1998.

11. Pager 2007.
12. Sandlin 2004.
13. george washington is an important figure for many trainers at gleason’s 

gym, especially harry, mike, and Karl. washington established the club 
almost thirty years ago and is credited with building one of the most suc-
cessful and nationally recognized teams of fighters in the 1980s. Several of 
washington’s protégés, such as mark Breland, participated in the olympics 
and won world championships. more important than washington’s record of 
athletic success are the relationships he developed with his amateur fighters. 
washington is described as offering unconditional love to his boxers and 
supporting them through difficult times. he is considered— by both those he 
has trained and those he has not— as the epitome of the ideal trainer. Sadly, 
washington passed away on June 16, 2006.

14. other trainers have fond memories of care from coaches and older and more 
established fighters, which shape the relationships they forge with amateur 
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boxers. these trainers talk explicitly about the priceless attention and love 
their trainers gave them and explain why giving similar forms of attention to 
their fighters is important. ed worked with “trickman” norris, first at the 
times Square gym and then at the Bed- Stuy Boxing Center. when Joseph 
trained at gleason’s gym in the Bronx as a thirteen- year- old, a professional 
from his neighborhood in Corona, Queens, took him under his wing: “lenny 
was a professional fighter who had— he lived out in my neighborhood, and 
he used to come up to the gym around 2 o’clock in the afternoon. So i would 
go up there— i would be up there around 11 or 12, and i would just stay 
there, banging the bag, punching out the bag— doing things on my own until 
lenny got there and trained. then he would bring me back everyday. i never 
forgot that.”

Karl remembers how willie dockery made a significant impact on his 
sense of confidence: “i knew i could fight. But i didn’t know how good i 
could fight. So i met this guy by the name of willie dockery, and he took me  
to camp. he took me to camp with [leon] Spinks. . . . But when he first told 
me he was gonna take me to camp, i was like, ‘this guy is not going to take 
me to camp. are you crazy? i can’t go up and work with them guys at their 
pace!’ you know? the next morning, he was in front of my door blowing 
his horn talking about ‘Come on, we going to camp.’ So i said, ‘if he believe 
it, i’m gonna try.’ So i went to camp, and he used to talk to me every night 
’cause me and him had the same room. and he used to talk to me about 
believing in me and knowing that there isn’t anyone better than me. and i 
really picked up on some of the things he did and the way he made me feel. 
if someone don’t make you feel like you’re wanted or needed then you’ll 
be like, ‘this guy don’t care if i box or not.’ if he didn’t care, he acted like 
he cared. ‘yo Karl, you the best, man. there is nobody better than you. you 
had a bad day today but tomorrow watch.’ and he did it, and i believed in 
it. i believed in everything he said. if he had said, ‘Jump off the roof, you 
won’t get hurt, you’ll just hurt your ankle,’ i’d probably have believed it. you 
laughing, but i’m dead serious. i had that much trust in him. he helped me a 
lot in life.”

15. i use the term “kinship” because amateur men and trainers use the discourse 
of kinship to talk about each other.

16. Butler 2000:72.
17. Kinship theory and studies is a large field. for the purposes of this book, 

i draw upon the writings of scholars who have challenged the taken- for- 
granted bases of traditional understandings of kinship (or kinship as “natural 
fact”). marilyn Strathern writes, “the anthropological study of kinship since 
mid- victorian and edwardian times, as well as the (indigenous) models held 
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by others of the social class from which by and large the authors of such 
studies came, has drawn heavily on the idea that kinship systems are also 
after the facts, and specifically after certain well- known facts of nature” 
(Strathern 1992a:3). using critical interventions such as feminist anthropol-
ogy, post- structuralism, and postmodernism, some scholars have recon-
structed kinship studies on the assumption that “[l]ike all epistemic devices, 
kinship helps to constitute what it describes so that even imagining its 
purchase on sets of phenomena, whether in western societies or elsewhere, 
may be seen as ideological or circular, and thus complicit with an unrecon-
structed version of the anthropological project” (franklin and mc Kinnon 
2001b:1). though david Schneider’s Critique of the Study of Kinship (1984) 
is often considered one of the first critical examinations of kinship, Sarah 
franklin and Susan mcKinnon persuasively argue that the so- called death 
of kinship extends as far back as the 1950s and came from a number of 
areas, among them feminist studies of gender and kinship (see Collier and 
yanagisako 1987; macCormack and Strathern 1980; rubin 1975), the rejec-
tion of structural- functionalism, and the reflexive turn in anthropology as a 
discipline (see Clifford 1988; Clifford and marcus 1986; marcus and fisher 
1986) (franklin and mcKinnon 2001b:3– 5; franklin 1998:102). today, kin-
ship study has been reimagined and re- theorized, and “new” kinship studies 
encompass more notions of kin relatedness, especially in contexts of repro-
duction, global capitalism, genetic technologies, and cyberspace.

18. elijah anderson argues that inner- city areas no longer boast “old heads” 
who mentor, socialize, and discipline young black men (anderson 1999). 
though i understand the interest in mentoring to be a symptom of a larger 
neoliberal agenda that prizes teaching people out of poverty instead of pro-

viding opportunities for social mobility, the kinship improvised in gleason’s 
gym meets those needs. in a time when many decry the lack of mentoring, 
such kinship arrangements suggest that there are spaces where black men are 
able to express care for one another (anderson 1999).

19. i borrow david harvey’s characterization of neoliberalism as “a theory of 
political economic practices that proposes that human well- being can best be 
advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within 
an institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights, 
free markets, and free trade. the role of the state is to create and preserve 
an institutional framework appropriate to such practices. the state has to 
guarantee, for example, the integrity of money. it must also set up those 
military, defence, police, and legal structures and functions required to secure 
private property rights and to guarantee, by force if need be, the proper 
functioning of markets. furthermore, if markets do not exist (in areas such 
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as land, water, education, health care, social security, or environmental pollu-
tion) then they must be created, by state action if necessary. But beyond these 
tasks, the state should not venture” (harvey 2005:2). in particular, neoliber-
alism looks to the market to address structural inequalities, despite the fact 
that, as harvey points out, “increasing social inequality [has] in fact been 
such a persistent feature of neoliberalization as to be regarded as structural 
to the whole project” (p. 16).

ChaPter four. PaSSing time: the exPreSSive 
Culture of everyday gym life

 1. this time is overwhelmingly segregated by class. it is unusual for white- 
collar clients to pass time socializing in mike and harry’s corner. while there 
is no formal prohibition against their participation, because these clients 
focus on themselves and their training rather than on talking with anyone 
other than their trainers, they do not linger before or after their workouts 
long enough to chat and develop friendships.

 2. lindquist 2002:3,124.
 3. the folklorist roger abrahams profiles the “man- of- words” in his ethno-

graphic work on verbal dexterity in the west indies and suggests, “[t]he 
man- of- words not only provides the tone and subjects for traditional perfor-
mances but also serves as the principal organizer of the activity” (abrahams 
1983:xvi).

 4. See Chung 2003, associated Press 2003, and Cnn 2003 (all accessed July 
22, 2011).

 5. abrahams notes, “Somehow creativity seem[s] less important than how a 
group managed to achieve meaning while celebrating community” (abra-
hams 1983:xix).

 6. though dated, annette Powell williams’s “dynamics of a Black audience” 
analyzes how conversational patterns can signify different meaning- making 
systems. on interruption, she writes, “this kind of activity constitutes inat-
tention and disrespect to the white speaker, the worst thing that could hap-
pen. to a black speaker it means something else. it means that he is commu-
nicating with his audience and that they are communicating with him. he is 
stirring their emotions and they are reacting to what he has to say” (williams 
1972:102).

 7. lindquist 2002:126.
 8. roger abrahams writes of a similar phenomenon in the west indies. he con-

tends, “this pattern of competitive interaction is observable in many other 
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traditional activities, such as the tea meetings previously described. more fre-
quently held are riddling sessions (held at wakes or on moonlit nights), and 
rhyming, a trading of curses directed against the mother of another contes-
tant, a practice commonly known as playing the dozens in the united States. 
these contests are so central to the sense of entertainment in the west indies 
that they are observable whenever people congregate, whether for a special 
event or in the marketplace or rum shop. in all of these activities, little effort 
is made to declare a winner or a loser; it is the entertainment value of the 
battle that matters most” (abrahams 1983:xvii).

 9. Julie lindquist writes, “the practice of argument not only allows one  
person to persuade others of the legitimacy of his or her claim to speak  
‘for’ the group about something (and thereby to assure his or her own  
status) but also works to persuade participant- spectators that there is a 
common social investment, an assurance of collective identity” (lindquist 
2002:121).

10. abrahams 1983:60.
11. Joking also is considered “nonsense behavior” (ibid., 1983:57).
12. ibid., 60.
13. ibid., 74.
14. Southpaw fighters are lefthanded. Southpaw is a fighting style in which the 

boxer jabs with his or her right hand instead of the orthodox style of jabbing 
with the left hand.

15. when writing about joking, abrahams argues that “[t]here is no joking, 
then, unless there is an order that can be overturned or at least challenged 
by the establishment of new continuities and relationships.” he continues, 
“But simply because a joke relies upon this previous social order indicates 
that it acts in response to certain pressures already existing within that order, 
tensions that are shared by the group who participates in the joking” (abra-
hams 1983:74).

16. abrahams suggests that “play is the activity by which one progressively 
learns how to cooperate with others” (abrahams 1983:50– 51).

17. ibid., 73.
18. ibid., 77.
19. ibid., 58.
20. expressive practice “provides an active way of guaranteeing a certain level 

of homogeneity of ideals and even of social practices” (abrahams 1983:84).
21. i am grateful to hilary Silver for pointing out the connection to Phil 

Brown’s work. for more on legal consciousness, see ewick and Silbey 1998. 
i am grateful to michael yarbrough for directing me to the connection to 
Patricia ewick and Susan Silbey’s work.
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22. lindquist writes, “that immediate, lived experience is valued . . . means 
that as a genre, narrative is authoritative. it enacts the common logic of 
productivity and immediacy and contains the densities and contradictions of 
moment- to- moment sociality. to tell stories in the contexts of arguments is 
to lay claim to an unchallengeable empirical reality, to appeal to the legiti-
macy of the link between life and story, world and word. when invoked as 
evidence in arguments, narratives affirm that participants exist on the same 
experiential plane (if not on the same philosophical one). in telling a story to 
‘prove’ a point, an arguer makes an ethical appeal that says, in effect, now 
here’s my unmediated, not strategized point of view.’ . . . narrative serves to 
make sense of the world, in effect, to theorize without resorting to theory” 
(lindquist 2002:157).

23. ibid., 157.
24. abrahams 1983:25.
25. though there are gay and lesbian boxers, who open about their relation-

ships, i was never privy to a discussion about problems with same- sex male 
partnerships. i was, however, privy to discussions about same- sex female 
partners.

26. bell hooks writes, “Conservatives and radicals alike seem to be better at 
talking about the plight of the black male than they are at naming strate-
gies of resistance that would offer hope and meaningful alternatives” (hooks 
2004:xv). She elaborates, “white- supremacist capitalist patriarchy’s refusal 
to allow black males full access to employment while offering black females 
a place in the service economy created a context where black males and 
females could not conform to standard sexist roles in regard to work even  
if they wanted to” (p. 8).

27. ibid., 27.
28. ibid., xii.
29. Cited in ibid., 121– 122.
30. willis 2000.

ChaPter five. the Changing PolitiCS of gender

 1. the women of the gym cite annoyance at Christy martin’s lack of advocacy 
for the sport and argue that she cultivates an extreme form of femininity at 
the expense of support for boxing women. danielle says, “Pisses me off. it’s 
like, ‘Come on. Say something.’ ”

 2. i understand Jacques derrida’s concept of a supplement as a thing that exists 
to define the “natural” or “original” through addition, exclusion, or expul-
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sion, thereby fortifying the natural’s boundaries (i.e., that which the supple-
ment is supplementary to). the supplement can also suggest a lack within the 
original or natural. derrida describes “the two significations of supplemen-
tarity” as “substitution and accretion” (derrida 1976:200).

 3. “woman boxer wins decision after eight- year legal battle,” USA Today, april 
22, 1992. amateurs can compete until they turn thirty- five, at which point 
they become “master” boxers. See uSa Boxing metro 2011.

 4. fachet 1993.
 5. heiskanen 2012.
 6. women Boxing archive network 2011 (accessed July 22, 2011).
 7. the Daily News understands the situation slightly differently. in an article 

written in 2011, they claim that dee hamaguichi missed the entry deadline 
(New York Daily News 2011) (accessed aug. 17, 2012).

 8. a walkover is a win awarded to a boxer when there are no other competitors.
 9. leidecker 2010.
10. uSa Boxing 2011 (accessed July 22, 2011).
11. gleason’s gym 2010a (accessed aug. 20, 2012).

ChaPter Six. Buying and Selling BlaCKneSS:  
white- Collar Boxing and the Cultural  

CaPital of raCial differenCe

 1. the phrase “live, work, and play in dumBo” is real- estate developer 
david walentas’ slogan for the district, and it appears on banners that hang 
from lampposts.

 2. in this chapter, unless otherwise noted, when i discuss white- collar clients, 
i am referring to male clients. i focus on men for several reasons. first, 
when trainers talk about clients, they are referring to male clients; in gym 
discourse, “women” are considered their own category of gym user. Second, 
white- collar men— and not women— initiated the white- collar trend. in a 
sense, their participation paved the way for women to join the gym, in the 
sense that gym management and trainers imagined a new kind of “finan-
cial” member, a category that could be expanded to include women. But the 
originators of white- collar boxing were men. and third, white- collar men’s 
reasons for boxing are quite different than their female counterparts. my 
goals in this chapter are to demonstrate how the service economy of boxing 
works and what is being bought in a training sessions. for white- collar men, 
their purchase not only of a training session but also of an abstract notion of 
black masculinity has to do with their own identities, specifically their own 
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sense of manliness. women have very different interests in boxing and, obvi-
ously, do not have these same investments in acquiring masculine identities. 
for example, many women cite histories of personal trauma— rape, domestic 
violence, and food and body- image preoccupations— when they discuss their 
reasons for boxing. Boxing for these women is about reclaiming their bodies 
as a source of power and strength. they, in turn, practice boxing much more 
like amateur and professional boxers. unlike male clients, female clients 
often do not attempt to control the terms of their training. and many young 
female clients go on to compete in the amateurs. Because they are buying 
expertise and not an abstract construction, female clients have different 
relationships with their trainers. interestingly, many female amateurs, who 
began as clients, look down on white- collar boxing, seeing it as a “gimmick” 
and unserious, and argue that it actually delegitimizes women’s boxing by 
association.

 3. for an elegant discussion of the historical, political, and economic processes 
through which blackness became invested with cultural capital, see gilroy 
2010. gilroy argues, “Blackness, which for so long had been entirely worth-
less, could be recognized as becoming endowed with symbolic value that 
nobody appears to have anticipated. needless to say, new forms of racism 
emerged with these developments” (p. 9). also see hooks 2004.

 4. white- collar boxers quickly captured the attention of magazines and 
newspapers, and several alumni have written memoirs about their pugilistic 
journeys.

 5. See, e.g., Parkyns 1713; godfrey 1747; a Pupil Both of humphreys and 
mendoza 1784, 1788; amateur of eminence 1789; fewtrell 1790.

 6. a Pupil Both of humphreys and mendoza 1784.
 7. ibid.
 8. gorn 1986.
 9. Bederman 1995.
10. rhoden 2001.
11. dworkin and wachs 2009.
12. See, e.g., Johnson 2005 and robertson 2005.
13. robertson 2005; Johnson 2005.
14. the learning annex is a continuing education school in new york City, 

which runs a number of different types of classes for adult learners.
15. “open” fighters are amateur boxers who have more than ten fights.
16. Steve Bunce points out that many of the participants of “Capital Punish-

ment” earned salaries of millions of dollars. the same night of that show, a 
group of professionals participated in a show in york hall. most of those 
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boxers made less than 6,000 pounds. he writes, “Same sport, same city, but 
so different” (Bunce 2000).

17. Connellan 2005; hari 2005.
18. Briggs and mcintosh 2005.
19. martens 2005; Province (vancouver) 2005.
20. looney 2005.
21. gleason’s gym 2010c (accessed aug. 8, 2011).
22. richard wilner reports that gleason’s rent is $15,000 per month and insur-

ance costs $12,000 per month (wilner 2005).
23. alphabet belts refer to the abbreviations of the numerous championship 

boxing belts awarded by a number of sanctioning bodies, such as iBa, iBo, 
naBa, naBC, naBf, wBf, and wBo. the alphabet sanctioning bodies 
emerged in the 1980s.

24. wilner 2005.
25. Johnson 2005.
26. an assistant second is someone who helps the cornerman (or second), who 

assists the boxer in between rounds.
27. george washington was the head trainer at the Bed- Stuy Boxing Center for 

decades. deeply admired by his boxers, he is remembered as a role model. 
many trainers say they became boxing coaches because of the time, energy, 
and care that george washington gave to them.

28. these fees are in addition to membership dues.
29. grazian 2003:29.
30. Primitivism has different meanings in different fields. i see primitivism as a 

modern and postmodern fascination with racial stereotypes considered, on 
the one hand, mystical, “wild, elemental,” backward, and inferior and, on 
the other hand, a conduit to “liberation, and spontaneity, for a simultane-
ous recovery of ancient sources and an access to true modernity” (Clifford 
1989:901). for a brilliant discussion of primitivism, especially of primitivism 
and the black body (including the black boxing body), see Clifford 1989. 
also see torgovnick 1990.

31. the connections among the primitive, race, and masculinity are explicated 
at length in Bederman 1995.

32. wartofsky 2000.
33. ibid.
34. whatever plurality of racial identities trainers use to describe their loyalties 

and solidarities, they are conflated and then abstracted by clients into one 
category: black masculinity.

35. hazel Carby makes this argument in Race Men (Carby 1998).
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36. By “authentic” i mean a precise replication.
37. See Sherman 2007.
38. gorz 1989.
39. ibid.
40. gorz suggests these personal services might become increasingly concen-

trated in hygiene and body care and in gyms and health and fitness establish-
ments (ibid., 154).

41. in Neo- Bohemia, richard lloyd makes a similar point about waitresses who 
see themselves as co- equals with their clientele. he writes, “and yet, service 
workers at the north Side and other neighborhood bars are not co- equals with 
either landise or the bar’s patrons— within the structure of the social situation, 
they remain subordinates, although the way that subordinate status plays out 
can be complicated” (lloyd 2010:136).

ePilogue

 1. i analyze work in gleason’s gym because it is the category and language 
through which these men understand and talk about their lives.

 2. for instance, william Julius wilson understands the social and psychologi-
cal benefits of work— such as labor- force attachment, discipline, regularity, 
and perceptions of self- efficacy— to derive from the work that is the primary 
economic sustenance of the laborer, that is, the work that reproduces the 
material conditions of existence.

3. the unique forms of work fashioned in the gym suggest that a static class the-
ory is insufficient for analyzing postindustrial labor. amateur men and their 
trainers cannot be categorized into a fixed social structure, as they might 
be with such designations as “working class” or “lumpenproletariat,” and 
similarly the work they do cannot be neatly fit into a fixed work hierarchy. 
Sociological definitions of work, which often describe work through a series 
of binaries— service or manufacturing, informal or formal, legal or illegal, 
work or leisure— do not help us think about labor at gleason’s gym. this 
is not to say that these categories are not useful in other contexts but rather 
that gym work cannot be sufficiently understood by concepts and structures 
beholden to these binaries. for example, how might we talk about a worker 
who earns wages from a security job but considers himself, by profession, to 
be a boxer? or a worker who considers his job to be boxing despite gen-
erating income from selling drugs, either chronically or episodically? or a 
worker whose pugilistic labor is performed both in and out of prison? the 
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very multiplicity of work in gleason’s gym demands new ways of conceptu-
alizing postindustrial labor.

4. gilroy 2010:8.
5. Calder 2012 (accessed aug. 26, 2012).
6. the wounded warrior Project, http://www.woundedwarriorproject.org; glea-

son’s gym 2010b.
7. matthew Bogdanos, a marine colonel, Bronze Star for bravery winner, and 

prosecutor, organized the event (Wall Street Journal 2012 [accessed aug. 26, 
2012]).

methodologiCal aPPendix

1. ross 2004.
2. Padwork consists of a trainer holding padded mitts, which the boxer hits.
3. though boxers are considered members of gleason’s gym, many trainers 

form individual teams to distinguish themselves from other trainers and box-
ers in the gym. gleason’s, then, is constituted by a series of small teams.

4. a second is a cornerman or cornerwoman.
5. the seconds- out bell indicates that there are ten seconds left in the one- 

minute rest period in between rounds.
6. fictocriticism, which the anthropologist michael taussig has pioneered, can 

be defined as the amalgamation of fact, fiction, participant observation, 
archival history, memoir, and literary theory in a text (eakin 2001).

7. Situated knowledge is the idea that knowledge that is learned, acquired, or 
produced in particular social circumstances for particular reasons. that is, 
the production of knowledge is a practice that depends not just on context 
but also on motivation and use by the knowledge maker. it recognizes that 
knowledge is partial and contingent on situation but asserts that women and 
minorities have a privileged view of the world by virtue of their marginal 
position. See haraway 1988.
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